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THE DOMINION OF CANADA 

Canadian agricultural production and trade have advanced 

rapidly since 1913. War demands for wheat were met by in- 

creased crops; exports rose from some 90 millions of bushels in 

1913 to 150 millions in 1918, and reached over 250 millions 

in 1924. In 1913 the value of imports exceed that of exports; 

in the War period exports rose in value above imports, - and 

in 1924 were still in emcees. Reciprocal trade arrangements 

with the British West Indies in 1920 and 1925 have favoured an 

exchange of Canadian manufactures and foodstuffs for West 

Indian sugar and bananas, while tariffs and treaties have 

prepared the way for increased commercial intercourse with other 

parts of the British Enpir. e. The opening of the Panama Canal 

has shortened the voyage between Vancouver and Liverpool by 

5,666 miles and led to rapid development of the Pacific outlets. 

From the Imperial point of view, however, Canada's 

foreign trade does not encourage the idea of a self- contained 

bnpir.e. It is rather unenually divided between the United 

Kingdom and the United States with which countries most 

of Canada's business is transacted. In the following table the 

percentages of such trade are shown,and indicate increasing 

acti vity with the United States, but a less satisfactory 

st ate / 
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state of affairs so far as the United Kingdom is concerned. 
rGCe 68- 

CANADIAN TRADE 

O'r 

IMPORTS 
Percentaáe 

EXPORTS 
Shares 113 1922.2 1911 -13 1922 -2 

United Kingdom 
Rest of Empire 
United States 

22.0 
400 

63,3 

16.9 
4.5 

67.9 

48.8 
6.2 

37.6 

38.2 
6.8 

40.2 

Averáre Annual 
Value £million) 110 163 61 181 



able products 
Isand their products 
,,textiles, and textile 

products 
i1good products, and paper 

d its products 
(mus metals and their 

products 
:;tallic minerals and their 

products 
a1e and allied products 
!Ilaneous Commodities 

Canadian Trade by Classes of 2erchandise,l923- 
Cm ort s axport s 

U.K. U.c.P.TotalIU.R. U.S.A. Total 

'otals ( per c ent )19 23 

" 1913 

°y-- ee r r 
3.3 .9.1 20.1 28.9 4.5 43.8 
0.4 4.3 5.8 7.0 5.9 14.6 

8.6 9.6 21.2 0.1 0.5 0.8 
0.3 4.0 4.5 2.1 20.5 24.5 
1.6 15.5 17.3 1.2 1.0 5.5 

0.4 4.0 4.7 0.9 3.0 4.8 

1.6 14.3 17.4 0.1 2.2 
0.4 2.3 3.2 0.2 1.0 
1.0 4.3 5.8 0.2 1.1 

3.0 
1.5 
1.5 

17.6 67.4 

20.7 65.0 

100.0 40.7 39.7 

100.0 47.8 39.3 

100.0 

100.0 

As a ne v classification has been introduced since 1913 the 

corresponding percentage figures cannot be given for the 

same croups in that year. Even apart from that the predominant 

share of the United States cannot be hidden. In no single 
class of imports does the British share exceed the American in 

1923; and though Canadian exports to the United Kingdom rank 

1 per cent higher than those to the United States, the previous 

table shows how the latter country has improved her position 
as a buying market. Only in foodstuffs and iron is Britain a 

relatively higher purchaser. 

Nor is such a state of affairs surprising. Canada and 

the United States form part of the same continent; the common 

boundary / 



boundary binds rather than separates them. Common ideals, so 

far at least as traJe is concerned, tend to favour intercourse. 

Above all the proximity of the United States as a market for pro- 

ducts which the United Kingdom does not purchase largely from 

Canada, and as a source of supply for commodities which the 

United Kingdom cannot furnish, is a controlling factor. 

While the United States supplies immediately from her Canadian 

depots goods which could be purchased from the United Kingdom, 

theAlatter country has no,j established branch warehouses to 

fa _cilitate supply, but depends on commission agents through 

whose medium time is necessarily lost. Thus, although the 

United Kingdom benefits by a tariff preference and excels in 

the duality of her products, the balance of advantage lies with 

the Unit4d States. "Canada will not buy from Britain on the 

score of duality only - it must be .u,lity plus suitability 
and reasonably prompt availability. 

From the acc ompanyinetable the position of the two 

co entries as sources of supply of goods manufactured by both 

is evident. British exporters can but apparently do not meet 

and overcome the difficulties of reduirenents of Canadian styles, 

standards, packings, etc. that at present tend to restrict 

demand for their wares, and avoid unnecessary delay 3$i dis- 

patching goods. Only in machinery (in which the British total 

is amall) and woollen goods is the United Kingdom maintaining 

her / 

(i) ".purvey of Overseas Markets" p.318. 
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her position. 

Percentage shares of Canada's Imorts 
191 -1 

From 

Nttön manufactures 
Machinery (i ncludi n 

tnral implements) 
Electric apparatus 
Silk manufactures 
Woollen manufactures 

Table 83 

From 
U.K. 

agricul- 
7 

13 
43 
85 

U.K. ti.S.A. 

93 9 

84 7 

15 15 
6 85 

42 

90 
88 
23 
7 

There are, moreover, certain commodities of which the 

resources of the United States give that country a practical' 

monopoly in Canadian markets, either because they are not 

produced in Britain, or because American supplies may be more 

Cheaply imported whither they are in demand, for example, coal 

into the lake Peninsula and eastern prairies. Of such 

commodities anthracite, raw cotton, crude petroleum, and fresh 

fruits comprised 16 per cent by value of imports of United States 

origin in 100031211.1923- 24. 

bn the export side the United Kingdom purchases food- 

stuffs while the United States buys mainly forest products, 

foodstuffs, and minerals, - those commodities of which her 

own supplies are inadeouate or have serigjasly diminished. 

Industrial developments in Canada, fostered through her 

inability to obtain supplies from European countries during 

the War, have been very rapid. Although very many of the in- 

dustries are come cted with the preparation for consumption 

or export of primary products, e.g., flour mills and butter 

and cheese factories, there are / .1 ,so important iron and steel 
works/ 



works, paper mills, cotton factories, etc* As a result of 

this expansion the percentage of "manufactured" goods exported 

has risen from 27 in 1913-14 to 39 in 1922-23. About 80 per 

cent of Canadian factories are located in the Eastern 

Provinces and account for approximately 85 per cent of the 

value of the output. About 75 per cent of the total number 

of establishments in 1922 were connected with wood and paper 

indu_stries, with animal products, or with vegetable products; 

these three groups absorbed half of the total number of 

employees. 

Canada has become the second largest manufacturing 

country of the Empire - a position attained through her 

enormous natural resources of raw materials - vegetable, 

animal, and mineral; of coal, hydroelectric, and oil pow er; 

and of human endurance, enterprise, and skill. 

Canadians are most largely derived from British and French 

stocks which formed respectively 55.6 and 28.4 per cent of the 

population in 1921. Other nationalities - German, Dutch, 

Russian, Ukrainian, Jewish - tend at first to segregate them- 

selves, but become ultimately, though at varying rates of 

assimilation, absorbed into the new race. 

Origin/ 

(1) The great development of hydroelectric power is a 
national effort to reduce Canada's dependence on United 
Statesß coal for her industries. In 1925 Canada possessed 
over 4* million developed horse-power. 
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Origin of Canadian People Tab 
r Origine - ~ÖH Th 

Province Brit.Fr, 
p r 
85 
78 

65 
15 
78 

-6-6" 
n 

14 
18 
31 
80 
8 

Province Brit, French 
d 

Prince Edward IslancX40.6) 
!ova Scotia(24.9) 
Ses Brunswick(13.9) 
piiebec (3.4) 
Ontario (8.0) 

---- 

Manitoba(2.6) 
Saskatchewan(3.1) 
Alberta( 2.3) 
British Columbia (1.5) 
Yukon 
North-West Terirs. 

-S 
58 
53 
60 
74 
44 

6 

Ce/It 
7 

6 

5 
2 

'7 

3 

The density of population (19 21) per square mile of land area 
is given in brackets. 

In addition to natural increase of population Canada has 

always looked, and must for a long time yet look, to immigration 

for the raising of her people in numbers to the requirements of 
24r 

her great possibilities. On the graph of development (fig.31) 

the annual accession of immigrants is shown, but it should be 

remembered that there is considerable emigration from Canada, 
(1) 

especially to the United states, though official details on 

this point are lacking. To Canada the great point is the net 

number of immigrants year by year, since the gross number serves 

partly to replace emigrants. 

Percentage of Immigrants T able - 

617"--)-.-.- Averag e 
Total 

Numbe r U.K. U.S.A. Other part 

1909 -13 36.8 39,2 24.0 284,691 
1914-.18 28.1 46.0 25.9 146,530 
1919 -23 4407 39.1 16 .3 9 7, 280 
1924 49 01 13.8 37.1 148 , 560 
1925 4".7 14.2 38.1 111,36 2 

In/ 

Canada encouraged immigration in the pre -war period. 

(1) The U.S.A, "uuota" policy does not apply to Canada. 
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In 1905 the Canadian Government entered into a ten- years' 

contract with the North Atlantic Trading Company of Amsterdam to 

promote the emigration of farm labourers from continental 

Europe and especially from the Scandinavian_ lands, but limiting 

the annual ruota from Galicia, Bukovina, and Poland to five 

thousand. Immigration increased rapidly and in 1913 over 

400,000 persons entered Canada. Owing to the outbreak of war 

this proved the maximum year, and during the lustrum that 

ensued the average annual accession of population was of 

necessity small. After the Armistice two main factors tended 

to restrict immigration. Returned Canadian soldiers were the 

first car/f the Government, and over-expenditure on railways 

made the 
/government 

hesitate to settle outlying farms until 

renewed proity allowed of their connection by rail with the 

markets. Until 1923, then, the bulk of the immigrant settlers 

had to buy land, while a selective policy with respect to farm 

labourers and houilzold workers was accentuated by high costs of 

transportation and the depreciation of European currencies. 

1111923 renewed prosperity in Canada led once more to the en- 

ccuragement of immigration, and "assisted" passages for 

nominated persons. In 1924 immigrants from the United Kingdom 

numbered almost half of a total (148,560) that was double that 

of 1923. Arrivals from all important sources showed an increase, 

and 1924 marks the largest apparent accession to Canada's 

population since 1915. Finns, Italians, Pcles, and Swedes 

accounted/ 



accounted for nearly 50 per cent of arrivals from Ft ropean 

countries, and eoualled in number those entering Canada from 

the United States. Can the Dominion continue to assimilate 

such numbers of non -British peoples, cr will they give a new 

aspect to Canadian nationality? That is one of Canada' s 

problems and must be reflected in her Imperial policy. 

Percentage _Distribution of Immigrants Table 7,2 
- - - 8á s Brit . 

Provinces puebec Ontario Mariitob katch- berta Col. 
ewan 

11oä 0 r "140. .2 
1914 -18 601 19.0 31.8 906 11.7 13.5 8.3 
19197_23 4.6 1301 37.2 9.0 11.2 14.4 10.5 

It is evident that at present fully half of the immigrants settles 

in Ontario and 0uebec while the Prairie Provinces, where 

development is most necessary, attract only one -third of the 

total. Thus in Canada urbanisation is increasing, and the 

urban population has grown fom 45.4 per cent in 1911 to 49.5 

per cent in 1921. This fact lies behind Sir Henry Rew's note 

on industrial development - It will be observed that the value 

of the product of manufactures exceeds that of agriculture - 

a fact which may surprise those who regard Canada as only 
(1) 

concerned in agricultural production." It is dabtful if 

such a state of affairs is to the best interests of Canada. 

In addition to farming resources (of whidh wheat crops 

and animal products have been dealt with in some detail) 

Canada has other sources of wealth. Her forest area is as yet 

incompletely /(1) "Economic Resources of Canada" p.32. 



incompletely surveyed. Existing forests are estimated to 

cover some 950,000 square miles, cf which "less than half 

carries merchantable timber (6 inches in diameter) and only 
(1) 

about a quarter saw timber (10 inches in diameter)". From 

the remainder timber suitable for pulpwood, fuel, etc. is 

available. Iluch of the forest wealth is at present inaccessible. 

The Dominion 

soft -wcod supplies 

Columbia possesses 

is estimated to contain 90 per cent of the 

of the British Empire. Of this British 

two -thirds, and the western species are 

vastly superior in quality to those of the east. Relatively 
(2) 

small rainfall during the growing period may favour coniferous 

over deciduous trees; in any case coniferous tree growth is 

luxuriant and rapid from sea-level up to 3,500 or 4,000 feet. 

In the south of the province Douglas fir and red cedar grow 

up to altitudes of 2,500 feet; hemlock and spruce are more 

widely distributed. British Columbia produced 37 per cent of 

Canadian lumber in 1922. Much of this now finds its way 

to the eastern United States via the Panama Canal. 

While the Dominion has not yet revealed any large and 
(3) 

constant supply of petroleum , her mineral deposits yield 
incresçing wealth. Some facts regarding the production by 

quantities of precious metals are given in the following 

table, and show the preeminence of Ontario. 

1 "Economic Resources of Canada" (Rew) p.33. 
2) 30 per cent cf annual precipitation. 
(3)See Table 67. A.. /77 



Canada(thousand fine oz.) 
Ontario (g` cent) 
British Colurfbia(per cE 
Yukon(per cent) 

Percentage of Varies 
production 

/90 

6-ol 1 

1913 1923 1913 
_v_er 

1923 

803.0 1233.3 313845.8 18,601.7 
22.4 78.8 89.2 56.5 

nt) 37.0 16.2 10.4 32.8 
35.0 409 0.3 10.2 

4.0 7.0 15.0 9.0 

Canada is /cite world's chief producer of nickel, asbestos, 

and cobalt. Nickel is mined most largely in the Sudbury district 

o,f Ontario, though small quantities are obtained from the ores 

shipped from the Cobalt district and from the Alexo mine in the 

Porcupine area. The total production has increased from about 

50 million lbs. in 1913 to 62- million (about two -thirds of 

the world's supply) in 1923. Asbestos is most largely mined 

from the serpentine belt near Black Lake, and Thetford in the 

Eastern Townships, of ouebecc The output has increased from 

137,000 tons in 1913 to 231,500 tons (about 85 per cent of the 

Torld's supply) in 1923. Cobalt is obtained from the silver - 

cobalt- nickel arsenides of the Cobalt district which are 

treated in the silver refineries at Thorold and Deloro in 

Ontario. These refineries control the world's production. 

Canada's output in 1923 was 888,000 lbs. 

On both Atlantic and Pacific coasts as well as in her 

fresh -water areas, Canada's fisheries are of the greatest 

importance, and place her only after Britain and the United 

states among the world's fishing countries. Her coastal 

fisheries/ 



fisheries are carried on overt wo of the four greatest fishing 

seas of the world. Cod, hake, pollock, herring, mackerel 

and sardines, salmon, and lobsters are obtained mainly within 

a dozen miles of her shores. The value of the total catch 

is over £8,000,000 per annum, salmon, halibut and lobsters 

yielding 60 per cent of this value, and being followed by cod 

and herring. 

Lobster canneries numbering over 600 are confined to the 

Atlantic shores; salmon canneries are specially numerous in 

Brit ish Columbia which has 60 out of 70 for the whole Dominion 

( 10 in puebec) . Fish exports, in value 65 per cent of the 

total catch, are sent principally to the United Kingdom and the 

British West Indies; but the United States buys more than twice 

as much as these combined. 

Since the establishment in 1920 of a numeration of the 

pelts handled by fur traders, it ib possible to study the dis - 

tribttion of trapping industries. The share of each province 

is given in the following table showing the number of pelts 

purchased by traders from trappers and fur farmers in 1922 -23. 

... ....a. .... ... _ Thousands 

Prince Edward Island 
lova Rcotia. 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
)tanitoba 

of Pelts 1923 Table 8$. 

4401 
3909 

398.8 
838.2 2 
701 °1 

Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
Yukon 
North West. Territories 

Total for Canada 

1,462.3 
87301 
23.7 
4602 

287.7 
4964.0 

I 

Judged by the principal animals hunted are 
the muskrat, ermine (weasel) , beaver, mink, and skink; by value 
they are the silver fox, fisher or pekan, blue, cross and white 

foxes./ 



foxes. Pox - farms have been established throughout Canada, and 

other fur -bearing animals are bred, but with less success, in 
captivity. In Prince Edward Island, the chief seat of fox - 
farming, the number of ranches has increased from 277 (with 

3,130 foxes) in 1913 to 448 in 1923, when there were about 25,000 

foxes in captivity in the whole of Canada. "The immense unsettled 

territories of the Dominion form the habitat of fur- bearing 
animals in abundance and exceptional diversityo..... The North- - 

fast Territories....is a reservoir from which, under wise >1thods 
( 1) 

of exploitation, a valuable annual catch may be taken in perpetuity." 
With such rich and varied resources Canada may look 

forward confidently to the future. As her population increases so 

will her development and trade. In this connection the question 

of transportation is of vital importance to Canada. At the time 

the War began the Canadian railway mileage was over 30 ,000 - a 

length of line that was laid with a view to increasing settlement 

by immigrants, and the traffic that would naturally follow. 

The War came as a blight to these expectations. Immigration was 

arrested, capital was required in Britain. Canadians volunteered 
to serve the Empire, and the cost of operating the railways rose. 
Government aid was requisitioned and even then bankruptcy faced 
the companies of the two new Transcontinental lines. 

A Royal Commission, appointed in 1916, recommended that the 
Canadian pu blic should take control of the Canadian Northern, 
the Grand Trunk P acific,and the Grand Trunk Companies, and by 
1923 these railways were added to the systems already under 
government control to form the Canadian National Railways, with 
a/ 

c! ) .i 9 " 0 ir.uaisc,2.47 30 7. 



a ste ßm operated mileage of 21,850. So far the Canadian 

Pacific has been able to maintain its indepñdent existence. 

At the same time, the e anse of railway transportation, 

especially for the bulky and weighty commodities that form so 

large a part of Canada's trade, has forced on the country the 

necessity of improving, by every means in its powerthe 

alternative means of transport. It is for this reason that 

the navigation of the St.Lawrenee is being so radically bettered 

by deepening the river and its canals; and for this reason 

too the abortive scheme to provide a deep waterway for large 
(1) 

sea -going vessels to the Great Lakes was so fully examined, 

and the HudsoiY' ay project so far advanced. But the only 

economic means of realising the value of the railway network 

is by further settlement; as the lands lying between the 

transcontinental lines become prodcutively ocaz pied the 

National Railways will proeper,and the pioneer work of the 

railway builders earn its full reward. 

e UCc.e. 

/ 9 Z S 
41, - 2 Z 



TEE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

In the great island -continent Dominion progress has been 

steadily maintained. Inter -State jealousies and rivalries 

were forgotten under War conditions more rapidly and more 

thoroughly than was possible in times cf peace. Australians 

learned to regard the Commonwealth as cf infinitely greater 

imprrtance than the individual States, and a national spirit 

altered the pre -war outlook on national enterprises such as 

transcontinental railways and the establishment of a federal 
(1 

capital, 

Trade developments are conditioned by such factors as 

geographical situation with consequent difficulties of transport 

climate, which governs not only the nature of production but its 

amount; and an unsatisfactory supply of immigrants which 

implies delay in opening up districts of potential productivity. 

The unalterable incidence of irregular precipitation, 

with its resulting problem of drought, has been studied by 

meteorologiete, but of more immediate value is the carrying 

out of schemes to reduce the losses of dry years. On the one 

hand wonderful projects of irrigation will stimulate 

production/ 

(1) The very name of Canberra, said by some to be the 
Aboriginals' rendering of "Can of beer ", typifies the Corn- 
stalks' pre -war attitude of derision towards the idea of a 
federal capital. 
(2) e.g. of beef (fiP.44- ) 

(3) Cf, yield of wheat (p. " ) 



production and may aid the exploitation of rural areas by 

favouring close settlement in irrigation colonies; on the 

other hand the extension of means of transport favours greater 

mobility of stock, and thus counteracts, to a considerable 

extent., the heavy losses that inevitably occurred among cattle 

and sheep which could not be removed with sufficient rapidity 

from areas whose pastures failed because of lack of rain. 

"Fperience in the use of superphosphates and clovers on 

lands within the heavier rainfall areas in South Australia 

indicates that very considerable developments of mutton and 
(1) 

lamb production will occur in the near future." Thus both 

in areas subject to drought and those where raiafall is 

generally adequate, advances have been made; but the study 

of Australian agricultural and pastoral production must always 

be accompanied, if not prefaced, by careful examination of 

annual precipitation records. 

It is difficult to visualise an area of nearly three 

million square miles populated by five and a half millions of 

people when, allowing for scrub and desert tracts, there is 

space and ultimately opportunity for over sixty million White 

settlers in the fertile temperate regions of the east and 

south -west. With such a population industry might flourish 

in the coal areas, especially of New South Wales, where it 

might be supported on foodstuffs raised by a large agricultural 
(1) 

and pastoral community.' 

1) ` ±ncy.Britenew Vols. I p.277 
2) "Australia Physiographic and Economic" by Griffith 

Taylor, 4th edno p.264. 
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Thanks to her great natural resources, a rapid recovery 

and a period of prosperity followed the War years. If the 

distribution of trade in 1913 be regarded as normal for the 

Commonwealth, the statistics of post -war years show that by 

1923 the pre -war markets had been re-established, though of 

course the total values had increased immensely. 

Percentarre Distribution of the Trade of Australia 
Table-W-776. 

Imports 
From or to 1911-13 1922 -24 1911. -13 19 22- 24 

Great Britain 50.3 49.3 43.0 42.5 
Rest of Empire 11.3 12.3 17.5 14.0 
United States 13.6 2068 2.6 6.9 
Germany 9.1 0.5 3.5 

Aver . Ann . Valu e (illi one ) 7500 1251 79 .0 121.7 

War -period regulations gave a first call to the United 

Kingdom on Australian primary products, and the disappearance 

of these restrictions, no less than a rapid extension of dire 
trade #i th foreign lands, :ias again brought the British share 

in Australian trade almost to its pre -war proportions. From 

the point of view of Australian imports the United Kingdom 

holds an important place, for Australia is her second best 

market. Despite the great advantages offered by Australia, - 
a generous preferential tariff, a strong sentimental attach- 
ment to British goods, a sound progressive banking system, and 

a market that must expand as immigration increases, -- the 

British / 
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British sr ,re in Australia's trade will continue to meet in- 
creased competition from other comae rcial nations. Mile the 

British DoCentage share of the Commonwealth's imports was 

51,9 in 1923 "it is by a comparison of its share in the 

competitive imports, i.e., imports excluding those which are 
of a kind not manufactured or produced in the United Kingdom, 

and in which that country is not interested as a competitor, 

that her present position in Australian trade should be con - 
(1) 

sidered." As the table indicates the post -war share of 
77 

Australian Imports (percentages Table 11* 

-TM Com .Im orts' 
1923 

Total 1 21 -22 
Impor s 
1922 -23 1923 -24 

UniJ ed Kingdom 63.2 60.4 51.4 51.9 45.2 
United States 11.8 17.2 18,3 18.9 24.6 
Gemmany 111,41 4-Q* 0.1 0.5 1.0 
Japan - I 3.3 3.5 3.0 2.5 

the United Kingtdom declined in favour of the United States, 

and the share of the great Republic in total imports continues 

to increase. Japan's share has fallen steadily since the War, 
v 

brbt it may be expected that Germany will endeavour to recapture 

her pre -war position; direct trade between Australia and 

Germany was resumed only in 1922, and by 1923 -24 the share of 

imports from that country represented about 1 per cent of the 

total value. 
An examination of the total trade by classes indicates 

how Australia is developing her resources. Only in the 

products/ 

four ey_ of Over ea.s Mar sets, pp.359 -3600 



Australian Exports 
(Domestic Produce) 

Igric.lture 
Pastoral 
kiry M ^arrnr,*ard 
use & Quarries 
Pis1eries 
lorest ry 
V anuf ac tur i ng 

Commodities of Trade 

1913 
per c 
t of 

1923 
ent of 
al value 

7T- 

Aus trail an Imports 1913 
per c 
total 

1923 
ant -of 
value 

14.2 14.6 
55.9 63.9 
5.1 6.9 

19;.6_ 9.6 
0.6 0.4 
1.5 1.0 
3.1 3.6 

100.0 100.0 

fool 

meat 

Yeat (all i n ds ) 
sides ec /skins 
it ter 
Tieaten flour 

35.0 51.3 
10.7 7.6 
8.1 6.9 
7.1 5.9 
4.8 5.5. 
2d5 4.1 

Apparel ,txtiles 
& rnfd.fibres 36.2 

Metals .met mfs. 
& machinery 39.4 
Paper & stationery 5.7 
Drugs, chemi c al s 

fertilisers 4.9 
Ribber & leather 

& mfs.t_iereof & 

substitutes therefor3.1 
Jewellery, timepieces, 

& fancy goods ! 2.6 
Farther war e, cements, 

glass, ?cc. I 2.9 
spirituous and 
alcholic liouore I 3.5 

1bodstuf. fs of animal 
origin 1.7 

,100.0 

44.2 

34.9 
6.2 

3.9 

2.6 

20.4 

2.2 

1.8 

1.8 
100.0 

products of mines and ouarries has there been a decided 
decrease since 1913, - from £2583 millions to £22.2 millions 

i n 1923. This may probably be regarded as temporary arrest - 

ment until transport facilities are provided for the 

development of new metalliferous areas of Central Australia. 

Mineral Productions Table 9 79 
Value 

£million 
Decrease 

is ue 
£million 

Increase 1913 1923 -913 1923 

Coal 4.6 10.5 Copper ingot & matte) 3.3 102 
1i 11ex -lead, &c. 3.9 3.0 
Gold 904 302 
Tin & Tin Ore 104 006 
Zinc concentrates Ì l05 1,4 



/qq. 

Agricultural and pastoral occupations and industries have 

been examined in some detail, but therre some interesting 
crops and dependent industries that may be mentioned. 

The / 



 

The Corgi ionwealth produces both cane and beet sugar, and both 

industries are in a flourisi ing condition. 
(1) 

Sugar Production 

It would seem that 

j 71 

Cane Sugar 
Export - Import 

_j 

. Atea Production '' 

1913 
1000 

1923 
acres 

1913 
1000 

1923 
tons 

1913 
1000 

1923 
tons 

1913 
1000 

1923 
tons 

Queensland 
New South Wales 

147.7 
13.2 

202.3 
14.6 

207.2 
17.3 

287.8 
18.6 

3.4 5.1 74.9 4.6 

Beet Sugar ; 

Victoria 1.1 2.0 - 2.8 - - - - 

Australia is at present self- supZorting in the supply of sugar.,. 

since the import is smaller than the e >.por.t. In Queensland 

the cane required for each ton of sugar was 8.59 tons in 1913, 

7.56 tons in 1923, - a result largely due to the Bureau of 

Sugar Exl:eriment Stations which has selected better qualities of 

cane and improved the methods of cultivation. In Victoria the 

state Government is proceeding with a comprehensive irrigation 

scheme at Maffra by which the area under beet will be extended 

to land at present unsuitable. 

Fruit orchards and vineyards also show development and the 

numerous irrigation projects will increase the quantity of fruit 

both for home and foreign markets. 

Orchards and Fruit Gardens 
Area in acres ner 1000 inhabitants 

leá.son T .,.j;. + . .A. 
Iiiiii 

as. Fed. ;C 

Terr. 
weal£h 

1922- 3 34 54 64 56 158 - 4 49 

(1) Bounties tot sugar growers ceased in 1913 and from June 30,1925 

the B gar ind Ir 1 s 
Lxotected f orn unfair competition by means 

tribunal 
e price or raw sugar was fixed by a anal at £27 per ton for 1924 -5 season. T(.,,,:, 

- a 



;ots 

;89 

billes 

soties 

los 

files 

201'. 

States numbered according 

1471 3 I113. Iq3 /9z3 
TT- 

3 3 1 1 

2 2 - - 
1 1 2 2 

2 
1 

II 
2J 

2 

2 
3 

1 1 
5 4 

1 

6 
6 
1 

5 
2 
1 

4 
3 
1 

3 3 4 
3 2 4 

4 4 

lroduction 
24%4- q==7 

Tas. ----Commonwealth 

013 

1000 bushels 

5,000.2 Tl'3 
4 4 621.3, 878.4 

1,110.9' 1,969.6 
297.1 464.0 

5 940.2 2,115.1 
5 1,.541.9 

' 

2,898.8 
753.3 900.e 
951.3_ 1.315.3 

bunches 
Exports and Imports of Fruit 
(Average annual figures) 

Exports 

dozens 

.:£3 

Fresh Dried Jams & 
Jellies 

Fresh 

'i7 

thousand 
55,688.3 
641190.6 

lbs. 
1,675.8 
21,632.3 

1,619.3 
29,770.5 

t' 

30,104.1 
71663.7 

Ir:ports 

Dried Jams 
Jellies 

-lousand lb 
9,538.0 
7,121.5, 

390. 7 
194.8 

The Table of relative positions shows that the geographical 

distribution of fruits is according to climate. Tasmania pro- 

duces most apples; Victoria most pears, apricots, nectarines and 

peaches; New South Wales most oranges and lemons; and Queensland 

lost bananas and rineappl e . 

The second table above gives some idea of the fruit trade, 

showing in particular great reductions in imports of all classes, 

v+ith large increases in the extorts of dried and prepared fruits. 

During the War jams and jellies were in great demand in the United 

Kingdom where sugar was scarce, and were served to the troops ,but 

with the return to peace these tinned jams did not retain the 

Market, and from 



from about 80 million pounds weight in 1918 -19 the export has 

rapidly diminished to just over 2.6 million pounds in 1922 -23. 

Apples and citrus fruits are the chief fresh fruits exported; 

currants, raisins, apricots, and peaches the principal dried 

exports. Of the imports bananas are the most important fresh 

fruit, dates from Mesopotamia the largest dried cargo. 

There is no apparent reason why the export of 

Australian fruits should not develop steadily. With careful 

selection, grading, and packing, fruits from the Southern 

Hemisphere must always command a market in northern countries. 

The Commonw =a1_t :striving to pu.sh her dried fruits into 

British and Canadian markets where at present the United 

States and the Levant lands have practically a monopoly. 

Table 9# SS 
$ R O D U CrT -rO N O P 

New South Wales 
Victoria 
C' land 
S.Australia 
Td. Au etralia 
C'wealth 

Area 
per 

1000 pop. 

1913 1923 
Acres 
4 

16 
2 

60 
9 

13 

Wine Table Raisins Currants 

1000 gallons 1866pfóns 1000 cwt.Dried 
1913 1923 1913 1923 1913 

6 719 771 

24 1,206 1,718 
2 55 53 

91 3,975 8,654 

309 3.5 4 
2.6 303 120 
1.0 0.6 - 

202 1.3 36_. 
109 2.3 

11.6 11.0 
included u.rider Ra,i si ls 

1923 1913 1923 

11 d 6 
286 62 98 

69 49 97 
9 

111 r10 
14 14 232 1 7 

L6,10 19 6,10 1t.428 161 373 

While the area under vineyards has increased from 62,388 

acres in 191213to 112,965 in 1923 -24, and the production of 

wine has been doubled, the exports of these two years do not 

indicate great advance in 1923 -24.2) Increasing home 

cbneumpti on/ (S) Exports (1913) 703,640 galls (1923 -24) 991, 304. 
galls. 
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41) 

consrption is accompanied with reduced 
imports. It is 

evident from the table that the eansion of wine 
making is 

mainly in South'Australia where production 
has more than doubled 

in ten years, although Western Australia, with similar 

advantages of Mediterranean climate, has also incrMed her 

output by almost 100 per cent. The production of table grapes 

is no doubt limited by local demand, but the quantities of 

grapes dried as raisins and currants show that the market for 

(2) 

these is expanding. This industry is carried on most 

extensively in Victoria (66 per cent of total production) and 

south Australia (30 per cent) . There are no vineyards in 

Tasmania. 

Fruit culture is more adapted to irrigated lands than 

perhaps any form of cultivation, and as considerable quantities 

of Australian fruits are gathered and prepared in irrigated 

orchards, a short Summary of irrigation works will show the 

possibilities of further extension of this industry. 

In a continent so deficient in annual preciptation, 

irrigation works of considerable magnitude are an essential 

condition of closer settlement in rural developme-it. Such 

works in Australia take two distinct forms. Over areas where 

surface waters are irlitTmittent or scanty, advantage is taken 

of geological structure. In each state there are considerable 

stretches of Artesian basins, accessible by boring. Wells may 

be sunk in numbers limited only by cost and utility,but the 

supplies/ 
(1) Imports(1913) 149,913 galls; (1923 -24)76,758 galls 
(2) Raisins - Exports (1923 -24) 26.4 million lbs. 

Currants - Exports (1923 -24) 16.5 million lbs. 
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supplies of artesian water are not, apparently, inea nau stible, 

and it would seem that some policy of geographical distribution 

control may be necessary in the futures The water supply 

secured by such bores is invaluable for 'country towns and for 

watering; stock; its value for cultivation is disputed on 

e`çonomic and chemical grounds, but that it is profitably 
(1 ) 

employed for irrigation is undoubted. In the following 

table the available information regarding bores is summarised. 

Fròm the table it would appear that while the number of bores 

has increased in all the divisions the daily flow, at least 

of the more developed states, is decreasing. Should this be 

the case, it is serious for Australia, but conservation of dis- 

charge, in view of the increasing number of bores, will materially 

reduce the rate of decrease of flow, and this decrease may be 

a fluctuating condition related to precipitation. 

Where rivers afford supplies of water in regions of poor 

rainfall, irrigation works are undertaken by the Commonwealth 

or by the states concerned. By far the most important 

irrirration works are connected with the River Murray system. 
Along the main river irrigated farms utilise the waters of the 
Goulburn and Loddon tributaries as well as of the Wimmera; 

while at Mildura and other places below Echuca (340,000 acres) 

water is pumped from the Murray. By agreement between the 

Commonwealth Government and the State Governments of New South 
Wades, Victoria and South Australia, a vast development scheme 

hag been undertaken on the Murray river. The main works are 

the Hume Reservoir (in progress) six miles east of Albury; 

weirs/, 
2 /L. I %. 
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weirs and locks at Terrumbarry, near Echuca (completed 1923) , 

Aildura, and Wentworth; and the Lake Victoria Storage (almost 

completed in 1924) in the extreme south -crest of New South Wales. 

At Burrinjuek, on the Marrumbidgee, a storage dam is being 

constructed to supply water during the dry summer months through 

a movable diversion weir at Berembed, about 240 miles below 

the dam, to the irrigated orchard and pastoral area that in- 

cludes the butter factory of Leeton, the bacon factory at Yanco 

and the viticultural nursery of Griffith; and that is capable 

of expansion to 200,000 acres. Investigations are being made 

as to the constructing of storage reservoirs at Wyangala on 

the Lachlan river, and Burrendong on the Macquarie river. 

Altogether New south Wales, slower than Victoria to recgonise 

the value of irrigation, is now proceeding rapidly to investigate 

her resources of water. 

In South Australia the Renmark Irrigation gust controls 

an irrigated orchard area of 7,850 acres, and there are some 

18,000 acres of irrigated lands along the Murray river between 

Renmark and Morgan. It is estimated that, with the whole of 
the waters of the (Murray) system it will be possible to 

(1) 

irrigate about 1,400,000 acres." At the same time the 
r 

navigation of the Mutay river will be vastly improved. 

rjueensland has over 14,000 acres of irrigated farms 

Principally in the Dawson and Burdekin valleys. There are 

several small irrigated tracts in Western Australia. 

The Commonwealth is not rich in water power except in 

-iasmania Which is illabagiwg inquiring into the possibility of 

transmitting/ (1) "Survey of Overseas Markets "p.349. 



transmitting supplies to the mainland. "The cheapness of the 

electricity generated by the plant at present in operation has 

alieady led to the erection of a number of important factories 
in Tasmania, and the further use of hydro- electric resources 
will, it is believed, lead to the creation of a number of 

(1) 
industries for Which cheap electrical power is necessary'," 
It is proposed to ulitise the Hume Reservoir for Hydro- electric 
development in New South Wales and Victoria. 

Perhaps the most significant development in Australia is 
in manufacturing. During the War the Commonwealth was forced 
back on its own resources, and many tentative beginnings in 
industrial production have been extended and improved in the 

post-war years. The avowed policy of the Commonwealth is 
based on industrial protection and imperial preference. Such 

a course is almost unavoidable and indeed thoroughly commendable 

in a ne w country with an abnormal urban population. Only in 
the Federal and Northern Territories is the rural population 
over 50 per cent of the total, and in the former there is no 

urban centre, in the latter less than 4000 people. That 

urbanisation, one of the drawbacks to Australian progress, 
is not decreasing is shown by the following table bas* on 

(2) 
Census figures. To support such a dense urban population 

the / 
(1) Ibid. ißa348. 
(2} Commonwealth Year Fook, Nos.l2 and 17. 



Table gç' 

11) 
Percentage of Urban Population 

zo7. 

Census N.S.W. Vic.1 Q'd S.A. W.A. 
(2) 

Tas. N,T. C'wealth 

1911 

1921 

54.9 

67.8 

54,01++ 35.6 

62.31 52.1 
! 

37.7 

60.0 

42.4 

.59.3 

35.8. 

50.5; 36.2 

48.7 

62.1 

the State naturally favoured the establishment of industries which 

eould deal with available raw products, and Australia looks for- 

ward to the time when she can manufacture much of her home -grown 

wool. It would take too long to consider the various industrial 

groups seriatim., and examination may be confined to woollens and 

iron and steel goods. 

There is an early record shoving that blankets were made 

by convicts in New South Wales in 1801, and since then the woollen 

industry has been carried on throughout the Commonwealth, but 

there are no factbries in Western Australia. Victoria and New 

South Wales, both great wool producers, are the principal 

makers 

ll Urban population includes cap itals with adjoining urban areas 
as well as cities and towns which are incorPorat.ed for local 
government purposes. Half of the population of Victoria is 
included in Melbourne; Adelaide contains the same fraction of 
South Australia's inhabitants. 

In 1926, by the North Australia Act, the Northern Territory was 
divided into the new states of North Australia and °Central 
Australia, separated by the parallel of latitude 20 S. These 
new states are not yet to be raised to the level of the original 
states, but will have new administrative bodies at Darwin and 
Alice Springs respectively. 

O Now utilising electricity, cheaply generated from Morwell lignites, 
in her factories. 



zog 

Factories using Wool Table g6. 

Victoria New S. Wales Commonwealth 

1913 1923-4 1913 : 1923-4 1913 1923-4 

N;miber of Factories 10 27 5: 11 22 ; 47 

Number of Lmplo sees 1790 4914 776 1617 3090 7532 

Value of Raga 
Material ( £1000 }1264 2086 156 523. .. 

, 476 1 2824 

Value added in 
Manufacture 
(£i000 ) 249 1383 133 ; 388 ; 450 1911 

1 . 

makers of woollen goods. Tasmania has five mills, Queensland 

and South Australia have each two. In addition seven mills 

make hosiery, eleven make woollen underclothing, and twenty - 

five manufacture blankets. 

technical 

"By the establishment of textile 
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technical scr cols, and by encouraging British 

manufacturers and investors to transfer a part of their plant 

and capital to Australia, it is hoped to give the industry a god 
(i) 

start in World Competition." 

With extensive and widely distributed supplies of coal 

and iron ore, it is not surprising that the production of steel 

and iron products has been in progress for many years. Coal 

supplies have already been examined. So far as estimates in 

the Official Year Book of the Commonwealth show the probable 

reserves of iron ores may be about 500 million tons - 165 

millions in South Australia, 135 millions in Western Australia, 

100 millions in Tasmania, 53 millions in New South Wales, and 

the rest scattered. Over half a million tons were raised in 

1923, principally in South Australia and New South Wales. The 

hindrances to development are mainly small supplies, scattered 

deposits and lack of transport. The principal worked deposits 

are Iron nob and Iron Monarch, in South Australia, the largest 

producer; Cadia and Carcoar, and Tallawang, in New South Wales; 

and Rio Tinto, Savage River, in Tasmania. 

The most important operating firm is the Broken Hill 

Proprietary Company with works started at Newcastle in 1915. 

Subsidiary industries include railway axles and tyres, 

galvanised iron and black th eets and wire nails. With adequate 

sup pli e s/ 

(1) Survey of Overseas Markets. p. 352. 



supplies. of coal at hand the Company imports from Mayalla, near 

the head of Spencer Gulf, the iron ores of the Iron Knob 

cuarries of South Australia, and frm Devonport(Tasriania) the 

limestone that serves as a flux. Only in vueensland has no 

advance in the iron industries been made. Other works making 

Enzineerinff Workilt_IronlIrorks, and Foundri,,,es Table ie4 

/V.S.1/1/. li. c. Q'cL 

goof Works 

kloyees(thous. ) 

kue of RawoI+,4at. 
(11111121. on) 

!hie added by mf. 
In £million) 

/9/3 /924 /y/3 /9.14 

29.q. 

/o 

!6 

sS 
/S 

377 

9 

/-3 

/- 7 4-5 /7 

/I/ 3 /924. 

sz/z 

/1 

,2.6 

3-s 

/e 6 

o3 

o s 

/os 

2 

0-,5" 

O8 

S. A. /N /I. 

/941 / ? .2 c/. /y/,ì /y/,/ /z /9/3 

bo 

2 

0-2 

o-3 

qs 

3 

O8 

sy 

o-Z 

90 

o -3 

o -3 

23 

S 
UO!/.. 

O/ 

23 

o -s 

O-/ 

U / 

q f 9 

26 

3.7 

).4-6 

/343 

33 

/3.4 

/o/ 

agricult ural implements, railway carriages, and rolling st cek, 

also flourish. Engines for the Commonwealth Government steamers 

and locomotiVes are all locally constructed. With the extension 

of such works imports of iron and steel products have decreased 

(Table 7 $) . 

Purther industrial development must depend on enlarged 

markets brought about by natural increase of population, in- 

creased immigration, greater exports, tariffs, and bounties. 

Not for a long time yet can the benefits of large -scale 

production be secured, and only the high protective tariffs 

imposed retain the Australian market for the local manufacturer. 

The / 
(1)Output for half -year ended Nov.30, 1923 - pig -iron, 

150,849 tons; steel ingots, 147,115 tons; for year 1918, pig - 
iron 138,873 tons; steel ingots, 163,990 tons. 



The Bureau of Commerce and Industry has encouraged the establish- 
ment of new industries by inducing British manufacturers to 

establish branches in the Commonwealth. In general the effect 
o f all this ind2aetrial activity will be to bring about a 

change in the nature, rather than in the value or quantity of 

British imports. To secure a share of foreign markets the 

Australian government has xasturicat resolved on an advertising 
campaign, backed by subsidies, bounties, and improved transport 
services. 

Australians population continues to grow in numbers by 

natural increase and immigration roughly in the proportion of 

two to one. Immigration policy has been dictated largely 
by the efforts of her industrial workers to resist any 

accession of British labourers whose competition might, by 

supply of numbers alone, result in the lowering of both wages 

and the standard of living. There is now, however, a consider- 
able secti on of Australians who appreciate the dangers to a 

large country of a small white population, and state -aided 
inmigration has been revived. Vast stretches of pastoral 
and arable land await exploitation, and to people these is the 
legitimate aim of the Government. Owing to industrial 
hostility, reflected in stringent standards of selection by 

the Commonwealth officials in London, the Mnpire Settklementt. Act 
of 1922 proved abortive for Australia, and the tentative 
agreement of 1925 by which the Commonwealth States, under 

'Brit i sn/ 



British subsidies, were to settle 450,000British emigrants 

within ten years, had been accepted only by Victoria. and Western 

Australia at the end of that year. The Government demands a 

high standard of inmigra.nt to build up the new nation, assists 
(1) 

British svbjectOnly, insists that aliens who seek to enter 

should possess at least £40, and imposes ouota restrictions on 

certain classes of foreigner; while the lack of co-ordinated 

control (both the Commonwealth and the separate states administer 

the migration politer) makes immigration difficult. British 
immigrants selected by the Commonwealth officials and those 
nominated by persons resident. in Australia receive grants of 

money to assist them to pay the cost of their passage. On 

their arrival such immigrants are given employment by the 

State governments. Thus the Commonwealth that jealously 
insists on a "White Australia" trembles fcr her national 
safety under six million inhabitants, and yet seeks to select 
and discriminate so minutely among intending settlers as to 

endanger the supply altogether. Meanwhile immigration is 
I mmi,r an t s -.___.__... 

Averape 
Annual 
Numbs r 

Per cent 
B ritish 

1911 -13 147,754 ¡ 88.7 
1922.,24 96,680 1 86.8 

below the pre --war level both in actual numbers and in percentage 
of "British-born arrivals. 

T he/ 
(1) Germans, Austrians, and other enemy peoples of the Great 

War period were excluded from Australia till 1926. 



The mileage of Australian railways increased from 19,735 

in 1913 to 27,644 in 1925. During the War, in 1917, the eastern 

and western States were connected by the Trans -Australian line 

from Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie (1051 miles), and the journey 

from Brisbane to Perth may now be completed in six days. 

Lack of foresight, no less than inter -state jealousies, 

was shown by the adoption of different track gauges in the 

various states, and sincè federation therms has been a call for 

a uniform gauge. The Royal Commission of 1921 recommended the 

adoption of the British (standard) gauge of 4 ft. 82 ins. for 

t he main Drunk line between Brisbane and Fremantle but the 

huge cost of the undertaking has not yet been faced. It is 

evident, however, from consideration of the expense involved 

in handling at the various state frontiers, as well as of the 

time lost and damage done to goods, that sooner or later con - 

versio ust be made. 

A second transcontinental line'on 3 fte6 in. gauge 

sanctioned in 1911, is to be laid from South Australia to the 

Northern Territory. At present the southern line extends to 

Oodnadatta, while the northern line reaches from Darwin to 

Emungalan (Katherine River) . In 1923 the continuation of the 

northern line to Daly Waters (160 miles) was authorised; and 

it is proposed to construct a light low -level line from 
(3) 

Oodnadatta to Alice Springs. The line from Canberra 

( Eederal )/ 
(i) Cost of main trunk line(Brisbane to Fremantle) with conversion of lin ee of Victoria and South Australia £21.6 millions; of convert- 4140.1 State lines £57.2 millions, or even X100 millions. 
12) A beginning was made in 1925 by the construction of a standard 

I3) 

e line between rafton(N.S ,Y) and Brisbane. Approved 
in Nov01924. 
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Federal Territory) to oueanbeyan (New South Wales system) is 

miles long. 

While in Oueensl and most of the railways form an un- 

connected series of lines linking the isolated ports to the 

hinderlands opened up by their inhabitants, in the other 

states railway systems radiate from the capitals. The North- 

South line, at present under intermittent construction, will 

ultimately be Joined by the lines that straggle inland from 

thrè eastern States. 

Railway Gauges 1924 

5,31 

Table lat gq 
Total 

l'8" Miles 

w South Wales 
ctoria 
ueensland 

uth Australia 
stern Australi 
spania 
diCap «Tern . 
rthern Terr. 

- 5,731 80 
-- - 15 122 - - 6,374 _ 212 - 

1,191 597 1,173 - 2 4 
-- 454 4,410 -- - - 
- - 850 - 
- 5 - - - 199 -- 

36 
13 

756 
10 
14 
58 

5,847 
4,496 
7,342 
3,57? 
4,909 

908 
5 

199 

Grand Total 5 537 787 13 685 15 336 4 887 31 27 283 

Except for some 3,000 miles of privatelY-owned lines the 

railways are the property of the Commonwealth or of the 

i niividual states. Though all State lines are run at a loss, 

development continues, for the Statesbelieve that by opening 

up new territory development will pave the way for greater 

traffic returns. 

In 1923 the Melbourne Suburban Railways (143 miles) were 

electrified,/ 
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electrified, and in the following year the work of electrify- 

ing the Sydney suburban lines was resumed after 4i. years. 

Motor transport is making rapid progress and has drawn 

public attention to the necessity for improving roads through 

out the Commonwealth. Road -building is very costly,and ex- 

penditure for greater development is dependent upon increased 

immigration for land settlement. 
(1) 

Like Iraq Australia affords almost unlimited scope for 

aviation services, and it is probable that the present services 

of Western Australia and Queensland will be emulated by the 

other States. The Commonwealth Government has subsidised 

the transport of mails over approved routes. Such a scheme 

will undoubtedly encourage civil aerial service contractors 

to extend their activities. At present mails, goods and 

passengers are carried between Perth and Derby, Western 

Australia (1442 miles) ; Charleville and Camooweal, pueensland 

(560 miles) ; Adelaide and Sydney (790 miles) ; Sydney and 

Brisbane (825 miles) ; Melbourne to Hay (233 miles); and Mildura 

to Broken Hill (169 miles)e For the year ended June 30,1924, 

t he 51 aeroplanes on service carried some 5,000 passengers, 

abuout 8,500 lbs. of goods(mainly postal parcels), and nearly 

175 ,000 letters. 

(1) See "A :Plying Visit, to the Near East" by Sir Samuel Hoare. 



TAE DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND 

New Zealand is situated to the south-east of Australia, 

the voyage between the two Dominions occupying about a week. 

Frequently described as the Antipodes of Great Britain (though 

about 15° nearer the equator) New Zealand is antipodal in other 

than a rbysical Geography sense. It supports a small and 

sparse population which is engaged princi7.ally in pastoral 

occupations. Yet for both Dominions foreign trade is vitally 

important: New Zealand can no more consume her primary products 

than Great Britain can her manufactures. In each of these 

parts of the British Commonwealth the ter caput trade is very 

large. For New Zealand perhaps the most outstanding change 

Tra er e e h at. of iopulati on Trade p o 
Total Imp r us Domestic Exports 

1911 -13 1922 -24 1911-713 1922 -24 

New Zealand 
Great Britain 

£20: 
£16: 

2: 
1: 

0 
7 

£31: 
£24: 

15: 
11: 

9 

6 

£19: 2: 

4.0:15: 
7 

0 
£34: 
£16: 

16: 
12: 

7 

7 

since 1914 has been the opening of the lanama Canal which has 

bfought the industrial United States and New York nearer to 

the Dominion than is London. 

No part of the British Commonwealth of Nations resembles 

the British Isles in its attitude to Imperial and World 

problems so much as New Zealand, and in no Dominion does the 

percentae: e/ 



percentage of trade show so large a share with the United King- 

domo 

Trade of New Zealand Table 

(1) 

1914 

Percentage share 
of British Exports 
or Imports 

Average 
1922 -24 1914 1922 -24 

Imports (Z1000) 21,856 

54.8 

26.0 

10.5 

26,261 

81.4 

10.3 

3.8 

42,306 

54.0 

24.9 

15.1 

47,102 

81,9 

8.0 

6.7 

Bri t i 
2.2 

Brit 
303 

sh Exports 
2.5 

sh Imports 
4.1 

From U, KA (per cent) 

" Rest of Empire 

" United States 

Exports(1000) 

To U.K. (per cent) 

" Rest of Empire 

" United States 

(I) Previous to 1914 statistics of imports referred to coup r£-- 
of shipment; hence 1914 is selected here as more 
comparable with later years because both show imports 
according to country of origin. 

Such returns show that while trade with the United Kingdom is 

a very large business for New Zealand, the Dominion controls 

a very insignificant part of British commerce. And there is 

the real danger that this very small percentage, even though 

it shows a decided increase since the War, may lead to neglect of 

a / 
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a Irrost vital market which is certain to grow as the Dominion 

becomes better peopled. 

Principal Exports (percentages of total Exports) Table 7,.. 

1913 1924 1913 1924 

00 
351 29.1 Hides, skins,& pelts 5.2 5.9 

utter 
9.0 22.1 Tallow 2.9 1.5 

bon Meat 19.4 18.1 Gold 6.3 1,1 

,heese 7.7 13.3 Kauri -gum 2.4 1.0 

1, 00 , 000 .Ter cent 
Llsastoral 18.5 .iS -q All Pastoral 80.6 93.0 

Of the exports of Nor Zealand . 1- the eight commodities 

specified in the table comprised 08 per cent in 1913, and 91 

rer cent in 1924. It will be noted that pastoral products 

are by far the most important source of wealth, and it is 

evident from the table that their value is increasing 

relatively as well as absolutely. New Zealand's econotric 

strength lie, not in large -scale pastoral industry (for in this 

she cannot compete with Australia) but "in the output and 

excellent quality of dairy produce and frozen mutton, and these 

because of New Zealand's physical configuration tended to come 
(1) 

from many small farms rather than from a few large holdings ". 

The decline in wool exports is doubtless due to the increase in 
(2) 

dairy products; New Zealand's population is not sufficiently 

numerous ro develop all divisions at the same time. The 

principal pastoral occupations and industries have already been 
dealt with. 

New Zealand's wealth is emphasised in her in,rort trade; 

the az caput import of nearly £36 in 1924 is the largest in 

the/ (1) "Historical Geography of Australasia Rog ers. p.264o 

(2) op21pe 1 lud i 13 
50,000 Maoris) (1911) 1,008,468; 



the world; and with ample room for expansion and a very 

healthy climate, there seems no reason why even this figure 

should not yet be exceeded. As the trade percentages 

indicate, New Zealand buys just over half of her imports from 

the United Kingdom; the remainder are obtained from both 

Imperial and foreign lands. 

/9/3 1g2,3 /gi3 /12_3 

, (ir.t1A.0,,., It R 
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(1) 
Germany's small share in the imports of the Dominion 

in 1924 is explained by the fact that unrestricted trade with 

formerly enemy countries (Germany, Austria and Hungary) was 

not resumed by New Zealand till Sept.1, 1923. Possibly the 

increase in the percentage from the United States is not un- 

connected with the newly -removed embargo on German goods. 

So far as the New Zealand Official Year Book 

statistics show, the increased percentage of imports from the 

United/ 

(1) 1911,2.7 per cent; 1924, 0.3 Ter cent. 
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United States is apparently due to augmented imports (by value) 

of various oils, electrical machinery, metal manufactures, 

motor cars, apparel, and cinematograph films. In the 

accompanying table the comparative shares of the United 

Kingdom and United States may be examined. 

Selected Imports into Nev: Zealand 
(in £1000's) 

From U.S.A. From U.K. 

1914 1924 1914 1924 

of or Spirit 
lubricating Oils 

114.9 
41.0 

1,138.9 
255.6 

(1) 
15.6 

(1) 
19.5 

Gasolene _ 3.2 249.5 
Vegetable Oils 15.3 42.0 39.2 92.6 

Electrical Mchy. 48,5 397.5 267.3 1,431.0 
Motor Cars 284.9 1,509.2 457.0 648.2 
Apparel 28.2 78.8 1,092.5 1,671.0 
Boots and shoes 8.0 42.4 390.9 788.5 
Hosiery 2,3 68.9 193.0 328.8 
Cinematograph fi ims 0.7 142.3 113.5 13.5 

----T1) mineral oils 

The United States continues to improve her position by 

attention to the requirements of her customers and to the 

excellence of her advertisements. Thus among hosiery goods 

American stockings are the aier, of better share and appearance, 

and better put up in attractive boxes with good showcards, than 
(1) 

the British article. So also in typewriters "operators 

have become so used to the manipulation of American machines 

that they are disinclined to adopt British makes with 
(2) 

different keyboards." And yet again out of 14,000 motor 

vehicles imported, nearly 5000 were from the United States and 

only/ (1) Survey of Overseas iIiarke is . p.372. 
(2) Ibid.p.374(and this is true of Brit.Govt,and other 
offices) . (+3) Ibiä' 191O-0176. 



only 704 from the United Kingdom.. "The impression that the 

United Kingdom does not produce cars as suitable for the 

Dominion as those made in the United States and Canada has 

gained so strong a hold in New Zealand, that extensive 

propaganda is required if the United Kingdom is to gain a 
(1) 

bigger share of the trade." While generally the United 

States' exporters gain by the lower freights the shorter 

distances to their markets demand, the Preference tariff 

accorded to the United Kingdom should more than cover the 

difference of freight. In any case for such articles as have 

been specified freight is a small part of the cost. Local 

conditions and requirements can be studied best on the spot , 

and that is where foreign nations excel; British goods, 

even at lower prices, cannot compete with foreign products of 

the same kind if they are unsuitable for the purchaser. To 

a strong sentimental attachment to British goods has been 
(2) 

added a generous preferential tariff in favour of British 

goods, and of Empire goods generally. 

Although at present New Zealand exports chiefly pastoral 

products, of which butter and cheese are rapidly improving both 

in quality and quantity, her agricultural resources, and 

larticularly her orchard fruits, deserve consideration. Wheat 

crops have previously been treated, and other grains as veil as 

pulses are cultivated for home consumption. These crops 

together/ 

(1) Ibid. 1.376. 
(2) even after the revision df 1925. 



together covered only 3.6 rer cent of the total area under 

cultivation (18.4 million acres) in 1923 -24; if only crops 

for threshing are taken into account the percentage falls to 

1.6. The difference shows how agricultural operations 

suprort the pastoral industries. Land sown with rasture 

grasses covered 90 per cent of the cultivated area in 1923 -24. 

Local "flax" (phormium tenax) as the fibre largely uTTi 

for rope -making, etc. is called, still covers large areas 

in various parts. At present 48 mills dealing with this raw 

material, and employing 967 hands, are in operation. The pre- 

war (1909 -13) export averaged almost 20,000 tons of fibre and 

over 4000 tons of tow, but these figures have not been reached 

in the post -war reriod. In 1924, 13,000 tons of fibre and 

2,200 tons of tow were exported. 

Orchard covered almost 30,000 acres (exclusive of that 

within borough boundaries) in 1923 -24. The princiral districts 

were Nelson (8,648 acres), Otago (4,785), and Canterbury (2,888), 

in South Island; North Auckland (6,403), Hawke's Bay (2,597) 

and Auckland (1,590) in Horth Island. Of the total area almost 

60 rer cent is in South Island. Outdoor grades, most largely 

used for wine- making, are grown princirally between the 

1;orth Cape and Hawke's Bay, North Island; vineyards cover 

about 200e acres. From the export roint of view the fruit 

industry is still at the etierimental stage, but the British 

market; 

(1) 43,180 ac, in 1923 -24. 
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market is being successfully developed. The value of fruit 
(1) 

exports in 1924 was almost 2123,000. With the suitable 

climatic conditions the fruit industry is likely to develop 

still more. 

Honey, for home and foreign markets, is prepared most 

largely in Auckland, Canterbury, and Wellington districts, 

which have over half of the 90,000 hives in the Dominion. 

In 1924 honey to the value 'o of nearly 0,000 was exported. 

This industry likewise is capable of great extension, 

New Zealand is rich in timber which covers about 20 per 

cent of the surface. Four divisions are recognised - (1) the 

Kauri division lying north of a line drawn from Tauranga to 

Port Waikato; in 1923 Kauri represented only 7.4 per cent 

of the output of sawn timber; (2) the Taxad or Rain -forest 

division (a) the Rimu type, comr:on throughout on the foothills 

up to 2000 feet, and most important in the central part of North 

Island, and the west coast and southern portions of South 

Island, yielded 51 per cent of sawn timber in 1923; (b) the 

Kahikatea type, found on alluvial flats, yielded 21.7 per. cent; 

(o) the Totara type, at its best in the central and eastern 

Portions of North Island,yielded 6,9 per cent; (3) the Eastern 

Dry division with beeches generally above 2,000 feet in central 

North Island, and between 1,000 and 4,000 feet over most of 

South Island (less than 2 per cent); (4) Scrub types in- 
(2) 

eluding Manuka, gorse, blackberry, mangrove, and other types. 

The 

(1) £23,000 in 1914. 
(2) N,Z,Official Year Book 1925. X.0446. 



The annual output is over 300 million superficial feet. In- 

ported trees thrive well, and the State Forest Service is en- 

deavouring to secure that future supplies are assured. 

As in other Dominions the population of New Zealand is 

migrating towards the towns. Urban population has risen 

from 42.9 per cent in 1911 to 48.8 per cent in 1921. It is 

interesting to note, however, that the rural districts contain 

over half of the total population, though the next census ray 

have a different result to record. Manufacturing is progressing 

steadily, and must increasingly absorb a larger proportion 

of the small population of the islands. The annual addition 

by immigration to the population of New Zealand is not large, 

but it is almost entirely of British stock. In 1923 11,762 

iersons who intended to settle permanently were admitted, - over 

2000 less than in the preceding year. Of these 96.15 per 

cent came from British countries, principally Great Britain 

and Australia. Of foreigners Chinese (the number of whom is 

limited by law) and Jugo -Slays were most numerous. 

The industries of the Dominion are carried on in 4,461 

establishments employing 77,661 workers in 1923 -24. The 

factories enumerated in the table comprise over 30 per cent of 

the total number with nearly 50 per cent of the operatives. 

Selected 
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Selected Industrial Works ,21.4-ez, qs- 
N 6 Q r o 

Pot rvri s 
N e.."-m be r o l 

yee-s 

1915-16 1923 -24 1915 -16 19 ?3 -24 

',Seat freezing and preserving 45 46 5,982 7,361 
Woollen mills 10 12 1,87 2,679 

Clothing and waterproofing 83 213 3,574 6,847 
Hosiery 10 10 127 304 
Butter, cheese, and condensed milk 352 445 1,908 4,321 
Ham and bacon curing 28 38 199 290 
Agri cultural and dairying) 
machinery and implements ) 16 25 756 973 
Engineering 142 159 2,513 3,524 
Um-milling 292 446 5,870 9,435 
Motor and cycle 172 549 649 2,588 

In the following table the motive pourer employed by the 

factories is given. Therein is shown the rapid development 

of electricity at the exlense of steam and gas. This is more 

particularly true of the South Island where hydro -electric 

Motive rower Emtloyed Table iï 
Kind of tower 

Percentage of total no. 
of engines or Motors 
1910 -11 1923 -24 

Steam 46.5 22.0 
Coal Gas 

? 18.2 S 4.9 
Suction Gas 3 i 23 
Oil 4.8 3.8 
Electric 24.3 64.8 
Water 4.8 2.2 

Total no. of En Ines or Motors . 4.782 10.296 
11'+ AJJLl l .LUIN ( i IU- ) arlven by liana 

by Horse 0.1¡ 

Power is very largely used in the two main centres (Christchurch 

and Dunedin) . Thus the North Island consumed 68 per cent 

od/ 



of the coal used in industry. For the sr =rce period the amount 

of horse -rower used increased from 100,587 to 250,911. 

New Zealand's abundant water -power is being entensively 

developed. In 1913 the horse -power actually is use was 

almost 35,000; in 1925 it hcd increased to over 70,000. In 

South Island the Lake Coleridge power station, 65 miles west 

of Christchurch, installed ten years ago, is being extendeC_ 

to provide altogether 36,000 horse power, with provision for 

still further enlargement. In North Island a triple scheme 

is in progress to yield altogether 160,000 horse power for the 

Island. Stations have been selected from which power will be 

distributed to all districts. The IIangah* station, utilising 

the river of that name, near Shannon on the railway between 

Wellington and lalmerston North, with a capacity of 24,000 

is working; the Waikaremoana station, about mid -way between 

Hapier and Gisborne, utilising the lake of the same name, with 

an immediate capacity of 40,000, and an ultimate yield of 130,000 

h.p., is in commercial operation; and the Arapuni station, near 

Eutaruru on the Waikato river, controlling the Arapuni Rapids, 

with 96,000 h.p. í1-.mediat ely, and 160,000 h.p. ulti Gately, 
available, is under construction. The total cost of the 

scheme is rear oned at almost £7,500,000. A similar scheme 

for South Island, providing for 110,000 horse power at a cost 

of Z5,000,000 has been prepared. 

Other important plants in operation are situated at 

Horahora/ 
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Horahora, near. Cambridge on the Waikato river (11,000 h.p0) 

and on the Waipori river, 32 miles west of Dunedin (12,000 h.p.) 

This great development of hydro -electric power will be 

the outstanding factor in New Zealand's progress for the next 

few years, and ntill necessitate orders for electrical machinery, 

plant, and fittings, in which the United Kingdom may 

participate. 

The Ika pinion State Railways have increased in mileage 

from 2,851 in 1913 to 3,085 in 1925. Throughout the islands 

there is a uniform gauge of 3 feet 6 inches, the lines being 

laid on sleepers of Australian hardwoods or New Zealand silver- 

pine or totara. In the most --war period the most important 

addition to the system was the linking of the east and west 
(1) 

coast lines of South Island by the Otira Tunnel (54 miles) 

through the Southern Alps at Arthur's Pass. This rortion is 

electrified and overcomes a ruling gradient of 1 in 33. 

Most of the locomotives and rolling stock are built in 

the Dominion which is undertaking the completion of the linking 

uy of all parts of the system. Railways are run in the 

interests of land settlement and utilisation of natural re- 

sources rather than as paying investments, and this policy will 

allow of rapid development as population increases. 

As in Australia attention is being drawn to the immediate 

necessity for road improvement and construction by the extend- 

ing use of motor vehicles. 

Each/ 
(1) Sometimes called Arthur's Pass Tunnel, opened 

Aug. 4, 1923. 



Each of the large islands has ten ports of entry for customs 

purposes, but the greatest part of overseas commerce pasees 

through Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton, and Dunedin. 

This is shown in the following Table where all ports of entry 

are named, and may be ascribed to the increasing size of 

vessel required for the trade of the Dominion. Thus the 

Overseas Trade by Ports (t :ercenta ;es of value) Table 11:2 

orth 

Bland 

Orta 

para 

pkland 

franga 

borne 

iar 

tara 

Flymouth 
Ba 

Iganui 

lington 

Imports Exports South 
Island 
Ports 

Imports Exports 

1913 1923 
0.03 0.01 

30.30 34.65 
0.02 0.02 
1.01 0.48 
2.68 2.04 
C7 - 

0.87 1.47 
0.14 0.09 
1.18 1.05 

29.13 29.34 

1913 1923 1913 1923 1913 1923 
0.34 
17,51 

5.29 
8.48 
1.35 
2.74 
3.01 
2,31 

23.15 

0.03 
24.66 

3.62 
5,96 

2.79 
T 

3.82 
30.00 

,Total . b 
7 o a pr o ' en ry in 

Much produce from west coast ports and from Nelson and 
Viairau, is sent to Wellington for loading on overseas 
vessels. 

C To these percentages must be added that representing 
Parcels Post (0.23% in 1913: 0.16% in 1923). 

liar ports become feeders for the & arger, at which alone large 

vessels can economically call. 

"Perhaps no country in the world is so inherently free 

from the probability of great troubles. She is geographically 

remote from the great centres of population, but the War, the 

Peace Treaties and their aftermath have made it abundantly 

Plain that mere geographical remoteness confers no general 

i`momityj 

Waí rau 
(incl.Picton) 
Nelson 
Westport 
Greymouth 
Hokitika 
Lyttelton 
Timaru 
Oarnaru 
Dunedin 
Invercargill 

(Bluff) 

0.26 
0.74 
0.25 
0.51 
0.05 

14.92 
1.84 
0.43 

12.91 

0.14 
0.46 
0.14 
0.2 

0.03 
14.67 
1.36 
0.29 

11.25 

1.32 
0.70 
0.18 
1.63 
0.06 

12.99 
5.24 
0.92 
6.88 

(i) 
0.52 
0.30 
0.09 
0,52 

11.24 
4.08 
0,54 
5.96 



immunity from international complications. The people of New 

:Zeeland continue, therefore, to press on with the development of 

their country as heretofore,and to encourage its industrial 

activities; but their absorption in these proper and necessary 

undertakings is not likely to affect any constitution of the 

broad international horizon which opened to their view as a 
(1) 

result of the War and the Peace Conferences "_ 

(1) Rt.Hon.W.M.Hughes in "These Eventful Years" Vol.11. 1.294. 
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THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

The accomplishment of political union among the colonial 

settlements in South Africa was achieved in 1910 when the Care 

of Good Hope, Natal, Orange River Colony (which readopted 

its former name of Orange Free State) and 

themselves into a British Dominion, - the 

As a result of her efforts during the War 

Transvaal formed 

Union of South Africa. 

the Union has been 

entrusted with the mandate for the Territory of South -West Africa, 

formerly German, which will ultimately form an integral part of 

the Union. 

South Africa holds a most important place in the world 

production of several valuable commodities, the yield of which 

must be limited by world consumjtion. Among these are gold, 
(1) 

diamonds, and ostrich feathers. The first, as an international 

standard of value- measure, is in constant demand; the other 

two are luxury commodities, regulated in demand by buying power 

and the dictateOf fashion. Such economic variations are pertly 

Mown in the Taole. It may be noted in the case of diamonds 
vera e Annual Production A r 

Gold (fine oz, )Transvaal 
Do. Per cent of World t s 

production 
Diamonds (carats) 
Do. (value per carat) 
Ostrich Feathers (lbs. P 
Do. (value per lb.@) e13 only 

1909-13 1914-18 

0.195.t 

37.95° 
5,150.8 

875,9 
,Z2:15:9 

zr 
,44.' 

4..1.92 

2,138.1 

496.9 
£1: 1: 0 

the 

mela 

1919 -23 

1T5 , 5. 3 

48,43U 
1,732.5 
£2:8:5 

435.1 
£1: 9:11 

cis Exhorts 1919 -22 L 911 -13 031923 only )T e discovery o? Platinum was repor ed from Lydenburg(Transvaal 
in 1924, but no production had taken place by the end of 1926. 

r 
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diamonds that following the boom period of 1920 many people 

sold the diamonds they possessed, and there vas a glut on the 

market which showed signs of recovery only in 1913. Fine 

diamonds are obtained in the Kimberley mines; those from the 
(1) 

Transvaal are of much ioorer quality. Ostrich farming is 

most widely practised in the Cate province. The birds are 

domesticated, largely on irrigated farms where they are 

pastured on Alfalfa (lucerne) . They are specially numerous 

on the Little Karroo. No farmer is entirely dependent on 

ostrich farming. 

There are great similarities and yet striking differences 
2) 

between physiographie conditions in South Africa and Australia. 

In both Dominions is agricultural 

development, but in South Africa it has been estimated that 

altogether only about four million acres of land are sufficiently 

good to repay the cost of irrigation works and at the same time 

capable of being irrigated. On the other hand "about 90 per 

cent of the total area of the Union requires irrigation water 
(3) 

in spring, while in winter no irrigation is really necessary.' 

At present orchards occupy the irrigated lands of the Cale 

Province esrecially in the Breede river basin, lucerne on the 

Karpo,/ 

(1) limberley mine- ownor :- have decided to establish diamond - 
cutting establishments in South Africa. 
(2) Chisholm "Handbook of Commercial Geography(9th edn.) pp.679 -- 

81. 
(3) Scot. Geog. Mag. Sept.1925. v.304 (from Geog. Jour.Alr.1925) 
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Margo, oranges in the upper Sunday valley round Graaf Reinet 

and in the Transvaal where tobacco is also an irrigation crop. 

Such products can be raised profitably only rear railways; 

the future of irrigated lands is more concerned with fodder 

crops. 

Cattle and sheep industries have already been discussed, 

as have wheat and cotton cultivation, but maize iroduction 

is on a large scale. Maize is the staple food of the natives 

as well as a stock feed in the Union and over the world. It 

e 
is grown most largely within the area bounded by Bloymfontein, 

Mafeking, Pretoria, Ermelo, and the Basutoland frontier, but 

Natal is also an important producer. "The maize zone in 

South Africa may be said to possess two valuable advantages 

over the famous belt of the United States. The growing 

season is longer by from four to seven weeks. (and) the 

drier atmospheric conditions in the Union produce a grain 

with a l-wer moisture content. This grain being thereby 

less liable to injury during transit is more suitable for 

export as well as for manufacturing purposes....Labour is 

fairly plentiful and cheap, with an expanding home market, and 
(1) 

an assured and readily accessible market overseas." 

Crop 

(1) Official Year Book of the Union of South African 
No.5.p.518. Quoted in "Survoy of Overseas Markets" pp.333 --4. 
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Crop and consumption have doubled since 1913, while exports, 

mainly to the United Kingdom, have increased from an annual 

average of little over 700,0,-0 bags of 200 lbs. in 1911 -13 to 
(1) 

almost 2,800,000 bags in 1919-23. Durban is the principal 

outlet for this trade which is served by elevators throughout 

the producing region. 

"Although manufacturing industries have attained 

importance and should be fostered by every means which may 

prove to be effective, the fact still remains that South 

Africa depends, and must for a long time to come continue to 

depend, mainly upon the two basic industries of agriculture 

and mining But much more remains to be done, and con- 
(2) 

centratéd effort is required to acee&èrate development." 

In the post -war period developments have taken place 

in fruit growing and export, and in the prei.arati.on of wines. 

Much fruit is consumed locally, but both by variety and 

quantity there is a surplus for export. Canneries have been 

established near the coast, and the trade has expanded. con- 

siderably. With improved methods of handling and consequent 

sounder 

(1)Durban is now the principal seat of whaling in the southern 
seas. A large fleet of steam trawlers, manned by Norwegian 
crews, and scientifically equipped has been operating so 
successfully from this base that restrictions on cal ture are 
under cdnsideration by the South African Government. 

(2) "Survey of Overseas Markets" p.330. 



sounder condition on arrival in Britain, better seleötion of 

Number of Fruit Trees Table 114 

Fruit 1911 
( 

1919 -21 
Thousands 

oW rus - Orange 985.6 
Lemon 172.9 
Naartje 404.2 

Trion- citrus - Apple 1,429.9 
Apricot 1,025.2 
Nectarine 98.7 
Peach 5,902.5 
Pear 650.9 
Plum & 1-rune 635.6 
Mange 

Exports 
Fresh,including nuts(£1000) 
Dried (1000 lbs.) 

£45.6 
149.8 

19446,8 
157.0 
330.7 

1,610.2 
1,041.5 

62.6 
3,458.3 

630.4 
1,076.3 

113.9 

(1) 
£543.6 (1) 

129418.1 

°1923 

citrus fruits, and cold- chamber transport, the trade in fruit 

is certain to increase. Citrus fruits from the 

Mediterranean region of the Cape Province, and orchard 

varieties from the Union generally, have the double advantage 

of nearness to the British market when European supplies are 

over for the season. 

From some 55,000 acres of vineyards South Africa pro- 

duces grapes that may be consumed fresh, dried as raisins, 

or prepared as wine and brandy. Colonial wines are 

slowly gaining in public favour, and some South African light 

wines are excellent. The table shows considerable advances 

in production and export, and local consumption may be deduced 

from/ 



from the diminishing imports of French vintages. 

South African Wines (thousand gallons) Table 1-1:5!00 

anea 

randy 

Production 
1910-11 1919-r3 

Export j Net Import 
1910 -13 1919 -23 1910 -13' 1919 -23 

5,500 14,353 

1,515 2,088 

84.7 511.6 814 5 45.4 

3309 63.2 75,1 24.4 

For the prosecution of mining and agricultural industries 

South Africa has the advantage of cheat: labour, for the non - 

European I:roporti.on of the population remains fairly constant 

at just over 82 per cent. Bantu races form from 50 to 80 per 

Po ulati on(y ercentages of Total) Table ' 
Tota T Total [ provincial Copulations 
Area Populatiob ----T -°g 

European Bantti ! Asiatic Other 

41e of 
'Good Hope 
atal 

`ange 

Free State 
anevaal 

lion totals 

1921 1911 1921 1911 1921 1911 
per cent per cent per çent 

I 

58.64 42.9 4002 22.7 23.4 59.3 58.9 0.3 ï0.3 
7047 20.0 20.6 8,2 9.6 79,8 79.81102 9,9 

10,51 808 9.1 33.2 30.0161.7 67.1 - 
1 

- 
23.38 23.3 30.1 24.9 26.O 72,3 71.7 0,7 +008 

sq.mis. millions mil i s millions millions 
472,347 16.0 6,91 1.3 1.51 4.0i 4.7 0.2 0.2 

1921 1911 19211911 1921 

17.7 17,4 
0.8 0.7 

51 2.9 
2,1 1.5 
millions 
0.5 0.5 

cent of the provincial ingabitants and are the mainstay of the 

labour supply. Another advantage is the system of railvays while 

facilitates marketing and export operations in an area where 

navigable waterways are scarcely to be found. Orpgraphically 

and climatically the country is unfavourable to economic railway 

laying, yet engineers have found routes while modern advances 

in 



in agriculture or discoveries of mining possibilities have 

reclaimed areas once reckoned absolutely unproductive. The 
(1) 

total mileage has increased from 8,792 in 1913 to 11,558 

in 1923, and the laying of 853 miles of new lines was sanctioned 

in 1922. Under the Electricity Act, 1922, rapid development 

of power stations has taken place especially for the 

electrification of railways to cope with the steadily in- 

creasing traffic. The line from Pietermaritzburg to Glencoe 
(2) 

"rapidly approaching the limit of its carrying cal acity" was 

the first electrified section. As in other parts of the world 

there has been a great extension of motor transport in the Union. 

In 1913 over 4,000 cars were imported, in 1923 the number was 

10,151. Most of the cars (96 per cent in 1923) came from 

America, - almost equally from Canada and the United States, 

while only 2 per cent were British. The Trade Commissioner in 

South Africa points out that the representatives of British 

engineering firms almost without exception drive American cars, 

obviously a bad advertisement for British machines. With the 
r 

expansion of rail and motot transport the trek ox will become 

a picturesque reminder of what was once the sole means of 

long- distance travelling. 

But there are many serious disadvantages, at present 

retarding development, to be overcome. Droughts and uncertain 

rainfall, as in Australia, must keep much of the agriculture 

speculative in nature until scientific discovery and engineering 

skill (1)Including 1485 in South West Africa. 
(2)Official Year Book No.7. p.688 

( 34.Rep. on Econ. Condns. in S Africa, 1924 1)3O. 

(3) 
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skill have been applied. Insect pests and animal diseases are 

rampant in many parts. Tsetse fly is, unfortunately, not 
(.1) 

unknown. Swarms of locusts, winged or crawling ( "Voetgangers "), 

predatory stomachs that are never satisfied, bred in the desert 

regions where they can defy preventive science, arpear suddenly 

to devour everything green in their migratory path. Laws 

enforcing the destruction of Voetgangers before they reach the 

winged stage, along with the free issue of poison and use of 

pumps to distribute it, and encouraging campaigns against 

flying swarms at night time, have been accompanied by a 

scientific expedition (1924) through the Kalahari Desert to 

South West Africa to study the question in loco. Only since 

1919 have satisfactory records of migration been kept in the 

Union of South Africa, but even yet it is impossible to state 

what permanent addition is made to the population by settlement. 

Frorkhe statistics given in the Official Year Book it would appear 

that the average annual gain since the War bias been about 

5000, - small enough to be almost neg(l/ gible. Such must be the 

case in a land where capitalists are in demand, where black labour 

is available, and where poor whites have raised a new problem of 

Dominion development. State -aided ;assages from England are 

granted to domestic servants and to the wives and families of 

Europeans settled in the Union. 

In no Dominion is the labour question so complicated and 

¡if fi cult 

(1) See Appendix.T 



difficult as in the Union. Generally administration and 

supervision of labour are confined to Europeans while the 

carrying out of manual operations is shared by natives, 

coloured people (half castes), Asiatics, and "poor Whites ". 

Europeans monopolise practically all skilled occupations, 

trough a .fey: natives, some coloured workers, and many 

Asiatics are qualified for such operations. Bantu natives 

(i tally, Ca.ffirs), far outnumbering the other peoples 

taken together, supply the bulk of the labour in mining, 

agriculture, railway and other undertakings, and municipal 

as well as domestic requirements. Asiatics, principally 

Indians from the lresidencies of Madras, Bent., and 

Bombay, originally indentured labourers for the sugar 

plantations of Natal (1860) but remtki ning after the expiry 

of their indentures, now engage in farming, marl =.et 

gardening, hawking, and shopkeeping. Such i=.igration 

ceased in 1911, and under the Immigrants' Act of 1913 

further entry is prohibited. The Union Government refused 

to accept the resolution of post -war Imperial Conferences 

that citizenship should be granted to Indians domiciled 

within the British Commonwealth and in 1921 General Smuts 

declared that the Union, from the point of view of 

economic competition alone, could not grant further political 

rights to Indians. Attempts in 1924 to secure the 

segregation of Indians failed. 

While/ 
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While the status of Indians within the Union is 

carefully watched by the Government of India, the natives 

have no Deus ex machina to support their claims to 

political emancipation. Doubtless the hostility of 

Europeans to the Bantus is partly based on fear,- the 

tradition of historical experience. The natives have 

benefited, even while they suffered, from this attitude. 

No attempt to deal with native status was posEible until 

the conflicting Boers and British sank their differences 

(though not very deeply) in the Union of 1910, and the 

natives were to some extent able to profit from these 

differences. Technically the Kaffir is a free labourer, 

but as he is without iolitical power (except in the Cape 

Province) either in the Union or within his tribe, unity 

of action with his fellows is impossible for him. He is 

naturally cheerful but constitutionally lazy and improvident, 

so that when he must work in order to live he exhibits a 

cheerful unconcern. "A helotism so free from care, one 

feels, would be preferable to liberty," but the ai:parent care- 

lessness is largely superficial, for his attitude among 

his fellows in their kraals is one of dissatisfaction and 

disaffection. Tp him the Colour Bar Bill marks the high 

tide of his disabilities; he is a man "whom there are 

few to praise, and very few to love ". Enfranchisement, 

like education, is grudged by the dominant parties of the 

Union. No future seems to open before him. He is at his 

best/ 
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best as a farm labourer especially near a native village, for 

he prefers to rest among his own folk in the evenings; he 

is less contented as a miner in the Rand or at Kimberley 

where he is indentured for a fixed period of months with 

fow chances of returning to his kraal. To the mine owner 

as to the farmer he is invaluable as cheap labour since 

such work is regarded as unauitable for the white man in a 

sub -tropical climate; and in the deei: mines his reltitívely 

short periods of activity render him apparently less liable 

to phthisis than the European. 

To hold him in such economic dependence is the policy 

of Europeans and coloured people alike. Not only are 

his desires to acquire land or even a legal title to his 

house, to educate his capacity and skill for higher 

occupations, and to secure impartial justice in the 

King's courts, flouted, but schemes to accomplish his 

segregation and sweep away his franchise in the Cape 

Province are actively supported, especially by the socialist 

party of the Union. Among the most bitter of his 
(1) 

detractors are the "1oor Whites" who cannot support them- 

selves according to a European standard of civilisation and 

are incapable of any labour that he cannot undertake. To 

them most of all is due the untenable theory that education 

of / 

(1) Estimated at one-tenth of the white population 
of the Union. 



of the native has,(changed ability into rascality, and that 

his adorted Christianity is but a cloak for crime. Yet 

these changes, widespread among the Afrikanders, and already 

disproved by investigation, persist so strongly that years 

must elapse before they are entirely disc 
Labour troubles are only in their infancy, but such 

outbursts as occurred in Johannesburg and Port Elizabeth in 

1920 show the awakening consciousness of the native pop- 

ulation; and the race question is only dormant among the 

European population, wh: le the Indian question is unsolved. 

Lack of good harbours, accompanied by paucity of seaports, also 

tends to retard commerce. On the veld the farmers are 

conservative, or in fits of radicalism undertake operations 

in new cultivations unsuited to their lands. 

Despite all, the trade of the Union continues to 

grow and a harassed government encourages develn -,purent by 

every means in its power. While the totals show that exports 

Trade of Union of South Africa. Table 177 02 
Total From 
Imports S. ies o 

Z illion i:ritish 

.---I pire. 
I per ce f 

11.13I 38:1 57.q 10.5 
22-24, 55. 4 52. g 11.5 

'Total " To 
Exports U.K. Rest of 
million British 

;Empire 

U.S.A Ger. 

8.3 3.5 63.2 
73.5 

per cent 
92.0 0.5 
71.5 11,5 

0.8 2.9 

eldeed imports in value, the percentages indicate that, so 

far as total trade is concerned, the share of the Empire, 

particu;arly of the United Kingdom, is falling, and that 

this/ 



this is due to a decrease in exports to Imperial lands. 

The principal co 'j\ti. tors with the United Kingdom are 

the United States and germany. 

So-ith Africa's trade is carried mainly through the 

three ports of Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, and Durban, the 

percentage shares of which are given in the accompanying 

table. It must be remembered that the valuable mineral 

exports ':ass through Cape Town, while Durban is the nearest 

port to the densely populated part of the interior. Hence 

from the point of view of value of trade Cale Town shows the 

Percentage value of Trade via Chief Ports Table 1 

Imports Exports Trade 
Total 

Tonnage 
entered 

Via. tore -!4 1419- 3 1410-!4 !41.-23 lgln -11t /gm -93 19m -nil 1,714- ,1 
Cape Town 18.9 

- 

23.1 75.1 63.7 47.0 43.3 29.4 32.0 
Port Elizabeth 23.4 20.3 6.6 8.2 15.0 143 15.6 15.8 
Durban 29.9 33.6 8.2 11.5 19.0 22.5 32.6 33.3 

Total share 
of these 
torts 72.2 77.0 89.9 83.4 81.0 80.2 77.6:81.8 

highest average; from that of tonnage entering the port, Durban 

with its large coal trade comes first. Port Elizabeth 

handles most of the wool exports. Less than 5 per cent of 

the total trade of the Union passes through Delagoa Bay as 

against 7 in the pre -war ieriod;exports by this route form 

only about 1.5 per cent of Union exports. 
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B R I Z ' I 8 H I N D I A 

According to the occupations by which they were supported 

in 1921 72.5 per cent of Indians population were dependent 

upon pasture and agriculture. And it is upon agriculture 

that India's prosperity, even in industry, must be built. 

Within the Indian Empire only three cities - Calcutta- Howrah, 

Bombay, and Madras - are larger than Leeds or Edinburgh; and 

the citizens of 738 towns of 10,000 or more inhabitants com- 
(1) 

prise only 7.5 per cent of the total population. "The 

population nearly everywhere presses close on the limits of 

bare subsistence. It is largely dependent on the chances of 

the harvests and the vicissitudes of the seasons. It is 

peculiarly helpless by reason of its ignorance of natural 

laws and adherence to hurtful traditions and observances: and 

it is an easy victim to many diseases which sdience elsewhere 

has extirpated or set bounds to. A persistently high birth- 

rate is constantly kept in check or even nullified by an 

(2) 
excessive death -rate.. In the There of social and 

sanitary reform an immense task and a great opportunity lie 
3 

before the reformed governments of India." 

Indian agrid1mlture, carried on for centuries by peasants, 

with the aid of primitive implements, on small holdings, and 

yielding food grains for local consumption under meteorological 

condi tions that have generally necessitated the aid of 

irrigation, is only now becoming attuned to modern commercial 

ui r:meritsa (1)Compare on same data 70 per cent for England re a and Wales. (2)Nor.mal bi rth -and death -rates 
about 30 per 1000; in the famine year of 1918 
the death rate in Brit.India rose to 62 per 1 00á0 

(3) Ency.Brit.Vo1.31,p.432. 



requirements. Food crops are still raised Dominantly for 

a widening local market, but cotton, jute, oil seeds, tea and 

coffee are offered to the world market. Cultivators are more 

and more realising the economic advantages of supplying them- 

selves with necessaries by means of the proceeds of planting 

industries. At the back of all such revolutionary development 

is the Government - the great enlightened landlord - endeavourirg 

to enhance the value of his estate, seeking ultimately his own 

benefit, but impelled, too, by humanitarian impulses. The 

methods of efficiently cultivated districts are being gradually 
introduced into backward tracts and improvement effected slowly 

throughout the subcontinent. In the competition between 

arable and pastoral produce cattle have fared badly, despite a 

steadily growing demand for better st ock and for dairy produce. 

To improve Indian agriculture and at the same time make 

food grains available when and where the monsoon fails is the 
(1) 

policy that has governed British administration. On the one 

hand the appointment of agricultural4Departments at Pusa and 

other stations,and greatest of all, the establishment, of large 
(2) irrigation works in the Punjab and elsewhere are raising the 

level of agriculture and increasing the output of foodstuffs, 
while at the same time relieving the congestion of densely 

populated areas; on the other hand the extension of rail and 
( 1) "I ndia as I knew it ". (0 ¡Dwyer) p.57. 
12) Area irrifiated (thousands of acres) 

By Canals By Tanks By Wells fotá1 
1914 -15 21,384.1 6,943.8 12,55603 47,193.9 

1922 23 [23 783.6 L 6,992.9 I 11 438.9 47,874. 7 
e Lloyd ttakkur1 Par rage project oral provide for 5601000 

acres more cultivation, annually, than there is at present in 
the whole of ?gypt." (Report on Trade of India,1924.D.O.T.p.33) 
See also O'Dwyer o;p.cit. p.252. 



rail and other transport facilities makes agricultural produce 

more mobile, and brings rapid relief to famine -stricken regions. 
During the war period wnen oceanic transport was dis- 

organised and foreign manufactured products were scarce, a 

rapid development of industrial undertakings took place in 

India. Since the war these have been further expanded and 

under the concession of fiscal autonomy in some cases protected 
(1) 

by tariffs. All this was encouraged and stimulated by 

political propaganda among Indians - swaraj, including non - 

co- operation and the boycott of foreign goods - and further by 

the creation, under the Government of India Act 1919, of re- 
sponsible government in the provincial field by which certain 
subjects, including industries, are "transferred" to the 

(2) 
control of the people in each Province. 

Although the greatest developments have been in machine - 

made clothsithe hand -loom or cottage industry has not died out. 

So long as the taste of Indian peoples does not change there is 

a market for both_ the coarse material and the very fine woven 

goods of the hand weaver. For dualities between these ex- 

treme machinery is supreme. "Thus the beautiful solid - 

bordered cloths of Salem and Madura, the fine --i oven "Warielst 

of Malabar, and the Kincobs and brocades of Benares and Surat are 

as yet unaffected by the direct competition of power looms. 

Likewise in the manufacture of very coarse d oths, the large/ 
1) The Steel Industry(Protection)Act was passed +without much 
Gfficulty as the Tata Iron and Steel Works at Jamshedpur, formerly 
ad chi (Central Provinces) "are regarded with pride as the largest 
11re1y national industrial effort which India has made" (Report on 
ritish Tra de in India,1924.Dept,.of Overseas Trade p.13) 

See "The British Empire and World Peace "(Rowell) pp.107 -111; 
copomic Conditions in India (Pillai) p.316; "Survey of Overseas 
erkets" pp.280 -1. 



large quantities of Dungaree cloth that are now made on the hand - 

loom do not co mpete directly with machine production, inasmuch as 

they are made out of inferior cotton not possessing the requisite 
(1) 

strength for being used on power-looms. Renewed expansion of such 

home industries, in cotton and silk, are hindered by lack of 

ambition and conservatism on the part of the artisans, as well as 

by the lack of marketing organisation among -Lerchants. 
(2) 27,042c- 

Irid la's industrialism is an eta growth to wards which 

Indians have contributed little save a supply of seasonal, inter - 
sittent.,and often indifferent labour. Much of the capital and 

practically all the management are supplied by non -Indians - British, 
Americans and Parsis. The jute mills of Calcutta are' practically 
all in the hands of Europeans: the Tata iron and steel works at 
Jamshedpur are financed by Parsis. It is true that the great 
cotton industry of Bombay is an Indian concern, but the population 
of Bombay is cosmopolitan and Bombay may scarcely be regarded as 

typical of India. There are purely Indian industries, carried on 

alojig western lines, but they are exceptional; many well -educated 
Indians hate Western industrialism, and even the moderates who 

favour industrial development wouldeaclude foreign) aid. For the 
factory workers, mainly consefvative villagers, mill life is an 
anpleasant necessity, and the demand for hands is greater than 
the supply, Thus India, with enormous resources of raw material 
and and man power,lacks the will to develop industrially. For 
her/ 

( 1 ) "Economic Conditions/.n India" (Pillai) p.144 
(2) "India A Bird's Eye View" by the Earl of Ronaldshay. 
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her, however, to stand still is impossible. Railways and 

motor cars have come to stay; her attempt to boycott. British 

goods was foredoomed to failure; her adoption of protection, 

even against the United Kingdom, does not make her less 
e 

dependent on Britain. But if Britain is to direct India's 

progress she must endeavour to understand India, and persuade 

the suasi- Dominion to co- operate with her in a trade that is 

of mutual benefit. 

On the other hand industrialism is advancing slowly if 

steadily, as is shown by the urbanisation previously alluded 

to. The cotton industries of Bombay, the jute mills of Bengal, 

the engineering workshops of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, the 

rice mills of Burma, together with the various industrial 

undertakings of Madras, include the greatest industrial de- 

velopments and are well organised. Establishments connected 

with cotton, jute, engineering, iron and steel, railways and 

tramways, and rice account for two- thirds of all India's mills, 

factories, etc., and employ three -fourths of her industrial 

workers in all such establishments employing generally over 

50 persons. 

For one industry at least the war led to rapid expansion. 

European methods of tanning, introduced early by the military 

authorit,_,ies to secure leather suitable for harness, etc., 

were followed for the same purposes by t "e founding of leather 

factories/ 



factories. Cawnpore, ideally placed for the collection of 

north Indian hides and with pientiDll supplies of tanning bark 

(acacia arabica) became the centre of harness and saddlery 

making. Other centres were established in Bombay at Sion and 

in Madras and the leather industry pursued an even course. 

Even in 1913, however, hides and skins were a .arge export 

totalling over It million cwt. and valued at almost £8,000,000. 

With the war the great market for these in Central Europe 
1 

through Hamburg was closed and supplies were diverted to 

Indian factories where materials required by the textile 

machines were prepared. New establishments arose, the con - 

sumption of raw hides and skins was increasd, and the export 

trade in leather goods expadded. These results are indicated 

by the following table which however gives no indication of 

internal production and trade. India is now capable of 

tanning about half of her supplies of raw hides and skins. 

Sea-borne Trade 
orts 

1909 =3 119.23 

Hides and Skins, raw 
eather',Hides and 

o dressed 
oots and Shoes 1 00 pairs 

Leather and mfs0j.£1000j 
As / 

1000; cwt. 

3206 

199708 
31001 

25e7' 

58 n 

506.0® 

Table 121 !0 y- 
Exórts 

1909-13 1919 -23 
1066-67A. 

1,467.3 1,039.3 

32 20 3 356.1 

(1) "Germany, however, seemed to be the only country in the world'which could work up light hides, and in spite of the preference, Germany in kb= 1922 was practically buying the lot." ( "The Econ0Dev. of the Brit.Overseas Empire" by Dr. Knowles p.462.) 

(2) average 1919 -22 only. 
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As an example of industrial development: figures for the 

cotton mill industry are given in the following table:- 

Mills Sp in = = coma 
Hands , 

employes 

}ales of 
raw 
cotton ÿ 

_.--- 

Yarn 

f.. M - 
- v 

Piece 
daily consumed spun Goods 

Average Annu Number lbs.. yards 

1909-13 265 6,333.4 85.6 239.7 2,021.0 644.8 1,164°3© 
1919 -23 280 71116.7 128.1 325.5 2,094.4 661.8 1,625.6 

ì LJ1'i.S -JA only. 

It must be remembered that large stocks of cottons, 

accumulated during the short -lived post -war boom of 1919-20, 

had to be reduced before Indian mills could recove,. That 

recovery has begun is evident. During the war ma finery 

depreciated and replacement was impossible, but renewals 

were practically completed by 1922. Moreover it is in the 

making of finer counts that India has progressed. The war gave 

a great impetus to cloth manufacture, "and it is a matter 

in which the Indian mills take a legitimate pride that all 

the military reauirements in cotton goods in the Eastern 
(1) 

theatres of war were supplied by them." India' ,rest 

advantage for the production of cotton goods is undoubtedly 

the vastness of the local marketä 
(2) 

The mills of Bombay Province produce nearly 74 per cent 

of the ou ality of yarns spun in India. To the ports of this M- j 

province and to Bombay in particular raw cotton for export is l 

sent in the largest qualities, for rail communications con - 

verge/ 1) "Economic Conditions of India "(Pillai) p.196. 
2) 200 out of the total 289 cotton mills in India are 

situated in Bombay Presidency. 

M1 
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converge there. Not far short of half the number of cotton 

looms, spindles, and hands employed in Indian mills are to be 

found on Bombay Island. For the carrying on of industries 

large hydroelectric powers are available. The cotton mills 

alone require 100,000 horse power. This is supplied from 

stations erected during the War at Fopoli (40,000) and 

Bhivpuri (100,000) utilising rivers from the Ghats. In 

addition the Nila -Mula scheme of 1919 to harness the Koyna 
(1) 

tributary by the Khistna for the development of aluminium 

works at Jaigarh(100 miles south of Bombay) will provide 

up to 350,000 horse power. The predominance of Bombay port 

in India's trade, largely brought about by the opening of the 

Suez Canal and the completion of railways to the Deccan, has 

been consolidated by the increasing size of vessel that can 

find there alone harbour facilities. Thus the city has grown 

to occupy the proud position of second city of the Empire 

while the Government, the Municipality, the City Improvement 

Trust, and the Port Trust are making separate and concerted 

attempts to improve town -planning, sanitationr,electrical 

supplies, and amenities generally, while the Port Trust is 

pushing forward the construction of new docks, reclamation 

schemes, and the further improvement of communications. Bombay 

must be made worthy of its pride of place. 

The importance to the British Empire of India's overseas( 

tract e/ 

(1) Bauxite is plentiful in India. 
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trade is indicated in the table. It is necessary, however, to 
2 66_ 

Sea-born e Trade of British India (percentages) 

From or to 1911 -13 1922 »24 

United Kingdom 61.0 58.6 
Rest of Brit.Eipir 11.0 10.2 
United States 2.4 7.7 

Japan 1.8 406 

Ger nippy 4.6 3.4 

P of 
Domestic Produce. 

- 1911-13 1922-24 

25.3 22.5 
16.1 16.2 
7.2 10.5 
703 14.6 

10.0 7.0 

r 

insist on the fact that foreign trade is a small part cf 

Indian activities; her internal trade is much more vital to 

her. "Export of million of bales of cotton, and million of 

tons of rice, wheat or oilseeds, look so large that it is 

sometimes forgotten that the figures represent merely the 
exportable surplus of these goods. "(1) Thus the following 

table of imports and exports of cottons must be read alongside 
the fore -going table of production when the position of India 
as a producer is evident. Imports of raw cotton refer mainly 

to American qualities. 

Iri orts of Cotton Manufactures 
Imports 

am & Twist (million lbs. 
ieee goods(million yds.) 

Grey(unbleached) 
White(bleached) 
Coloured ,printed, or dyed 

62.8 

Exports/ 

Table ío7 
Fr con U.I.° From Japan% 

1913-14 1923-24 1913 -14 1923-2 
136- 

1534.2 704.0 
793.3 415.4 
831.8 347.5 

284.9 

"!purvey cf Overseas Markets" p.285 

3 41923 -4 

98.8 
98.5 
9206 

85.2 0.5 
97.0 
87.4 002 

13,7 
0.6 
6 .7 



lbs.) 
ece goods ( million yds. ) 

2s2 

Exports of Cotton_ Ilanufa ctures 2a-l.gz. /0g 
Iro Ch3ñâ ' 

p e r cent 
1913-14 41923-__ 24 1913-14 1923-24 

193.d 
0 

38.5 88.1 53.8 
89 165 

rn(million 

w Cotton 1000 bales ___t 2,_407 3, 765 
To Japan(per cer. 

43 46 

Exports of piecegoods are rent naturally to destinations where 

Indian immigration exists. 

The decline in £ndian imports of British cotton goods 

since 1913 is to be attributed to diminished consumption 

(about 60 per cent), increased local production (about 25 per 

cent) , and increased foreign competition (about 15 per cent) . 

If the greatly decreased production of Indian handwoven goods 

is taken into consideration these percentages would be altered 

to approximately 80 for decreased consumption, and 6 for 

increased local production. Returns of 1924 show "a revival 

both of consumption and local production, and also 

of British imports which were only about. 48 per cent. instead 
(3) 

of 57 per cent below the 1913 level." 
INIPcRT % } EXPORTS clrC X04 

g "moi Jb9 - 23- 
1 

7 32 
4 15 
9 

9 

9 

4 
2 13 

11,1 tong Steel 
cliinery 

aps 
Railway Plant 4 
Rardware 2 

Oil 3 
there 32 

'11;f01; -IrTg1 4 
'113138 2ttfro` 

6 8 
4 8 

10 7 

5 5 

2 2 

33 34 

Cotton, -do. 
Food grains 
Seeds 
Tea 
Hides & Skins 
Others 

15 

61 
7 

21 

16 
17 
6 
8 
8 

20 

(1) Average 1909-10 - 1913 -14. 
(2) The approx.riumber of Indians resident abroad is 2,130,000. Of these 21030,000 have settled within the Brit.Empire, chiefly 
in Ceylon (750,000), the Federated Malay States(305,000), 
Mauritius (265 000) Natal (140,000) British Guiana (125,000) and Trinidad (e20,0ó0) . (3) Survey of Overseas Markets.p.6. 



In an otherwise valuable account of economic India 
(1) 

Messrs Wadia and Joshi lay much stress on the continuous 

drain of wealth that has marked the re4ation_e ce Britain with 

India during a century and more - the drain in the shape of 

direct tribute on the one hand and in the form of exports of 

70L- 
raw materials on the others" "And4while the people are 

living on a bare minimum in India, the statistics of exports 

are made to proclaim to an ignorant world the growth of India's 

wealth; we are told it is her 'surplus' production that India 

iVexporting from year tó year in the shape of food - stuffs and 

raw materials. We forget the elementary facts in the economic 

situation, that these exports represent the drain of material 

resources incidentally following upon, if not deliberately con- 
a.s., 

trived by, the domination of/ aa,i en rule, that the gradual 

impoverishment of the dependent country may in the long run 

spell disaster to the nation that is increasingly compelled to 

rely on foreign food." This fallacious argument, generally 

adopted by several Indian economists since it was used by 

William Digby, makes it appear that when one country imports 

raw materials from another, the importer is draining the 

exporter's wealth, and in the case of India it is alleged that 

the/ 

(1) "The Wealth of India ",pp.50,106,112, etc. See also 
"Economic History of India:. Early British Rule" by R. Dutt, 
esp. pp.409 -10. 



the British people do so in virue of their political 

domination. Do the British "drain" the wealth of the United 

States by buying cotton, tobacco, grain, meats, etc., from 

that country, and if so, is it because Of British political 

domination of the United Mates? Can it be said that Britain 

drains India of her raw cotton when most of the export goes to 

Japan? Prom Indian Trade Returns the United Kingdom imported 

23.4 per cent of Indian sea -borne merchandise in 1913 -14 and 

24.8 per cent in 1923 -24; while returns of treasure imports 

and exports make it abundantly clear that gold and silver 

are hoarded in India and are not available for industrial or 

any other development. India can by no means utilise all the 

products of her agriculture jute, oil -seeds, tea, tobacco, 

cotton, etc., and if she could, the home market could not 

absorb the output. of her factories. The argument could be 

extended indefinitely,and the reduced exports of wheat show 

clearly that as tndi an consumption is increasing, the Indian 

crop is reserved for the people. If food is imported it is 

because local crops are inadequate, not because an alien 

domination co mpels the export of Indian crops. 

But the study of Indian Trade would demand a volume for 

itself. It may be examined from many ft endpoints, and is 

evidenced even in the changing order of its seaports. Thus 

while/ 
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while Calcutta and Bombay remain pre -eminent, .. the former 

as the outlet for perhaps the richest agricultural lands in 

the world, the latter from its natural advantages of position 

and its ac Quired industries based again on an agricultural 

hinderland, - the rapid extensions of irrigation in the Indus 

basin have raised Karachi, the gate of the import trade of the 

Punjab and North- Western India, to the third place, and Madras 

with inadequate harbourage has sunk below Rangoon in 

importance. To meet the requirements of the Central Provinces 

a new harbour at Vizagapatam, in front of the only practical 

gap through the Eastern Ghats, has been projected; is corny 

pletion would also give a more direct route from Europe via 

Bombay to Rangoon. 

Indian railways date from 1845, but the great scheme of 

trunk lines which is the backbone of the system was due to Lord 

Dalhousiets government of 1853. While many of the lines were 

lâz:d principally for strategic reasons, it has been the 

commercial enteirse of the peoples that has led to the net- 

work of railways that even .yet is not adequate for Indiat s 

trade. From other points of view the railway systems have 

improved m nditions /n the gib- continent. They have mitigated 

the severity of famine by transporting food to stricken 

areas, they have favoured the migration of people from con- 

gested,/ 
(1) A new steel cantilever bridge over the Hugli to Howrah 
has been decided on. The change of capital from Calcutta to 
Delhi was probably a mistake of policy (see "Oxford History 
of India" by V.ASmith, po782). 



conp,ested districts; and thus have played their part in making 

irrigation colonies successful, Lines through the Bolan and 

Rhaibar Passes will tend to favour more peaceful conditions 

in the frontier area and Afghanistan. Incidents cf the Great 

War period showed where further communication by rail was 

necessary; in particular the exploits of the "Emden" con- 

vinced India of the value of a railway connection with Burma 

whether such a line should follow the route by the Hukong 

valley, by the coast, or, through Manipur. Plans to complete 

an all -rail route between India and Ceylon across Adam's 

Bridge, by joining Dhanushkodi and Talaimannar, have been 

prepared. On the mainland a programme has been drawn up of 

projects such as the extension of railway facilities in 

southern India, the laying of lines to develop the coalfield 

between Jherria and Katni in the Central Provinces, the 

carrying through of the Burma project, and the provision of 

means of cormiuncation between Vizagapatam and its unopened 

hinderland. 

The standard gauge of Indian lines is 5 feet 6 ins., 

reminiscent of the period when the broad-gauge school was 

in the ascendant (compare Australia), and declared that such a 

gauge was necessary in order to resist cyclonic storms. But l system 
+ , a more economical was imperative, and the mooted 

policy of introducing the metric system into India led to the 

adoption of the metre gauge which is now a permanency. 

Narrow gauge lines serve as useful and economical feeders to 

the 

(1) Broad gauge railways cost X17,000 per mile. 
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the main system. The electrification of the railways has 

been commenced. Railway mileage are are shewn in the table 

where the relative lengths of standard and metre gauge lines 

and the development of feeders are apparent. 

Railway mileeae open for traffic in India Table 3i 
Gauge 1909 1913 -14 1924-24 

Standard(5ft.6in.) 16,309 17,641 
1etre(3fto3iiilo) 13,323 149443 lE,64o 5,659 
Narrow .ft"Ç _ . . -1,fi5£ 2,572 3 739 

Total 31 490 i 34_1656 
l 38,i038 

Such a brief sketch of post -war India is so iii) 

complete as to be misleading, but Lord Meston° s summary 

may be added as a corrective. "The economic group of 

problems can only be sketched in the barest outline. They 

include the relative inefficiency of India in labour, 

agriculture and industry - relative in the sense that it must 

be radically modified before India can take its place with 

the Dominions or face foreign m mpetition in the eo nversion 

of its raw products. Labour suffers from the miserable con- 

ditions of housing and nourishment among the workers, and from 

malaria, hookworm and other destructive diseases which ensue. 

Agriculture suffers from vicious tenures, from wasteful habits 

of tillage and manuring, and from the extraordinary fashion 

in which the individual holding is scattered, patch by patdi, 

over the commune. Indzstry suffers because the people have 

no habit/ 

(1) "India and the Empire/. pa26o 
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habit of saving, and there is the most rudimentary 

organisation of capital." 



BRITISH TROPICAL, AFRICA 

Although France owns a larger part of Africa than is 
(i) 

included in t he British Empire, the British share is much 

ni ore valuable since it contains more productive areas. Both 

Powers control extensive tropical stretches. "Tropical" may 

11 e interpreted in two ways - either "included within the 

tropics" or. "situated in a region of tropical climate ", tat 
0 

is, within the region bounded by the annual isotherm of 68 F. 

Since, however, practically the whole of Africa is included 

within the annual isotherm specified, and the plateau nature 

of the continent renders the climate of many parts sub - 

wropical, rather than tropical, British Tropical Africa may 

best be defined as those portions of the British Empire which 

are included between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. Thus 

British Tropical Africa connotes a widely scattered group of 

colonies, protectorates, and mandated territories, along 

with self -governing Southern Rhodesia, but excludes the union 

of South Africa which has been already considered. 

The group falls readily into an eastern and a western 

section, the units of the latter being, historically, the 

earlier acquired by Britain. The sections differ climatically 

especially in rainfall, the moist lands of the Guinea coast 

contrasting with the droughts of Somaliland. Differences in 

climate are exhibited in the accompanying graphs, but it 

1 41thc e 36.6 per cent., British Empire total- 
er ccent of 
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should be remembered that the sun's apparent journey between 

the tropics accounts for many of the most obvious differences, 

since in the main the doldrum rainfall belt "follows" the suns 

Local peculiarities depend upon such factors as elevation and 
QC 

extent of surface water. Clima tic conditions, irco njunct ion 

with soil varieties and the mind of man, determine not only 

the nature but the harvest period of many cultivated crops 

in the savanae; but Nature has marked out the limits of 

forests, savanas, and deserts. The struggle between man and 

nature is more unedual in tropical than in temperate latitudes, 

and the black race is least able to carry on that struggle. 

"Broadly speaking, however, there is more fertile land in 

Tropical Africa than there are people to cultivate it, and in 

the development of Africa it is an axiom that with rare 

exceptions - such as British Nyasaland -- the demand for labour 
(1)y 

always exceeds the supply." Nowhere in the mainland parts 

o f the Empire is the density of population to be compared 

with that of monsoon lands, though everywhere it is greater 
(2) 

than in the large Dominions; nowhere is the effective 

natural increase marked. Under British supervision production 

is advancing, and the improvements in marketing conditions, in 

transport, and in methods of agriculture, have led to in- 

creased exports of tropical foodstuffs and raw materials, with 

a/ 

(1) :ion.W.Ormsby Gore, "Econ.Dev.of Trop,Africa" (S.G.M. 
Vo1,XLII p.262). 

(2) India, 176 per sq.mli) Australia, 2; Canada 2. 
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w+Cci. a c onseauently increased pruchasing power, available 

for manufa t rid goods and luxuries. 

Trade of British Tropical Africa /ì/ 

--I-[ values for 1913 and -M3r 
Percenta -Ixiports -ent e Zsf B`xp arty 

F e o 

from 

Via-. -e. 

%.t.2-_119/3 !.1LJ ( Li SL3 /9z3 19/3 1-- 

udan 

ozal i l and 

Kenya & 
Uganda 

Zanzibar 

Tan.Terr. 

Nyasaland 

N,Riio de si a 

S.Rhodesia 

Nigeria 

Gold Coast 

ierr& Leone 

Cathie_ _- 

20, 33 11 13 

27'52 

151 21 

92 

0 3) 
15 

(µ1) 
52 

- 38 - 

6 56 6 
541 43 27 

56 46 23 

68 80 7 

70 

61 

36 

69 

79 

6 

11 

97 
(i 3) 

24 

ay) 
52 
(lµ) 

53 

20 

40 

33 

5 

4 

to 

1 

6 

3 

6 

6 

6 

2 

9 

10 

7 

11 

11 

1 

4 

13 

8 

5 

11 

8 

11 

2 

4 

2 

2 

3 

4 

6 

5 

50 9 13 2, 5 9 _6 

19 32 1 1 

- - 87 91 

(Li) -3) 
36 35 10 27 7 2 

tj6) Cis) 
7 20 28 41 5 8 11 2 

- 17 - 37 - 2 - 3 

68 87 16 6 

not avGi lab l 
84 65 8 17 2 10 1 - 

50 69 1 2 - 9 41 11 

65 35 7 5 2 26 17 7 

12 69 12 6 -- 6 47 3 

9 44 9 - - - 22 11 

6 10. 5 3 

In the above Table the distribution of the trade of 

British Tropical Africa is shown in rounded percentages. The 

figures indicate that on the whole the share of the United 

Kingdom has been maintained, and that generally any reduced 

percentage for 19 23 is balanced by an increased share with 

other Enpire markets. The stare of India is indicatd in 

brackets/ 
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brackets for the Colonies, etc. with which most trade is 

carried on those most accessible from her seaports. Somali- 

land trades principally with Aden. West. Africa has ,generally 

increased her trade with the United States which has easy 

access across the Atlantic Ocean. Germanyt s share indicates 

sharp losses in all these markets, though her percentages are 

again rising. In all cases the export percentages include re- 

exports and all "Empire* figures are swelled by a fairly 

large "door -to -door" trade, as for example, between Southern 

Rhodesia and the Union of South Africa or betwen Nigeria and 

the Gold Coast. 

From the point of view of the trade of the United King- 

dom it may be noted that the share of British exports to these 

parts has increased between 1913 and 1924 from 1.7 per cent to 

2.1 per cent,while the percentage share of British imports 

derived from them has doubled (0.8 per cent to 107 per cent) . 

The percentages of imports of cotton goods given in Table 1/.3 

include all such purchases, but they are largely of British 

origin. 

The conditions on which this trade is based clay be 

considered. From such an examira tion the differences between 

the Eastern and Western sections, as well as among the 8áR8 

sepsratt parts of British Tropical Africa, will become 
clearer. 

British/ 
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British Tropical Africa 

(Figures are approximate o ?ply) 

Area _ ppu lation 
7)-17----17611U- sf 
p er sa.ml, Eurol 

cans 1000 
soTO S 1911_1 19 21 

1921_ 

East Africa 
The Sudan 1,015 3 4 4.3 

Somaliland 68 5 5 0.1 

Kenya 245 10 12 907 

Uganda 110 13 28 1.3 

Zanzi3ar 1 193 205 0.3 

Tanganyika 373 - 11 2.5 

Nyasaland 40 25 30 1.5 

N,Rhodesia 29ri 3 
3 3.8 

Total 2143 6. 8.0 23.5 

S.Rhodesia 149 5 6 33.6 

lest Af rica 
Nigeria 337 51 55 4.0 

Gold Coast 79 19 27 3.0 

Sierra Leone 30 47 51 1.1 

Gambia 
4, 36 52 0A4 

Total 450 45.0 50.0. 8.5 

Imports per 
head of 

-population 

Exports 
per head 

of population 

1913 1923 

s. do 
12 7 

14 5 

1710 

7 2 

112 0 

4.4 

6.5 

11 2 

sodo 
18 9 

19 7 

15 7 

197 3 

8 9 

8 o 
10,9 

14 1 

78.3 79 2 

8 6 12 8 

66 0 80 0 

25 25 

149 4 77 1 

15 0 20 5 

1913 1923 

sode sad. 
8 6 10 4 

13 1 13 8 

124 
14 8 

4 3 

106 5 152 11 

- 8 5 

5.6 7.4 

5 8 9 5 

8 7 11 7 

90 11 118 1 

8 7 

72 3 

418 8 

12 7 

85 0 

20 10 

NS q 95 5 

15 0 20 4 



In the table given some of the differences between 

British East and British West Africa are apparent. In area 

as in population the disparity is obvious and the density 

of population, calculated on the 1921 census returns, shows 

that over the Eastern divisions there are 8 persons to the 

square mile against 50 in the Western portion. Trade 

returns Qn filer ca- ut basis bear out relatively the figures 
(1) 

given for total trade by Sir P.D.Légard and reflect partly 

the different surface features and climate, as evidenced in 

products, partly the density and economic advancement of the 

peoples of the two great regions. 
moderately 

In East Africa there is not the/dense agricultural 

population that has developed the Western part, but a 

sparse, pastoral population. Again, except for such trees as 

the gam acacia of the Sudan and the coconut palm; of the 

coastal plains, all economic plants have been introduced, 

most of them to the interior, so that transport is a more 

serious question than in the Guinea lands. Of the economic 

crops cotton and coffee have al ready been dealt with. Other 

imp tant products are sisal and ground nuts, most largely 

from / 

(1) East Africa 33/1 per head, West Africa 45/7 per head 
(1919) 

( "Dual Mandate" po45) 
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Imports pf Cotton Manufactures and typical 
tropical African Iroduce. 

(1) East Africa 
Cotton mfs. 
per cent of 
total imports 
(b7 value) 

1923 1914 1923 

Raw Cotton 

1000 centa 

Coffee 

s 1000 cwt. 
191T-1923 

Tobacco 

million lbs. 
19 4 923 

Mai z e 

1000 cwt. 
1914 1923 

23 

21 

[end ? 

lesia 21 

nia 7 

21 37.7 

25 110.7 

40 

15 

11 

24.0 

112.3 

382.9 

32.9 

21.8 

17.3 184.4 

80.9 

(2) West Africa 

3.8 5.2 

0,1 1.0 

2.2 3.9 

189.9 874.7 

IOW 

36.5 110.2 

1403.7 2958.1 

Cotton mfs. 
per cent of 
total import 
(by value) 

_1191 1923 

23 27 a 

oasb 15 

24 

23 

25 

18 38 

Palm Oil 
s 

1000 tons 

l'ala Kernels 

1000 tons 

Cocoa 

1000 tons 

Groundnuts 

1000 tons 
1914 1923 1914 1923 19T 1923 1914 -1922 

72.5 

G 
495.8 

617.10 

99.4 

358.P 

3.3 

162.5 

5.6 

35.9 

223.2 

3.8 

59.5 

1.1 

4.9 

52.9 

32. 8 

197.7 

17.0 

66.9 

22,9 

64.2 

(1) 1914 

(2) 1,000 gallons. 



from Tanganyika Territory, maize, a rapidly extending crop in 

Southern Rhodesia and Ke(y} Colony, tobacco fro yasaland 

and flax. Hides and Etkins are exported from this division, 

and an attempt to foster a dairying industry in Kenya 

exporting through a cold storage plant in Mombasa will be 

watched with interest. The copra industry is developing 

along the coast where also cane sugar and rice cultivation 

are progressing. Zanzibar and Pemba have long held almost 

a monopoly of the world trade in cloves, but the industry 

is suffering by the competition from Mada;ascar, as well as 

from local labour and political troubles j the only other 

large export is copra. 

In West Tropical British Africa the land is developed by 

the natives who look to the white man to provide trans- 

port and market facilities for the products they supply for 

export. Palm oil, palm kernels, groundnuts,rubber, cotton, 

cocoa, coffee, shea nuts, kola nuts, copra, hardwoods, hides 

and skins are among the West African exports that are 

essential to British.' industrial activities. It must be 

remembered that the oil palm yields food and drink (palm 

wine has taken the place of foreign spirits of which the 

import is forbidden by law) and supplies shelter to the 

natures. From the British standpoint a more valuable oil 

is extracted by machinery from the kernels. From them Hull, 

the / 
(1) Sheep and goat skins are the principal export from 

Somaliland. 
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the centre of this industry in the United Kingdom, pre- 

pares mar, ~arine, using the refuse for cattle food, as well 

as soap and candles. Palm oils are very largely used for the 

lubrication of machinery and in the tinplate industry. Kola 

nuts, which represent betwen 20 and 30(117r cent of Sierra 

Leone's ex ports in the period 191221, are used in the 

chocolate industry and as a source of caffeine. Malayan 

plantation rubber has displaced the forest rubber production 

in British West Africa, "and it is thought that,, unless 

steps can be taken to introduce up -to -date mathods of 

cultivation, transport and manufactures, the palm oil and 
( 2) 

kernel industry may in course of time suffer in the same way 

by competition from the oil -palm plantations in-Sumatra and 

elsewhere. In West Africa the palms are scattered, making 

transport expensive, native methods of extracting oil from 

the pericarp of the fruit are not only wasteful of labour 

but produce an inferior oil, and altogether little progress 

has been made. Modern machinery is required to remove the 

oil and kernels from the fruit. In Sierra I,eòne the local 

government intends to establish oil -palm plantations on 

modern principles and set up mills to deal with the 

produce.(3) Doubtless, once this pioneer effort has been 

carried out, come rcial enterprise will develop it, and it 

may/ 

(1) In 1923, owing to low prices and to competition of 
Grand Bassam, 14 per cent. (Col0Rep.1219, p.13.) 
(2) Colonial No.10, "Palm Oil and Palm Kernels" p.4. 
(3)Report of the Governor's address to the Legislative 

Council as reported in the "Observer" Jan017,19260 

It 
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may be expected that Nigeria, with its greater resources, will 

not hesitate to follow the same policy. 

It must be remembered that the export trade affects a much 

smaller proportion of the native population of Nigeria than 

of the other divisions, because in Ni Fia a livelihood is 

obtainable from local produce and local trade. On the other 

hand the cil palm products of the Gold Coast have in large 

measure given way to cocoa, which is not consumed locally, 

and the people are much more affected b:,r conditions in the 

world market than are Nigerians. Similarly Gambia special- 

ises in ground -nuts, and Sierra Leone in oil palm produce. 

British Tropical Africa is not, so far as is known at 

present, very rich in minerals. In the section dealing 

with coal the resources of Nigeria and Nyasaland have been 

mentioned. Nigeria has tin fields in Bauchi province from 

which nearly 8,500 tons of tin ore were extracted in 1923, 

and with the present high price of this metal, the outlook 
(1) 

for the mines is promising. From the Gold Coast are 

exported gold from the Tarquah fields, manganese ore from 

the hill at Insuta, six miles south of Tarquah, and diamonds 

of small size ut in increasing quantities from the Akim 

district. Deposits of bauxite, discovered in Vioso 

district, will not become of commercial value until cheap 
(2) 

transport is available. Mining labour is insufficient. 

British East Africa is less well known geologically than 

the / - U Ao. rrg7 092-3) -. /8. 
co-C. t. /Vo. /Lo7 0/922 -3) iqt. S.4-47 



the Guinea lands. Mineral oil has been discovered in the 

western rift valley of Uganda near Lake Alberti but the 
I) ( 

possibilities of exploitation are as yet undetermined; 

lead is the most valuable export from Northern Rhodesia 

where copper deposits exist over a stretch of some 200 miles 
(2) 

to the west of Bwana Mt1ubwa; gold, asltos, and copper 

ore are important exports trm Southern Rhodesia; the gold 

output of Tanganyika from Mwanza district, Sekenke, and the 

Lupa river fields to the north of Lake Nyasa, is increasing; 

and in the same mandated Territory mica is mined in the 

Morogoro and Ufipa districts while the discovery of tin is 
1 3) 

reported from Bukoba District. Carbonate of Soda from 
PZro 

Lake Magadi in Kenya showed a deoreaseLto less than 32,000 
(4) 

tons in 1923. 

Within the new Mandated Territories of the British 

Empire the Mandatory Power accepts the duty of trusteeship 

for the ative population under its control. This "Trustee- 

ship" is sufficiently if loosely defined in a general way in 
(5) 

the Report of the East Africa Commission - "The position 

of te European race ruling in Africa is that of a guardian 

to a ward, and our duty is to protect the interests of some- 

one less capable of safeguarding his or her own interests, 

and/ 

(1)Co1.Rep.Noo1220(1923) p.10. 
( 2) Cmd.2387 (1925) p.95 
(3 ) Colonial éo.ii (1924) pp.54 -5. 

(4) ColoRep.No.1227(1923) p.20_ /9ío -- 
(5) Cmd.2387 p.21. 

/4, '4L 192z-2-4 
st o, D-zrrJ 67-s-ca 
(C"-m. è :4738 %-v'92-4). 
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and to educate a less developed and less efficiently 

equipped people to become better equipped and more efficient." 

To the native of tropical Africa European civilisation and 
a 

culture must be /baffling mystery in which willy-nilly he 

finds himself enmeshed. To guide him through this maze 

of economic and cultural progress so that he may become a 
(1) 

happy producer and contented citizen of the Fmpire, while 

at the same time doing justice to other communities, 

European or Asiatic, that may have settled alongside him, is 

the moral as well as political duty of the suzerain or 

mandatory Power; for it is obvious that the ideal of Trustee- 

ship must ply equally to all parts and peoples of the Empires 

Thus the diverse elements of each part will ultimately 

coalesce into a peaceful community where all races co- 

operate for the common good. In order to secure such a con- 

summation continuous progress in economic development is 

necessary, for only by that means can educational and moral 

teaching be progressively provided. As steps to such 

progress the native must be convinced of the security of his 

land tenure, but at the same time he must learn to cultivate 

his land better add make it more economically productive; 

cultivable/ 

(1) "I venture to suggest that no person of experience or dis- 
cernment can question the validity of the st atementtthat 
bpasant proprietorship forms the soundest economical basis 
upon which it is posui ble for any tropical industry to rests" 
(Sir Hugh Clifford, Governor of Nigeria 1919 -25, in 

"Manchester Guardian Commerciale Wembley No.Aug.13,1925.) 

(2) in quantity- per head of population rather than per acres 



cultivable high lands, unoccupied because of sparseness of 
(1) 

population, may be alienated for development by Europeans 

or Asiatics or other immigrants. "Only by the cultivation 

of the soil as against its use for grazing can permanent 
(2) 

economic advance be obtained." In many parts of our 

East African Empire, even to-day, the native clings resolutely 

to stock -raising since his social status is measured by the 

number of his cattle and by the number of wives his cattle 

can procure. Where any cultivation is practised the wives do 

most of the agricultural work, so that a plurality of wives 

means an easy life for the husband. This state of affairs 

is a persistence of the practice when every male was a 

fighter in tribal wars; with the disappearance of such 

frequent fighting, the man must be taight to maintain his 

physical fijness by productive labour, while his women are 

left to more domestic duties. As a possible result the 

development. of the native children will be improved and the 

child death -rate lowered. 

Having secured the beginnings of crop cultivation 

improvement must be stimulated by official guidance. When the 

native grows his crops for market he learns that good 

quality of produce brings better prices; that good seed pro- 

duces good crops; that scientific rotation of crops pays in 

the long run; that careful cultivation leads to better yield. 

For the native must pay his tax as well as feed his family, 

so that/ 
(1) See Table 1/2 
(3) Cmd 2387 p.32. 



that he must secure a. surplus of food produce, or grow a 

crop of economic value. If maize is his food crop his 

surplus is marketable; if he cQ .nsumes his crop, a field 

under cotton will pay his tax. As in other parts of the 

world, the demand for luxuries grows, and the native must 

produce more in order to purchase luxuries. Thus a stimulus 

to possess becomes a stimulus to produce, and other plants are 

introduced where soil and climate permit. 

One great limit to such progressive production is the 

shortage of labour. This shortage of male labour is to be tom 

traced to reductions due to tribal wars, to slave raids, to 

disease, and to the campaigns of the late War. Where labour 

is scarce the labourer rules the labour market. He works 

for himself or for another according to which pays better. 

Compulsory' labour for the private profit of a European 
(1) 

employer is not tolerated in the Empire. It may be, and 

has been, employed over brief periods for road construction 

by colonial governments, but of course adequate pay and 

humane conditions obtain. Under any other conditions forced 

labour would become slavery, perhaps the least economical 
(2) 

form cf labour, and thind of the freed slave in Zanzibar, 

as in t he West Indies and elsewhere, is obsessed by one 

overmastering/ 
(1) But see Dr Leys, "Kenya" esp. p0205 -207. 

(2) slavery was not eradicated from Mafia Island Tanganyika 
Territory) until 1922. The freed slaves refused to work for 
their former corners and are literally dying of starvation 
while the Arab coconut plantations are ruined for lack of 
labour. (Col.Rep.No.11, p.22; Cmd.2387, p.37.) 



overr..st ering idea - the hatred of work for any employer 

even though it means starvation_ for himself. 

In East Africa there is shortage of labour in Uganda, 
(1) 

Kenya, 
( 

and Tanganyika Territory; in Northern Rhodesia and 
2) 

Nyasaland there is a surplus of labour. The shortage is 

partly due to rapid extension of native agriculture, partly 

to road, rail, factory and other developments, and perhaps 

partly to an apparent non -increase in the native population 

with its high infant mortality, its zymotic and other 

diseases. On the other hand there is a relatively small 

stream of labour from Rhodesia. to the Tanganyika plantations 

(small compared with the flow to the mines of the Belgian 
(3) 

Congo and of Southern Rhodesia and from Nyasaland some 

30,000 natives annually seek the higher wages of Surrounding 

territories from the Cape Province to Kenya. The native 

labourer is specially responsive to proper treatment by his 

employer, and the man who takes the most personal interest 

in his labourers and regards them as his most valuable 

capital asset has no diffici.lty in obtaining and retaining 

the labour he requires, even ixixorctglt when the supply is short. 

On the other hand there is an increasing number of Asiatic 

(mainly Indian) immigrants some of whom help to develcg/ 

(1) "Turing the year under review(1923) difficulty has been 
experienced both by private employers and by Government 
Departments, in securing a sufficient supply of labour ". 

( Colonial No.11,p.l7. See also p021) 
( 2) The supply of labour greatly exceeds thelocal demand 
and conse uently wages are low, and for many natives employ- 
ment is unobtainable." (Cmd 238$7 p.103). 
(B) Total nuer in 1924, 28,000, of whom 10,000 to mines of 

Belgian Congo. 



(1) 
develop the areas of their adoption. 

Conditions of surface, accessibility, racial development 

and insect -borne disease have given rise to many forms of 

transport in Africa. In the wet tropical area human porter - 

age was, and in a diminishing degree still is, employed. 

Human porters can carry a load of forty to sixty pounds 

weight per head at a speed of 15 to 18 miles per day wherever 

there are foot tracks, negotiating natural difficulties 

insuperable by any other form of transport. In Kenya Colony 

a government regulation restricts the load for Kikuyu 

porters to forty pounds, and such men are paid from ten to 

twelve shillings a month with food. Over the whole area, 

how - ever, since native population is gene rally not dense, 

labour could be mcre economically employed in agricultural 

development, and as areas le c orse developed other forms of 

transport, made possible by, for example, the making of 

roads, gradually displace human porterage. On the other 

hand many natives prefer to work as porters rather than as 

agricultural labourers, but increasing numöe rs prefer to 

p ah carts. It is certain, hcw ever, that such a wasteful 

and unpogressive form of transport must sooner 'or later 

Cs:ap p e ar . 

In the drier tropical belt especially where the surface 

is generally level, as over much of the Sudan, the camel is 

the/ 
(i) In 1923 the number of Asiatics in Uganda was 6,500 in 

Kenya 25,000; in Tanganyika 10,500; in Nyasaland 600. 



the principal beast cf burden. The tship'of the desert' 
(1) 

ca,n carry 500 to 600 pounds, or about as much as ten 

porters, for short distances. For the transport of cotton 

bales, each 400 pounds, the use of the camel is uneconomical 

- one bale is a small load difficult to rope on the animalt4 

bac. ; a load of two bales is too heavy. In Northern Nigeria 
(2) 

the work of the camel is shared by donkeys, ponies, and oxen, 

but the value of each and all varies inversely with the 

length of the journey. Such beasts of burden serve best 

for short journeys at slow rates. 

kAs the tropical belt becomes opened up by roads 
(3) 

through areas immune from tsetse --fly ravages, the ox- wagon 

tends to be introduced. This form of transport is general 

over the High Veld of South Africa where 'the cumbrous 

cavalcade' slowly and laboriously moves along behind its team 

o f sixteen oxen. With the ox -wagon comes another increase 

of the weight transported. In South Africa the average load 

of three and a half tons (say 8000 pounds or twenty bales 

of ginned cotton) is borne over even the worst roads. This 

form of transport is possible where sufficient grazing can 

be secured alongside the road, provided that the tsetse fly 

and East Coast fever are absent. It is to -day the most 

efficient and cheapest form of transport over the High Veld. 

Such/ 

(1) in Northern Nigeria 400 lbs. (2) usual load 150 lbs. 
(3) see Appendix. 



Such primitive means of locomotion are being gradually 

superseded byLmydern. methods. Wherever roads are sufficiently 

good and bridges sufficiently strong motor transport is 

introduced, but the nature of the roads and the bridges 

limits the load that can be carried, that is, the size of the 

vehicle. "Except in Uganda, where toad material is readily 

available, the roads of East Africa are almost entirely 

a dry -weather form of transport; they are little more than 

earth tracks and in the rainy season are impassable for 

wheeled vehicles In Uganda, where the roads are good 

and plentiful, the cost of moving produce by means of motor 

transport works out at 2s.6d. per ton mile for a 30-cwt. 
(1) 

lorry and 2s. per ton mile for a 5 ton lorry." In British 

West Africa two -ton motor lorries transport goods over 
(2) 

metalled roads at le. per ton mile in the Gold Coast 
3 

2s.6d. to 3s.lid. according to the nature of the road and the 

lorry. On the Nyasaland railway the corresponding rate for 
(3) 

raw cotton between Limbe and Chindio is about 6.7d. Such 

rates compare very favourably with those for human porterage 
(4) 

Which have been reckoned as low as ls.6d. per ton mile, 
(5) 

but as high as 5s. to 6s. Motor transport suffers from 

the excessive wear and tear of the vehicles, and lack of 

native/ 

(1) Cmd.2387.p.10. (2) Manchester Guardian Commercial: 
(American Cotton Number.) Aug.20, 1925. p.42. 

(3) For rates on Gold Coast Rly.eee (4) E.C.G.R.Oct.1924 
íp,226. (5) The Gold Coast Handbook 1923. p.222; Sir F. 

D.Lugard gives the rate as about 3s.per ton mile 
( "Dual Mandate" F471.) 



native drivers who can do running repairs. In additioryto 

heavy maintenance costs, petrol, which is practically all 

imported, is expensive, and the preparation of alcohol from 

various vegetable growths, especially cassava, has scareely 

begun. At the same time the use of motor transport is in- 
(1) 

creasing rapidly in all parts, and such advances as are fore 

shadowed in the pioneer crossing of the Sahara by the half - 

track Citroen Kegrease point the way to still greater 

developments. These lorries, with ordinary front wheels, 
tar 

and tracks instead of rear wheels, may be used on, and even 

improve, unmetalled roads. Loads of considerable bulk and 

weight may, it is hoped, be hauled by these tractors, and 

the feeder tramsport problem may be largely solved by their 

introduction. 

For the most part all these forms of transport serve their 

most economic function as ancillaries to transport by rail. 

Railways are undoubtedly the most efficient and probahlyythe 

cheapest means cf transport for exports of all classes. 

Human porters carry their produce over an average distance of 

100 miles across a tsetse fly belt to the railway station at 

Tabora, Tanganyika Territory, where 4000 tons of groundnuts 

wer e taken on rail in 1924; Uganda cotton is motor -borne 

over/ 
(1) it is now possible to make almost a complete tour of all 
the Northern Provinces (of Nigeria) by car and - for local 
work - motor transport has practically everywhere superseded 
slower and more primitive methods." (Co1.Rep.Noe1197.p.8.) 
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over distances up to 60 miles in Uganda; tobacco is hauled 

some 280 miles from the Fort Jameson district of Northern 
(t) 

Rhodesia to the railway at Limbe. Railways, and railways 

alone, are the solution to the effective and rapid devel- 

opment of our African empire. It is useless to wait for 

development in order to lay lines, for railways will create 

traffic in the regions they serve. For eiample the opening 

of the Nigerian Railway- to Kano in 1912 led to the export 

in 1924 of 120 1000 tons of decorticated groundnuts from 
(2.) 

Kano, whence none was exported before the railway was laid. 

The laying of the Uganda Railway "facilitated the continued 

occupation and development of Uganda, which was, previous to 

its construction, an almost impocd bie task, owing to the 

prohibitive cost of the carriage of goods from the coast - 

(.) 
£60per ton." Maize is now carried over the railway at a 

(4) 
flat rate of ls. per bag of 200 pounds, or say lls.3d. per 

ton. 

The difficulties that must be faced in the planning and 

construction of railways are obvious. High freights raise 

the 
LI) - t,4. z3S7 /0. 

(1) "In the populous cotton -growing area round Zaria in Northeml 
Nigeria head transport costs from 2s.6d. to 3s.6d. per ton 
mile, motor transport ls.per ton mile and animal transport 
9d. per ton mile, but the railway is carrying Cotton and 
roundnuts a t approximately lid.per ton mile." 
(Hon.W.Ormsby Gore "Econ.Dev.of Trop.Africa" S.G.M.Vol. 

XLII p.271.) 

(4) Fncy.BrittiVoloIV.p.603. 
(44 Cmdo 2387. p. 151. 



re-Fee the initial cost of imported rails and rolling stock; 

lines must often be laid over areas that have not been fully 

surveyed, perhaps even unsurveyed; the actual construction 

involves heavy outlays; and the cost of maintenance cannot 

be offset by proportionate earnings for a considerable time. 

These difficulties cannot be faced si ccessfully by m lonial 

governments which have not the re uisite capital available. 

Private capital is not readily attracted by undertakings 

which can offer only deferred benefits in the way of dividends, 

Hence the British Government Commissioners who visited East 
(1) 

Africa in the latter half of 1924 conclude their Report 

with the clear, irrefutable statement - "In our opinion the 

further economic development of both native and non-native 

production in East Africa is dependent on the early pro- 

vision of increased transport facilities and, in particular, 

on new railway construction. The outstanding problem is the 

finance of suai undertakings. It is clear to us that, unless 

the Imperial Government. is prepared to assist liberally in 

this matter, little or nothing can be done." Buda a loan as 
(2) 

they recommend can be justified on grounds of moral 

obligation to the tropical parts of the Empire, but also as a 

business proposition, since about half of the sum guaranteed 

would be spent among the engineering industries of Great 

Britain. 

On the great lakes and navigale waterways small 

steamers/ 
(1) Cmd.2387 0182. (2) £10 millions approved by Parliament 

in 1925. 0 



steamers ply. Here, as with motor tansport, the loads borne 

are proportioned to the capabilities of the routes. The lake 

shores tend to be shallow and difficult so that such ports as 
(l) 

Kisumu on Lake Victoria and Manda on Lake Nyasa must 

remain accessible only to small vessels until, and perhaps 

even after, dredging orations are undertaken. The ports of 

Mwanza and Bukcba, the former on the south shore, the latter 

in an unprotected wind-swept bay on the west shore, of Lake 

Victoria, are regularly visited by the vessels of the Uganda 

Railway Marine, and handled almost one -fifth of the trade of 

Tanganyika Territory in 1924. Export traffic eo nverges 

on Kisumu. 

In the rivers the volume of water x .k varies with the 

season. During the dry season the ferry -boat cannot. cross 

the Zambesi at Chindio; in the rá ns the river swells so 

that the banks are submerged for several miles and railway 

termini are flooded. 

In West Africa the great waterway is the Niger which 

is permanently navigable for steam vessels to Lokoja, and 

dari ng the wet season to Jebba. Above Jebba a series of 

formidable rapids, apparently insurmountable by either 

canalisation or blasting, prevents ready access to the 

stretch which native canoes regularly navigate. At Lokoja 

the only great tributary, the Benue, enters from the east, but 

cant/ 

ti) formerly Wiedhafen. 



can be ascended to Yola by steamers during some three months 

only of the year. 

The remainder cf British Tropical Africa suffers from 

its lack of continuously navigable waterways, the result of 

the plateau nature of the cont.inent:. 

On the east coast the natural harbours are good, but 

development has fallen far in arrears of the supply of 

commodities seeking export. Beginnings of improvements have 

been made at Kilindini where a deep water two -berth wharf has 

been constructed. Congestion still continuand the 

wharves on Mombasa Island, which corrt'aine thetßrminus of the 

Uganda R ailway at Kilindini may require to be supplemented 
(1) 

on the mainland opposite. At the same time more adequate 

communication between the island and the mainland is 

imperative. 

Dares- Salaam cannot accommo date vessels of over 10,000 

tons displacement, and its handling facilities, already in- 

adequate for the traffic using the port, will cause still 

greater congestion unless harbour works are undertaken as the 

Central, R ailway reaches new sources of supply on Lakes Nyasa 

and Victo ria. Almost half of the trade of Tanganyika 
(2) 

Territory passes through the port: which is now being ex- 

tende4/ 

(1) The total tonnage of revenue- earning goods carried in 
1923 was 378, 402. A certain amount of export cargo is 

shipped over the privately owned lighterage pier at 
Mbaraki. (Col.Rep.No01227. p.26). 

(2) 441.8 per cent in 1924. (Colonial No.11) . 



extended and improved to provide additional berths for 

lighters and to accelerate the discharge of cargo. Further 

extensions may involve an additional harbour at Msasani Bay, 

six miles to the north. 

Tangy, 136 miles north of Dar -es- Salaam, is the second 

own and port, handling 18 per cent of the trade in 1924. 

From the port a railway runs 219 miles through the sisal, 

coffee and cotton plantations of U4Abara to Moshi near which 

a branch line links it with the Uganda Railway. The con - 

tinuation of this line from the Sanya River to Arusha would 

facilitate the export of the fine coffees of that district, 

and the completion of the raä.lway connection between Moshi 

and Dodoma on Central would offer an alternative 

outlet to a very rich region. 

Lindi, in the south, is the only other port with a line 

through its hinterland. This is the narrow -gauge tramway 

running between Minljoyo (near Lindi) and Ndanda (50 miles). 

The harbour at Lindi is poor, with a maximum capacity of 

one big ship. Less than 5 per cent of Tanganyika's trade 

utilised the port in 1924. 

Zanzibar, once an important entrepót market for East 
(1) 

Africa is declining in importance. To improve this trade 

the East Africa Commission recommend that the Protectorate 

should freely enter the East Africa oust ons union and benefit 

by/ 
(1) "Now that steam has generally superseded canvas,Zanzibar's 
natural advantages do not give it the marked Eu periority 

i had as a transhipment port, compared with the land-locked 
p orts of Mombasa Tanga, and Dar -es- Salaam." (The Handicap of 
British Trade by 

Mombasa, 
p.197). 



by exchange of local produce with the mainland. Meantime all 

sections of the community are opposed to this step until 

at least, the mainland territories reduces their customs 
(1) 

duties. Work on a harbour extension scheme that is 

regarded locally as beyond Zanzibar° s requirements, has been 

proceeding for a few years. The Commission recommends that 

the scheme should be revised and curtailed in favour of an 

accelerated programme of road construction. 

Port Sudan, on the Red Sea, with railway communications to 

Khartum and the Nile, is an important. outlet for the produce 

of the Sudan. The branch at present under construction from 

Thamiam to Kassala should lead to an increase in cotton 

exports. 

Until the Central Line of Tanganyika is extended to 

Lake Nyasa the exportable produce of the rich lands of North 

Eastern RYódesia, Northern Nyasaland, and Southern Tanganyika 

remains unmarketable eAulat in small gaantities, while the 

lands themselves are practically virgin, awaiting deve lop - 

ment. Developed Nyasaland and Rhodesia depend on the 

Portuguese port at Beira,the most a ngested port of East 

Africa, Which attempts to handle over half a million tons of 

cargo per annum by means of lighters* Deep water and lighter- 

age Wharves are immediately essential for the port. So far 

as Nyasaland is concerned the difficulty of reaching the port 

is the most pressing problem. "Nyasaland, with greeter 

possibilities than any African Colony of equal size, is 

(1) Cmd.2387 p.135. Landing charges at coast ports 12/6 
the/ per ton; at Zanzibar x/6. (Hooker p.201). 



the lowest in output and the poorest Colony in Africa. It 

is generally agreed that the most immediate cause of this 

unfortunate condition is the absence of adequate internal 

transportation and the failure to provide satisfactory 
(1) 

exit to the sea." This problem will be partly solved 

by the construction of the bridge over the Zambesi below (or 

above) the present railway termini at Chindio and lurasa #hich 

are submerged when the river rises. The very high cost 

of such a piece of difficult engineering will be repaid 

partly by the exports of southern Nyasaland, and partly by 

th e development of the coalfields near Tete (Mozambique) and 

C hiromo (Nyasaland) both of which would be linked by branch 

lines and supply Beira with bunker coal. Existing rates by 

rail and ferry are prohibitive except for the highest 
(2) 

priced, crops. Goods are rarely shipped from Port Herald 

or Chindio down the Zambesi to Chinde at its mouth. Chinde 

was recently destroyed by a hurricane; in any case the 

British concession at the port was abandoned in 1923, follow- 

ing the openg of the Trans-- Zambesia Railway (1922) . Thus 

"British interests in the Port. of Chinde have practically 
(3) 

ceased to exist." 

In British West Africa Nigeria is served by Lagos and Port 

Harcourt/ 

(1) Noted in Cmd 2387 p.13. 
(2) Ibid.p.102. Permission to construct the Xambesi bridge 

has been granted by the Portuguese government. 
(3) Col.Rep. No1204 p.5..; Cmd. 2387 po102. 



Harcourt, the Gold Coast by Accra and Seccondee, Sierra 

Leone by Yreetown, and Gambia by Bathurst. With the ex- 

ception of Bathurst all are connected with their hinderlands 

by ráilways. By dredging, the greatly improved harbour at 

Lagos has been made available for vessels drawing 22 feet, the 

coal and kerosene wharf at Iddo been freed from the shoals 

that previously hindered access, and a new wharf made at 

Apapa. Dredging has also been carried out at Port Harcourt 

where the first instalment of a permanent wharfage scheme to 

(1 
accommodate ocean-going steamers was completed in 1923. 

Several minor ports, espcially on the Niger distributaries, 

share in the trade: of Nigeria. 
(2) 

Although the Gold Coast is served by nine ports 

Seccondee and Accra share between them nearly 80 per cent of 

the total trade. Britain claimed almost 65 per cent of the 

tonnage that entered and cleared the ports in 1923. A new 

steel jetty was built in Accra Harbour in 1923 and railway 

sidings laid to it; at Seccondee new cranes have been 

erected on the jetties. As neither of these ports has a 

natural harbour, and as a deep -water harbour is essential 

tor the increasing trade, a site has been selected and work 

has begun at Takoradi, west of Seccondee. Local granite is 

being used for the breakwaters,and rail and motor roads are 

being,/ 

1)ColRep.No0ll97 pp024 and 26. (2) Col*Rep.No01207 p020. 
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being laid to Seccondee. Altogether the new port is being 

equipped in the most up -to -date manner, and the water mains 

of Seccondee have been extended to apply the town. 

Freetown, the last port of call for vessels on the home- 

ward voyage from the Guinea Coast, almost monopolises the 
(1) 

c arrying trade of Sierra Leone, of which about 70 per cent 

is in British bottoms. Sherbro River can be ascended to 

the Bomplake anchorage by vessels drawing 20 feet, and 

gen erally the waterways are available for light- 4raught 

vessels. 

In Gambia there are no railways and internal mmmunicatión 

is maintained by steamers and launches. Three-fifths of the 

300 vessels that called at Bathurst in 1923 were British. 
(2) 

Two notes in the Colonial Report are instructive. "The 

number of German vessels entered and cleared at this port has 

increased from 40 in 1913 to 74 in 1923." "The cargo 

facilities and passenger accommodation provided by the 

German ships, as well as their punctuality, are far in 

advance of any other dl ips calling here ". This implies 

a corresponding lack of such qualities in British vessels, 

and similar complaints have been made regarding the port of 
(3) 

Mombasa. 

These notes on the ports of our Aftica* Empire show not 

only thOack of good natural harbours along the coasts cf 

th 3/ 
(1) 99.4 per cent of tonnage entered and cleared in 1923. 

(Col.Rep.No.1219. p.16) 
(2) No.1201 po6. (3) "The Handicap of British Trade" 

pp.155,15/, etc. 
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the continent, but imply a lack of development and improvement 

that must be charged against the Imperial, rather than the 

local, government. To foster trade, communications must be 

so developed that exchange may be rapidly and profitably 

consummated. To this end motor roads, railgays, port 

facilities and time --table shipping mast be provided: the end 

will justify the expenditure by securing the goodwill of 

natives and traders, and the steady stream of commerce that 

Empire builders desiderate. In particular the improvement 

of the larger ports increases the traffic of the smaller 

which become feeders. For example the growth of Hong Kong 

has led to greater trade at the smaller ports which supply 

it. Large seaports attract large vessels which transport 
e 

large cargoes at cheap' rates than small vessels can offér. 

So that ultimately the development of a hinderland becomes 

mnor a intensive as its outlet attracts larger shipping. 

The resources of the Empire must be exploited and developed 

so that greater exports may lead to greater imports of 

manufactured goods. Economic botanists, geologists, and 

chemists must be employed tQ search and experiment. Probably 
the best educational work is the tropical parts cf the Empire 

is the scientific murk encouragement given to cotton growing. 

Both at home and in parts of the Empire men are trained in 

research on fundamental problems underlying the cultivation 

and properties of the fibre. Problems from colonies and 

dependencies/ 



2 e 
dependencies may be referred to vardous agricultural colleges 

in London, Cambridge, Rothamsted, Manchester, etc., where 

trained specialists attend to their solution. In such 

colleges young men are prepared to undertake work in the 

Empire fields after some further training in tropical 

agriculture at such a centre as the Imperial College of 

Tropical Agriculture in Trinidad. Trained men are of special 

value to tropical Africa where the great German Station in 

Tanganyika - the Amani Institute - is left practically 

derelict, its eouipment of excellent material unused and un- 
(1) 

cared fore It is of little avail to bemoan lack of 

production while no encouragement is given scientific 

preparation. The parts of t he Empire must be mapped so 

that further development may rapidly undertaken. 

In-the tropical colonies the natives must be educated. 

Until quite recently the education provided has been too 

formal and academic. It is absurd to find natives in our 
() 

tropical African Empire refusing any but c' erical work 

because they have been at a school and can write and count. 

Education must for them be more largely technical, must 

include some account, on the practical side, of the best 

methods of cultivating their foodstuffs and economic crops 

such/ 

(1)The colonial Office has deciddd(1926) to re -open and main- 
tain the Amani Institute for scientific agricultural 
research. 

(2) Col.ReP. 10.1201, p.5. 



such as cotton and coffee, and of gathering, grading and 

marketing such economic crops. Their education must be 

most largely practical. To be able to read and analyse 

"Hamlet" may be quite a valuable acquisition, but to under- 
_ 

stand and practise the methods of dealing with crop pests is 

a much more useful accomplishment. 

At the same time a proportion of the mentally more 

alert natives may be trained along modern scientific lines to 

act as observers and recorders of meteorological data, as 

assistants in compiling crop and other statistical records, 

as collectors of flora and fauna for examination, and in 

general to assist in the preparation of a complete economic 
(1) 

survey of the tropical Empire. Similarly natives 

evincing a .mechanical bent may be trained for work on the 

railways and harbours, or as motor mechanics and drivers. 

"Thus nre are training up a new African labour class of sage 

earners for the most part in the employ of the various 

Government departments, but in West Africa also in the 

employ of the mining companies, and in East Africa in the 
(2) 

employ of the European farmer settlers." This implies 

the presence of an adequate European staff to act as 

instructors" 
(1) "Potentially the Nyasaland natives, particularly the Yaos 

the Amatonga, and the Angoni, are second to none in Africa 

in their capacity for education and improvement." 
(Cmd.2387 p.105) 

(2) Ormsby Gore. Op.cit. p.266. 



instructors . "Official classes are beginning to realise 

that the scientific services are not a luxury to be dis- 

pensed with in times of financial stringency, but rather 

a necessary preliminary to production and developent in the 
(1) 

territories." Financial conditions 'alone hinder the rapid 

extension of scientific work. 

There is for the native another aspect of education. % 

contact with Europeans must teach him a lot - sometimes too 

much Th at is another reason why our tropical governments 

must be careful to choose suitable settlers. In his contact 

with Europeans the native benefits by advancing in civilis- 

ation, in physique, in skip; and in independence. This is 

possi le if he is well cared for, well fed, and well handled 

by his employer who personally supervises his handwork and 

his physical and domestic well -being. On large estates, 

particularly in Kenya, the employers in their own interests 

have encouraged permanent settlement, and for these 

resident natives and their families a great deal more can 

be done, and is being done, than for temporary labour. In 

the best of them provision is made for small schools, for 

recreation (cinemas even) and the like. The type of native 

dwelling is improved, hygiene and sanitation are definitely 

taught, and real progress is made In cases where the 

employer is progressive and has a real scientific interest in 
his labour it may be said that the contact theory proves 

successful./ 

(1) Cmid. 2387. p. 81. 



suceessflil. But in the case of casual labour, while the 
theory is not to be rejected altogether, it must be stated 

(1) 
that the benefits of TcontactT are often exaggerated." 

Against this contact theory it is alleged that it tends 
to destroy tribal authority and native family and village lift% 

So long as the nativecc&ief is unprogressive little harm is 
done for the tribe follows its leader. "Cuiue regio, ejus 

religio" is also true of civilisation or cultural advancement_ . 

Tribal authority tends to decline considerably under foreign 
influence, because the suzerain power takes from the chief 
the principal symbols of his authority - o iminal juris- 
diction and the power of life and death, and collects 
direct taxes from the tribesmen. 

In East Africa the decline began under Arab domination 

and was intensified under German administration. As an 

unprogressive force tribal authority was bound to slacken. 

British policy attempts to re-construct the tribal regime under 

progressive chiefs, a policy that, if it is successful, will 

hasten the education of the natives for it will eradicate 

superstitition and barbarism together. At present, so far as 

East Africa is concerned, tribal authority is effective only 

in Uganda, the Masai reserve of Kenya, north-western 

Tanganyika, and Barotseland. The founding of Native 

Associations 

(1) Cmd. 2387 po39. 



(1) 

Associations and the establishment of Native Councils are 

evidences not only of the imitation of Waropean methods, but 

also of a desire to share in the social, land, medical, and 

economic activities which have been introduced among theme Thpy 

represent an educational advance. 

The success of the whole system of the government 

of backward races, not only in Africa but elsewhere, depends 

largely upon the teacher. As Captain Rattray points out, if 

the native desires a higher education, we i ould provide it 

for him but in his own surroundings so that he may not become 

denationalised. Captain Rattray says : "It is for this 

reason that the Gold Coast has launched into a truly great 

experiment - the founding and building of a great school, 

Achimota. Here the African will learn much more than the three 

Rt q, but in doing so, M and this is where Achimota will be 

an experiment of first -class importance - they will be en- 

couraged to study the folk -lore, the traditions, and the past 

history and institutions of their own race, instead of to 

despise and wholly neglect them, and so, perhaps, will not 

lose what must be a(2jiceless heritage to any people - their 
own national soul." 

Amongst/ 

(1) Some account of the work of these councils is given in 
"Kenya ", Crnd02573 (1926) 

(2} "The British Commonwealth and its Unsolved Problems." 
C.M.MacInnes, p073. (ouotation from "The Times" 

Jan.20,1925,) 
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Amongst the natives education still has another function. 

In East Africa particularly the nativ4opulation appears to 

remain stationary in numbers, and this 
) 

most serious state of 

affairs is due to infantile mortality, tropical diseases, and 

venereal disease. The educational scheme must deal with the 

underling causes of these, and by securing the intelligent 

co- operation of the natives endeavour to combat them. 

Ignorance and superstition work hand in hand, so that by dis- 

pelling ignorance of conditions governing child- birth, the 

death -rate of infants may be considerably lowered. Similarly 

tropical diseases may be treated by educationally examining 

their causes and prevention, as well as by dispensaries and 

hospitals. Venereal disease may be dealt with best along the 

lines recournended by the Committee dealing with the subject 

at Singapore. Improvement of social and economic conditions, 

organisation of medical services to give advice and treatment., 

as well as free facilities for diagnosis for the whole 

population, suppression of brothels whenever discovered, and 

adequate protection to native women and girls, are the most 

ob`yious steps to be taken. Along with these the evil effects 

of the disease must be educationally enforced. This is part of 

instruction iriscipline -- "the encouragement to individual 

effort with the training in individual self -control." 

Until now education has been most largely in the hands cf 

missionaries who have naturally laid most stress on meral and- 

religious,/ ous/ 

(1) over 400 per 1000 in Kenya Colony (1923) ; a:bout 300 per 

1000 in Tanganyika Territory (1921) . 
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religious instruction. It is evident however that modern re- 

puirements demand government action and the provision of a 

defi rite Department of Tropical Education. such a Department 

must take cognisance of all aspects of education for mature 

people as well as for addlescents and youths; and the in- 

struction along domestic lines of the female natives must not be 

overlóoked. 

"Not only as trustees for their advancement. are we pledged 

to afford to the races of the tropics the best education we can 

give to fit them for an increasing share in governmental and 

municipal duties, but that the irresistible material progress 

of the country demands an ever -increasing supply of Africans 

with both a literary and a technical education - a demand which 

we ourselves have created These results (of education) may 

best be achieved by placing the formation of character before 

the training of the intellect 

"Thus while education in the Homeland leads to demand 

for more colonial produce, education in the Empire at large 

will not only bring about- more rapid development, but also 

lead to increased demands for the manufactures that await 

new markets. Above all education must provide the to ndatiotf) 

for the evolution of individual character and racial progress." 

Generally speaking British West Africa offers no 

possibility of settlement by Europeans, while the Highlands 

of East Africa are settled by Europeans, mainly Britons, in 

Kenya Colony and Nyasaland. Kenya Colony contains nearly 

10,000/ 

(1)Sir F0DoLugard "TXial Mandate" ppo459.460. 



(1) 
10,000 'Whites" for whom land has been secured partly by 

dispossessing Masai herdsmen who are now gathered with their 
cattle into less rich country. If it is doubtfu_1 whet!'Br 

the Masai Reserve scheme is satisfactory (not to use the word 

equitable) to the Masai; it is equally doubtful whether the 

White Colony will be a success. 

The story of the British treatment; of the Masai tribes 
(2) (3 ) 

since 18n0 as told in the official Blue book and by Dr Lays 

is not pleasant reading. Their lands north of the Uganda 

Railway have been alienated, and on the Reserve south of the 

track of that railway the Masai problem in 1919 is summarised 

by Dr Ley s. "Some 45,000 men, women, and children, with 

700,000 cattle and 2,000,000 sheep and goats, inhabited an 

immense area, largely waterless but still immensely valuable, 
that was useless to the world at large except that it provided 

the towns of the country with inferior beef and mutton, and 

supplied Europe and America with a number of skins and hides*. 

European "colonists" in the Highlands differ entirely 
from such colonists in the British Commonwealth. In the great 
Dominions settlers were not dispossessing native peoples 
relatively large in numbers, utilising the land, virile, and 

practi cailly/ 

(1) Not lese than 10,000 soomise (Leys "Kenya" p.141.) 
(2) "An Administrative and Political History of the Masai 

Reserve "(1319). 
(3) "Ks nya" Chap0IV0 



practically potent. Kenya settlers do not themselves develop 

the country, but are dependent on native labour which could be 

independently productive as it is in Uganda and West Africa. 

Moreover, as Sir F.D.Lìugard states - "It has not yet been con - 

clusively established that European children can grow to 

maturity in such conditions, and many consider that the 

altitude which creates the climate induces a tendency to 
(1) 

nervous excitement. and tension." 

Labour shortage in East Africa prejudices the successful 

development of plantations financed by European capital, and 
(2) 

the occupational education of the natives must still further 

reduce the supply of workers. As they are educated in 

improved agricultural methods, and as they learn to grow 

exportable produce and find that they can realise good prices, 

and as their livestock increases under peaceful conditions, 

the available supply of wage -earners is likely to decrease. 

Since it is opposed to the traditional policy of the Empire 

that the native population should be converted into labour - 

tenants of Europeans, it is imperative that the real facts 

should be faced without delay, if still further difficulties - 

(3) 
or indeed disaster - is to be avoided in the future." 

The value of the African tropical Colonies and Dependencies 

to,/ 

(l) "Dial Mandate" pool. 
(2) Local Advisory Boards of Education are being set up in 

both East and West Africa, so that the experience of every- 
one engaged in the work of African education can be pooled. 
The problem is to provide such education as will make the 
people good Africans ecuipped for life in Africa.( "Scotsman" 

(3) "Dual Mandate" p0396. Jan09,1926. 



to Great Britain can hardly be exaggerated, but their develop- 

ment must be brought about by the native peoples themselves. 

Fo r the British officials there must always remain the trade 

functions and the educational guidance of the natives by 

schools, by exhibitions, by model farms and plantations, and 

by a real interest in the advancement of that part of the 

Empire in which they are placed. By the "open door" policy 

the native producer has, nominally at least, an unrestricted 

market for his goods, and foreign nations have ready access for 

their com merce. Above all, the territorial rights of the 

natives must be safeguarded." "The tropics can only be 

8uccessfuly developed if the interests of the controlling 

Power are identical with those of the natives of the country, 

and it seeks no individual advantage, and imposes no restriction 
(1) 

for its own benefit." 

(1) "Dual Mandate" p.61. 



OTBER COLO1IES 

Conditions in the BRITISH WEST IULIES offer limited 

possibilities for British trade expansion in the islands 

themselves where Trinidad and Jamaica are the most important 

com?rercially, but the undeveloped resources of the mainland 

colonies, - British Guiana. and British Honduras, - are capable 

of exploitation. 

iJost of the two million inhabitants are descended from 

African negro slaves, but there are many East Indian irrnigrants, 

7articularly in British Guiana, Trinidad, and Jamaica, and 

several thousand Chinese, especially in Jamaica. Barbados 
tier 

(942ksq.mile) is the most, the Bahama group (12) the least, 

densely populated among the islands, but the mainland colonies 

are sparsely inhabited (Brit.Guiana, 5; Brit.Honduras,3). 

As s group the British West Indies long depended on their 

sugar exports which have scarcely altered in post -war years 

from the average annual quarter -million tons of the pre-mar 

period. For this trade the War came as a doubtful blessing 

since it led to prosperity as great as it was short -- lived. 

Cocoa and coffee production have already been dealt with, but 

the development of coconut cultivation, with the export of 

nuts and copra, has al) ,ost doubled since the War. Fruit - 

growing has increased mainly under American stimulus, and 

Jamaica, in good years, produces more bananas than any 

country. The United States practically monopolises the 

trade in West Indian bananas which, however, suffer from 

lanama disease as wr 11 ac from devaáating hurricanes. Other 

vegetable 



vegetable products - sea - island cotton, oranges, limes, 

pi 'lento, etc. - are confined to a few islands, and so limited 

in demand that no great extension of cultivation is probable. 

Of mineral products only Trinidad petroleum is of import ancd, 
(1) 

but gold and diamonds are attracting population to British 

Guiana where the sea -worm (teredo)-resisting greenheart tree, 

used in building wharves, and balata, are valuable forest 

products. From British Honduras forests chicle (the basis of 

chewing gum) and mahogany tend to decline in importance owing 

in the former commodity to competition from Mexico and the use 

of substitutes, in the latter to the inaccessibility of trees 

suitable for felling. The future of this small colony depends 

on re- afforestation schemes. 

West Indian trade is largely with its adjacent market, 

the United States, Canada, which gives preference to the 

Commodities (e.g.Sugar) it requires, and the United Kingdom. 

In the import trade of the whole British West Indies the three 

lands specified supply four - fifths of the total value but 

while the shares bf the United Kingdom and the United States 

remain fairly constant (at about 33 per cent each) Canada has 

practically double(? her percentage (from 9 to 17 per cent) 

between 1913 and 1923. In no single group of islands does 

the Canadian percentage show a decline in 1923 compared with 

1913 
(1) A local Commission recommends the laying of a railway 
from Bartica to Tiboku Pall on the Mazaruni River. 
( "Tiles" Trade and Engineering Supplement.Oct.10 1925) 



1913 while the British share has fluctuated, showing a rise 

in the Bahamas, Windward group, and British Honduras, but a 

fall elsewhere; in every group the United States' percentage 

iz smaller in the post -war year. In the export trade the spare 

of the three countries is between 80 and 90 per cent of the 

whole, but while that of the United Kingdom has risen (for 

the years named above) from 30 to 40 and that of Canada from 

18 to 24, the United States' share has fallen from 33 to 24. 

Canada's percentage is largest from the sugar -growing Indies 

(Barbados, the Leeward Islands, and British Guiana); Britain's 

percentage, largest in the case of the Windward and Leeward 

groups and British Guiana, shows most rapid increase in 

Trinidad and Tobago where the exports of petroleum have 

risen from less than 14 million(1913) to over 126 million 

gall'ins (1925) and it is for these islands that the United 

States' share shows the largest decline (41 to 21 per cent). 

There has been an absolute decine from 1913 to 1923 in the 

export trade values of the Bahamas, Grenada, and British 

Honduras; only Barbados shows a great advance in export trade, 

especially in sugar, the value having increased over three 

times above that of 1913. No group has doubled the value 

of its imports. 

Under the most recent trade agreement with Canada (1925) 

West Indian sugar and other products (except tobaccos and 

alcohol) enjoy a preference of 50 per cent off the full 

duty/ 



duty on entering the Dominion, while Canadian wheat, meat, dairy 

products, and apples have a tariff preference in the West Indies. 

Canada has also provided steamship services with the islands. 

The islands are linked for communication by cable and wireless. 

BRITISH idALAYA, with its naturally lazy population, has 

become rich by Western methods of development. Plantation and 

mining labour is supplied mainly by Chinese who formed 37.3 

per cent of the total population in 1921, and by Tamils from 
(1) 

South India (23 per cent). Tin and rubber have brout -ht 

wealth to the land, which has been opened up by rail and road, 

and transformed by irrigation works, canals,and schools. 

"The States under British control were so popular in fact that 

neighbouring States,anxious to share in the general prosperity, 
(2) 

voluntarily sought admission within the Empire." During 

the War the natives were actively loyal to Britain, and 

"British Malaya as a whole during the last decade, despite 

food shortage and severely depressing conditions after the war, 
(3) 

has been disturbed by no internal troubles of any note." 

Most of the trade is concentrated at Singapore, joined by rail 

over the Johore Causeway through Malaya with Siam. Although 

British Malayan imports of cotton piece goods from the United 

Kingdom show a small increase in 1923, prices are still too 

high 

(1) See note at end of this section. 
(2) Maclnnes. p. 71. 
(3) Survey of Overseas Markets. p.301. 



,igh for the natives, and the merchants and dealers are buying 
(1) 

cautionsly. 

For CEYLON, too, the future outlook is bright, thanks to 

the prosperity of the tea industry. Rubber and coconuts also 

add to the wealth of the community. Complete recovery from 

the war period and its shortage of freight is now in sight. 

Home industries are being carefully fostered by government and 

other agencies, and the agricultural products of the,railway 

system will soon be extended to Trincomalee where port improve- 

ments are being undertaken. Out -of -date methods of iroduction 

have reduced the output of plurnbago while Madagascar surplies, 

but little inferior in quality and produced at considerably 

less cost, are capturing the markets. British India and 

the United Kingdom supply most of the i.--ported cotton piece 

goods. Of the total imports into Ceylon the percentage share 

of British India has risen from 44.6 to 49.7 between 1913 

and 1923, while that of the United Kingdom fell from 29.2 to 

22, O. 
(2) 

NEWFOUNDLAND, classes among the Dominions in the "Survey 

of Overseas Markets", is a Crown Colony bearing a geographical 

relation to Canada similar to that of Ceylon to India. 

Fishing has always been the mainstay of the island's 

finance and trade, but the post -war depreciated currencies of 

her Mediterranean markets led to a commercial depression which 

hae been partly overcome by industrial development, esrecially 

°1/ Il) Ibid p.3O4. (2) In all respects, except name, 
ewfoundland is a self- governing Dominion. 



of lumbering and mining products. Wood pulp and pit props 

are largely exported. Iron ores are sent to Canada, Germany 

and Holland, but antiquated unloading arrangements, high 

demurrage charges, and unsuitable smelting equipment are 

against their sale in Great Britain. The thitd greatest 

hematite deposit in the world is that of the cabana property 

on Bell Island with an estimated 3,60C rAl lion tons, and 

exploitation of the area is proceeding steadily. Copper, 

lead, and other minerals occur over large areas and show 

that Newfoundland has great possibilities. Trade is 

mainly carried on with Canada and the United States. 

Within the British Empire are included several parts, 

often islands or isolated ports, small in area and in some 

cases sparsely populated, but having an Empire -wide renown as 

trading centres. They are frequently referred to as calling 
(1) 

stations or coaling stations.from their positions at nodal 

points on much frequented ocean routes. Such ports, visited 

by numerous vessels, are convenient entrepôts at which goods 

may be collected from adjacent productive regions to be 

transported to markets farther along such routes, and from 

which goods may be distributed in relatively small bulk to 

such regions of supply. This entrepôt trade depends on the 
(2) 

economy of large -vessel transport and is typical of, for 

example, such places as Gibraltar, Malta, Port Said, Aden, 

Colombo / (1) See Kirkaldy, "British Shipping ". Chah.l0. 
(2) See Chisholm. "Handbook of Commercial Geography" 

9th edi titan 1p.86 -94 
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Colombo, Singapore, and Hong Kong on the Far East route by 

the Suez Canals Some facts concerning these are given in 

the table, but it may be noted that most of the world's 

greatest ports carry on such a trade. Thus London 

collects commodities from all parts of the world to dis- 

tribute over Europe and even tc the United States9 and 

Sydney in New South Wales acts as an entrepôt for the 

islands of the Sputh Pacific Ocean. Such entree t trade 

varies in amount with the development of n ational 

mercantile marines, as may be seen by a study of this trade 
(1) 

through London over a period of years. The case of 

Zanzibar has already been considered; those of Aden and 

Singapore offer an interesting contrast 

some British Em? ire Entrerót s Table lat 

Area Pupulation Total Trade 
per head 

of population 

Shipping 
Totà.l Tonnage 
enterer: & clearer 

sg. mis . 1911 19,,1 1913 1923 1913 ) 1923 
thousands L £ million tons 

Gibranar 2 19 18 O 12.5 10.8 
:1a1ta 122 212 212 18 22 11.1 6.7 
Port Said 11 50CP 91® 68 2.8 1.8 
Aden 80 46 56 186 180 7,9 8.3 
Hong Kong 391 366 559 O 221 22,9 33.4 
Zanzibar 1,020 197 197 11 21 1.7 0.9 
Singapore 217 303 418 239 305 1702 1V03 

(1) In the "Annual Statement of the Trade of the United 
Kingdom." Exports of Foreign and Colonial Merchandise 
(in £ millions) - 1913, £58.8; 1924 £79.7. 

(2) not available. (3) 1907. (4) 1917 (ï.) Protectorate. 



rote on Rubber. 

World production of ribber has increased at least 

fourfold since 1913, a result due to the great extension 

of plantations in Malaya and the Dutch Indies . It is 

obvious from the table that the wild rubber of Brazil is 

not now of great coma ercial iníportance. According to 

estimates of world production and consumption, it alpears 

that demand exceeds supply, and rubber is reclaimed in large 

quantities from worn -out vulcanised rubber goods. Over 70 

per cent of the world's consumption is absorbed by the motor- 

car and other industries of the United states which owned 

about tw y million motor vehicles in 1926, against a million 

and a half in Great Britain. Great Britain's share of the 

world's consumption - 3 per cent in 1923 (4 per cent in 1925) 

vas smaller than that of France, Germany, Ja1'an, or Canada. 

Exports of British cars and chassis increased from 9,000 in 

1913 to 22,000 in 1925, while the exports of motor vehicles 

from the United states and Canada combined were nearly 

540,000 in 1924. 



(1) 
Crude Rubber 

b z 
Production in Cdinsurrptio 

in 
Brice in 

113 

123 

Plant- 
ations 

Per 

Braza 

cent 

Other 
Sources 

f Total 

World 
Total 

46.0 
93,1 

35.0 
5,6 

1900 
1.3 

112,543 
407.738 

U. K. 

P. cent 

U..,c . . 

of 

U.K. 
Para 
Hard 

6 
U.S.A. 
Fine 
Para 

Total 

22.5 
3.0 

44.4 
72.8 

s. d 
3.1.5 
1.0.5 

s. d 
3. 4.3 
1. 0.0 

Based on Statistical Abstract of the United States 192:f; 

U.K.prices from the Economist's Commercial History of 1923. 
11 Price at end of year. (3) Average annual prices 

(1) 

Shipments of Plantation Rubber, 1923. 
Table lab 1/ 

Exported from Per cent 
of Total 

lon 

!:aya, etc. (incl. reexports ) 
!la 

tra(East Coast) 

10.0 
68.2 
9.1 

12.7 
I O T A L- LTONS/ 
(1) Based on Economist's Corn. 

(2) These percentages exclude 
quantities are included 

3tflq soo. 
Hist. of 1924. 

rubber shipped to Malaya: such 
under Malaya. 
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Ilei PER I AL DEVELOPMENT, 

Historically the British Empire is a gradual evolution 

from very diverse adventures and unrelated enterprises. 

Politically it has been a passive rather than an active crystal- 

lisation, for it has emerged from a medley of heterogeneous 

elanents which appeared to offer little possibility of cohesion, 

but many chances of loss by the breaking away of one part after 

another. 

Its earliest form ovas a series of widely scattered points, 

- isolated coastal plantations or colonies in America, small 

islands like Barbados, ports like Madras and Cape Coast Castle, 

calling stations like Gibraltar - points at which local produce 

could be collected for shipment from hinderlands that were 

prgctical_ly unknown to the merchants, or where fresh water and 

stores might he obtained. Two ideas lay behind the foundation 

of such points d'appuis On the one hand was the development of 

trade in tropical coL ̂anodi t ies and slaves, or in plantation 

products, with the provision of markets for. English manufactures; 

on the other was the uno.rganised possibility of race expansion 

into new temperate lands for similar ends. The English shop- 

keepers were opening new branches. 

Territorial conquests in the mid -eighteenth century led 

to inland expansion of settlements, and the end of the French 

menace to New England removed the principal impediment to 

colonial growth in both numbers and spirit. The loss of the 

Th i ~teen Colonies in 1783 chastened the minds of British 

legislators and ended the close corporation policy of a 

subordinate 



subordinate and inarticulate group of colonies. 

In the nineteenth century imperial growth was rapid, 

but so soon as each colonial group became sufficiently strong it 

was granted self-government. Thus the colonies of racial ex- 

pansion became Dominions. It seems strange that no colony 

imitated the American movement to complete independence, but the 

removal of the irritation of restrictive legislation, as well, 

doubtless, as the timidity of small peoples in great lands 

towards which other nations might stretch, no less than the ties 

of kinship with a tolerant Britain, kept the Dominions within 

the British fold. 

From about 1870 till the period of the Great War a 

policy of devolution and decentralisation is apparent in the 

Dominions where new nations have emerged to seek the political, 

economic, and racial independence that their newly -found manhood 

desiderates and adumbrates. Of the Dominions the Union of 

South Africa, with its great admixture of foreign blood, is most 

likely to cut the last of its ties with the "Old Country." 

Perhaps the old epigram thcit Colonies like fruits fall from the 

tree when they are ripe may yet he proved a true prophecy. 

At the outbreak of the Great WPr. in August 1914 the 

British Empire Extended over 11, 500,000 square miles of territory 

in Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and Australasia. The close 

of the War in November 1918 found these lands territorially 

unimpaired. By the various treaties of peace following the War 

the British Empire and its greatest members were entrusted, under 

the 



the newly -formed League of Nations, with the administration of 

other lands, partly detached from the former Turkish Empire, 

partly severed from the fallen German Empire. In Asia the new 

lands of Palestine, Trans -Jordan, '.and Iraq have been established 

under British .aegis, Trans-Jordan being supervised meantime by 

the High Commissioner for Palestine. In Africa, where the German 

possessions were confiscated, Tanganyika Territory, South -West 

Africa, and parts of Cameroon and Togoland have passed under 

British surveillance. In the Pacific the Territory of New 

Guinea (including the Bismarck Archipelago and (German) Solomon 

Islands) , Western Samoa, and the island of Nauru have been man- 

dated to -Australia, New Zealand, and the British Empire respec- 

tively. Acceptance of these mandates has brought another million 

square miles of territory and nearly ten millions of people, 

temporarily at least, within the administration of the British 

Empire. 

Constitutionally the War brought about changes in 

Imperial nomenclature. With the recognition of the partial 

autonomy of the greater part of Ireland as the Irish Free State, 

opportunity was taken to admit legally the practical independence 

of the Great Dominions, and the new designation of the "British 

Commonwealth of Nations" was enunciated. This led .Mr S. Webb 

to write that the title "British Empire" was obsolet; but the 

old name was too fanmiligr to the British peoples, and has remained 

the 

(1) 
"Observer" - 4th March 1923. 



Table 

Mandated Territories 

Under 

Territory Mandate to 

Palestine 

Iraq 

tangany ika 
Cameroon 

logolar.d. 

South West 
hew Guinea 
'astern Samoa 
6auru 

Area in 

sq. miles 

Population ir. 1921 

Total scl,mile 

Great Britain 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Africa Union of S.Africa 
Australia 
Nem Zealand 
British 3t;znp i r e 

thousands 

9.0 
116.5 
373.5 
31,(0 

12.6 
322.0 
91.0 
1.3 
(_i) 

thous- ands 

762 
2,849 
4.123 

550 
188 
228 
254 
37 
2 

84.5 
24.5 
1J_,0 

18.0 
14.9 
0.7 
2e8 

29,5 
206.7 

Totals 956.9 8,993 9.4 

(1) 10 s q. mi_., 



the popular description of all parts regarded as a whole, whether 

they be Dominions, Colonies, Protectorates, or Mandated Terri- 

tories. Various efforts have'been made to apportion the titles. 

The great self -governing nations - Great Britain, Irish Free State, 

Canada, . 
Australia, New Zealand, and Union of South Africa - have 

(1) 
been grouped under the title of British Commonwealth of Nations; 

Colonies, Dependencies, and Protectorates have been termed the 
(2) 

British Empire; and the Mandates have been left alone. All such 

attempts must he left to the constitutional historian or philoso- 

phical imperialist; for the man-in-the-street the all-embracing 
(3) 

title of the "British Empire" is too simple to he lightly discarded. 

As with descriptive nomenclature, so for the peoples of 

the vast Empire the raised questions of status and responsi- 

bilities. 'hile the exigencies of the war years bound the Empire 

together for the time being, the closer association of Imperial 

citizens raised questions that have not yet been answered. The 

great Dominions tended to drag apart from the pre -war heart of the 

Empire while yet remaining for protection within Imperial shelter. 

The great Indian Empire, flushed with successful exertion and well - 

earned recognition, made demands for economic and even political 

freedom. Ireland, nursing her wrath in 1913, burst into open 

rebellion under German propaganda, and split into two political 

camps recognised as the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland in 

1922 

1" FB. I.ugard proposed to call them the "United Nations of Great Bri- 
tain' 

("Dual Mandate in British Tropical Africa" pp. 40-41.) 
he attenuated and almost invisible distinctions between these admini- 
strative titles are discussed by Sir F.D.Lugard (Op. cit. Chap 2) . 

ae 
e z 

, "A Short History of British Expansion" (Williamson), Chap. 
yIZt, and "The British Commonwealth and its Unsolved Problems (Maclnnesi 
daps 
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.'Egypt, smarting under war conditions and the imposition of a 

British protectorate in 1914, secured her independence in 1922. 

In tropical Africa the status of parts of the Empire underwent 

revision. The East Africa Protectorate became Kenya Colony and 

Protectorate in 1920, the Kenya Protectorate being composed of the 

coastal dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar. Rhodesia was until 

1923 under the administration of the British South Africa Company. 

In that year Southern Rhodesia., which lies south of the Zambesi 

River, following an adverse vote by the inhabitants on incorpora- 

tion into the Union of South Africa, was granted responsible 

government and attained virtual Dominion status; in 1924 Northern 

Rhodesia was transformed into a Crown Colony. Changes, too, have 

in provinces of the Empire where Burma was 

granted (1921) a constitution similar to that of Indian provinces. 

In Asia Cyprus was annexed to the Empire in 1914, while Wei-hai-wei 

is being restored to China. The central working of the Empire 

still goes regularly on, but the machinery dependent upon it has 

become so intricate and involved that occasional stoppages are 

inevitable; or, to take another metaphor, the heart is still sound 

and the great arteries still function properly, hut the anastomosirg 

smaller blood- vessels must be carefully watched or by reflex action 

the heart will ultimately cease to work. 

The / 
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The British Empire 1926 

Dominions 

Area 

1000 

m1s 

Population 1921 

1000 persons Density. 
per sq. mile 

United Kingdom 94.3 44,201 468.7 
Canada 3,729.7 8,788 2.4 
Australis. 2,974.6 5,436 1.9 
New Zealand 103.3 1,219 11.8 
Union of S.Africa 47.; J. 6,929 14,6 
Irish Free State 26.6 3,165 119.0 
Newfoundland 42.7 259 6.7 
Southern Rhodesia 148.6 899 6.0 
Malta . J. 212 1739.8 

Total 9.4 

India 1,805.3 318,886 176.6 

Coloniesi etc. 
In Europe (1) lb 9030.5 

" Asia 286.4 13,484 47.1 
" Africa 3,218.8 41,310 12.8 
America 238.3 2,099 8.8 

" Australasia. 205.6 931 4.5 

Total 3,948.9 57,842 14.6 

Grand Total 13,347.2 447,836 33.6 

(1) Gibraltar, 2 sq. miles. 
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The constituent units of the British Empire may best be 

grouped according to their constitutional status. In the first 

group of Table /I9are those parts of the Commonwealth which have 

attained, more or less comp]e tely, the rank of self-governing 

Dominions. With the exceptions of the relatively congested 

members - the United Kingdom, Irish Free State, and Malta 

these Dominions vary in area from continental stretches (Canada 

and Australia) to more circumscribed islands (New Zealand and 

Newfoundland), but agree in their sparseness of population. 

Over the whole group the average density is less than ten persons 

to the square mile - the Dominions are the least densely popu- 

lated group. The members of this group, moreover, show probably 

the lowest rate of natural increase within the Empire, and thus can 

people their vacant lands only by generous schemes of it migrat io n 

which must be accompanied by a pari. passu increase of exports to 

favour settlement. * At present t }ie ')ominions' share in British 

trade is almost half as large again as that of the remainder of 

Lì<< Empire, but it is capable of great expansion. 

India, w}h i ch has been granted Dominion status without 

home rule, forms a group by itself. In area a sub-continent, it 

contains nearly one -fifth of the world's population with an average 

density that obscures the teeming population of specially favoured 

districts. Thus while the self -governing Dominions, with the 

exception of the United Kingdom, the Irish Free State, and Malta, 

are engaged with immigration projects, India is intently studying 

the problem of c ni.grat ion for her peoples. India is the largest 

purchaser 



purchaser of exports of British produce, absorbing as much as the 

United States and Canada taken together, while she supplies a 

share of our imports almost as great as those of. Australia and 

New Zealand combined. 

In the third group are the Colonies, Protectorates, 

Mandates, and other divisions of the British Empire. Within it 

are political entities larger than the United Kingdom inhabited 

by British citizens of different races from our own, and small 

island groups or isolated islets whose touch with the heart of 

the Empire is limited to occasional calls by trading vessels. 

In size, in population, in race, in climate, and in products these 

parts of the Empire comprise all varieties of world conditions. 

Their power to purchase from British markets is limited only by 

their ability to sell their produce. In many divisions belonging 

to this group the density of population is small, but as they are 

surrounded by areas equally sparse in population there is little 

migration and few of them offer any inducement to emigrants from 

the United Kingdom. 

It might seem that its very extent makes the British 

Empire unwieldy and uncontrollable, and that its cosmopolitan 

population would engender disruptive tendencies likely to endanger 

its polit ical integrity. An Empire covering one quarter of the 

land surface of the earth and including about one quarter of 

the human race must naturally hold together with difficulty. 

It is certain that the Dominions have the power, without tine 

constitutional means, to secede from the Empire, that India 

striving 



striving for . omplete independence, and that some of the colonies 

(e.}. Ceylon, West Indies) are seeking for greater political 

freedom. From its extent and geographical distribution alone 

the British Impi ̂ e may break up. 

Imperial problems differ very considerably not only 

according to the status of the group of lands -- Dominions , India, 

Colonies, etc. - but also for each separate member of the Empire. 

For the great self -governing Dominions - the United Kingdom, Irish 

Free State, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa 

the economic future is closely interwoven with the political 

solution of the problem of. inter-relationship -- Federation or 

Separation. Each of these Dominions is a world state, working 

out its own destiny at a great distance from most of its fellows, 

with local difficulties different from theirs, with national 

aspirations divergent from theirs, and with economic policies 

sometimes antagonistic to theirs; and yet each Overseas Dominion 

is settled for the most part with peoples of a common stock who 

have stood shoulder to shoulder in the gravest crisis of modern 

times and pooled their resources, their knowledge, and their 

very existence for the common goodly That such ties should 

continue 

(1) 

"Empires, like men, live by the flame that is within then. In 
the. British Commonwealth this flame, which is a sense of honour 
and fair play, and which lies in the motive more than in the deed, 
has burned with increasing brightness so that in 1899 and 1914, the 
hours of Britain's need, the sense of a common heritage and iden- 
tical interests was felt more immediately, and vibrated more in- 
tensely, on the distant borders of the Commonwealth even than in 
the centre itself" ( "The English -Speaking Nations" - Morris & 
Wood, p. 371.) 
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continue to bind them together for the welfare of all is "a 

consummation devoutly to be wished ". But their new- found inde- 

pendence tends to separatism. It is not easy for the United 

Kingdom to admit that, her wandering children have grown to manhood 

and must be treated as equal Kith herself. "The development of 

national self -consciousness and national self - government in the 

British Dominions, which had been in progress for half a century 

before the War of 1914, had established a peculiar relation of 

diversity in unity and unity in diversity, which was deliberately 

left undefined by a tacit mutual understanding between the peoples 

and governments concerned. None the less, the devolutionary 
(1) 

tendency of Nationalism overseas was unmistakable." A more 

intimate mutual understarnding, no longer tacit, based on common 

economic, strategic, and political needs, would help to develop 

a stronger Imperialism, and lead to a more real Commonwealth of 

Free British Nations, but the spirit of the Dominions is against 

anything that savoirs of political inequality or inferiority. 

Within the British Empire the self- goverr_ing Dominions 

tend to become imperia in imperiq and as such to be still more 

sensitive of their nationality. Following the War the independent 

status of these members of the British Commonwealth of Free 

Nations was confirmed by the granting of mandates to the Union 

of South Africa, to the Commonwealth of Australia, and to New 

Zealand, which thus became nuclei of little empires with admini- 

strative problems of their own. They are hound to the United 

Kingdom by ties of still more rarified air than Burke spoke of _. 

now f 

(i) "The World after the Peace Conference" (A.J.Toynbee) p. 18. 

-_ 
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now only the personal link of the British Crown -- and the League 

of British Nations is even less well welded than the greater 
(1) 

League to which, individually as well as collectively, it belongs. 

It is true that the single and tenuous link has been strengthened 

in two wags, each of which is fortified by personality. The 

visits of the Prince of Wales - our greatest commercial traveller - 

have revivified the loyalty of the colonists to the Royal Family, 

and the close communion of Dominion soldiers with British troops 

and civilians during the War created bonds of mutual affection and 
(2) 

sympathy. To develop this nascent community of principles and 

ideals is to strengthen the most real bond of Imperial unity, though 

it gill not necessarily result in Imperial Federation. Such links, 

unless fortified by fairly regular intercourse, tend to wear thin. 

What the future has in store for the Dominions it is im- 
(3) 

possible to forecast. Of the two main courses they may follow -- 

complete independence from, or closer federation with the United 

Kingdom, - it is to be hoped that the Federal course may be followed 

although the nobility of freedom is more attractive to the young 

nations. One method of avoiding complete; separation was indicated 

by General Smuts at the Economic Conference of 1923 when he said 

that "communications are of the essence of our Empire, and unless 

we / 

(i) See "The Place of the Empire in the League of Nations" by Prof. 
A. Berriedale Keith, and "The British Commonwealth in the Post -War 
World" by A. Zimmern. 

(2) Ency. Brit. vol. 30, p. 508. 

(3) The amalgamation of Canada with the United States, if a possibi- 
lity, is, we may hope, a remote one. 
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we succeed in solving some of the most urgent problems of more 

rapid and cheaper communications it will be almost impossible in:: 

the future to hold together this vast Fnp-i.re," On communications 

by land, by sea, and by air all trade depends, and it is by the 

improvement of transport of ideas and information as well as of 

goods and of persons that the Empire may be drawn more closely 
(1) 

into harmony. 

It is true that the barrier of distance is less formid- 

able than it was, but, as preyi o;is sections have indicated, there 

is ample room for more extended railway construction_ even in the 

Dominions, for time- evonorny by the unification of gauges, for 

improvements in the speed of ocean transport, and the regularity of 

steamship services, for more rapid loading and unloading at ports, 

and over and above all, for the cheapening of transport, Distance 

does not lend enchantment to the Dominions' view. 

Because the Dominions have attained political indepen- 

dence, because they find themselves in the position of administra- 

tors of mandated areas, because their young nationhood is virile, 

and because they are situated in different sectors of the globe, 

they do not seek formal federation with a United Kingdom which is 

in itself more powerful than they, but prefer to treat with the 

United Kingdom as does, say, the II nited States. A co moron policy 

may 

(1) "The development of a British Imperial policy must be based upon 
co- ordination inwards as well as outwards, that is to say, an 
increasing comprehension by the Dominions of the position of Great 
Britain as a European Power, as well as on a growing perception of 
Dominion problems by the people and the government of this count ry. 
For this to be possible there must be cheaper and fuller means of 
communications." (Review of Reviews - July -Aug. 1925, p.13) 
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may satisfy the compacted states of the great Republic whose might 

is overwhelming as against any dependency or all put together, 

but it cannot appeal to peoples so scattered as those of the 

British. Dominions. Small nations that regard themselves as World 

Powers may unite when their separate or conjoint existences are 

threate0d, but in no other circumstances. 

Indian national development is retarded by the diversity 

of her population.. With peoples of different languages, warring 

religions, and unequal cultures, it seems impossible that political 

community can be reached. To India, more than anywhere else, the 

Pax Britannica has brought prosperity. At the same time it has 

stirred political aspirations among the more advanced peoples, and 

raised policies trade and rights along with 

problems of imperial equality among the members of the British 

Empire. In India, as in the gre at self-governing Dominions, the 

voices that speak for what is called. the nation demand independence 

of Britain. The future is as yet impenetrable. The great Empire 

is in transition towards self -government, but uncertain whether to 

continue its development along lines of Western or of Eastern 

civilisation. "If the people of India en masse were to follow the 

the precepts of Mahatma Gandhi, one great market and source of raw 

materials for Western industry would be closed; while, if the 

oPposite school prevailed, India and China might follow Japan 

into the industrial field and compete with the industrial countries 

of the West under conditions which would forme these either to 

sacrifice their standard of living or else to abandon the world. 

market 



market to the cheap labour of their. rivais. Either of these 

alternative developments would be a se-'i.ous menace to the material 

prosperity of Western society, even if the congested populations 

of India and the Far East did not succeed in enlarging their 
(1) 

borders by emigration." To combat such possibilities and to 

encourage Indi.a to develop her resources with her adv- ancing 

nationality is the work of the British sponsors of her ultimate 

entry into the British Commonwealth of Free Nations. In the 

case of India the key may lie in sympathetic co-operation. Mean- 

while the cry is "India for the Indians." 

For the remaining parts of the Empire - colonies, pro- 

tectorates, etc. -- the problem of development is that of educative 

adminitration. "In our tropical possessions we have come to see 

that a long and gradual process of material and political develop- 

ment is ììii.ic.,: the administrative control of the white 

.ace, and that buch development can only take place when there is 

(2) 
an enduring partnership between the white and coloured races." 

Within these parts native consciousness has been awakened and 

native ambitions have been roused. What the ultimate result of 

this Nill be it is impossible to say, but the blessings of more 

rapid communication are not unmixed. Native ambitions, more 

especially perhaps in British tropical possessions and protector- 

ates where; free thought is a birthright, may lead to more than one 

goal. Native struggles and successes in one part of the Empire 

are / 

(1) Toynbee, a. cit., p. 86 

(2) "The Old F4np ire and the New" -- A. P. Newton, p. 101. 
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are are quickly broadcast in the other parts. The freedom of 

Egypt.. stimulates thoughts of autonomy; the struggle in India 

suggests struggles elsewhere. In Africa, Western civilisation 

meets Eastern religion and the old political r. égime that accom- 

panies it. In East Africa the contact between negroes and Indians 

is a complicating factor. "The opening up of Africa by Western 

Empire- builders had not only cleared a physical path for the 

preaching of Islam; it had created the psychological conditions 

for the mass conversion of native African society and this 

triumph of a non -- Western religion was something more substantial 

than the triumphs of Western economic and political expansion 

which had rendered it possible." 

In the West Indies there are still other problems. 

The population is most predominantly negroid, largely descended 

from slave ancestors, without native institutions, and scattered 

over islands separated by many miles of. ocean. Diversity is 

intensified by lack of inter-communication among the islands. 

For such a group Federation is practically impossible, though 

some informal understanding might lead to a uniform policy in 

educational, medical, and other services. At present there is 

an economic engagement between the West Indies and Canada, and 

some of the islands favour a political rapprochement with this 

Dominion. 

Such / 

(1) Toynbee, 2E. cit , pp. 80 -81. 

(2) Jamaica is nearly 1000 miles from the nearest British Lesser 
Antilles. See "The British Commonwealth and its Un- 
solved Problems" by C. Td. Maclnnes 

, p. 62 et seq. 
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Such avowedly sketchy notes on political developments within 

the Empire cannot form the basis of any more than a suggestion 

that the advance of political freedom points the way rather to 

decentralisation than to federation.. I that 

the British mnpir.e is more likely to cohere more closely in the 

future, but rather that the tendency is towards self- determinatiovn, 

even among the larger colonies, 



IMPERIAL POLICY 

British Imperial policy has shown many phases from 

wholehearted support and encouragement to indifference, apathy, 

and even stupidity. To the United Kingdom the Empire has bee n 

at one time a precio.is gem, at another. a millstone. Britain- 

has occasionally evinced a spirit of cglculatión of her own 

interests even at the expense of colonial sentiment; she has 

given the impression that Dominion independence or Imperial 

Federation were equally unimportant and nebulous questions; 

she has shewn a tendency to accept 'What the Dominions offer 

without committing herself to a full return in kind. 

Independent Trading Companies founded the Empire, and 

Imperial policy has been based on Trade. For nearly a couple 

of centuries (1650- 1849) colonial trade with the rest of the 

world was curtailed by the operation of the Navigation Acts. 
( Ñ ) 

consequent freedom from restriction has been jealously guarded. 

by the members of the Empire, and zealously favoured by the 

Great Powers. Movements for a definite trade policy within the 

Empire came from the larger members. 

proposed 

In 1887 South Africa 

(1) Perhaps Mr Churchill did not exaggerate when he said epi- 
grammatically "It is true to say that the Conservatives 
nearly lost the Empire in trying to keep it, and the 

Liberals kept it in trying to throw it away." Imperial 
policy has been the shuttlecock of party politicians. 

(2) "From 1650 to 1914 we practised an international economic 
policy based on the break-down of all barriers impeding 
free intercourse between traders of different nations ". 
(Zimmern, "The Third British Empire ", p. 107) . 
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proposed a system of colonial preference based on tariff -reform; 

in 1897 Canada granted a preference to the United Kingdom without 

seeking any return. Colonial preference was urged at the 

Imre r. i_al Conference of 1907, but was not adopted as a policy 

until the Imperial War Cabinet considered it in 1917; when it 

gas resolved to make no change until after the War; and it was 

agreed that in any case such preference would not involve the 

taxation of food. 

The Dominions have meanwhile raised their protective 

tariffs, granting still higher preferextces to the United Kingdom, 

which has been slow to respond. Preference was introduced into 

the Budget of 1919-20 when an abatement was allowed to the Em- 

pire of one -sixth of the drat ies levied on such imports as tea, 

coffee, cocoa, sugar, tobacco, and motor spirit, and one -third on 

Cinema films, clocks and watches, motor cars and cycles. This 

tardy acknowledgment of imperial generosity has been hesitatingly 

followed by other concessions, but the full demands of the 

Dominions have not yet been met. 

The larger question of an Imperial Zoll Tere_in - Free 

Trade ,within the Empire -- has been shelved since 1910. Its 

0, practicability is not less certain than its plausibility. The 

Dominions are unlikely to reverse their fiscal policies' to suit 
(1) 

the British system, but the ao 1. ld -.vide aspect of so large an 

Empire raising a barrier against other nations is of more 

consequence 

(l-) ''Those who still dream of a Free Trade Empire or of the British 
Commonwealth as an economic unit have forgotten the incident 
of 1659 (the first protective budget in Canada) , the develop- 
ments to which it has given rise in colony after colony, and 
the unalterable geographical and economic facts of 'vhich those 
develcpxnents arc the natural outcome." (Zimmern oli.,cit . p.27) 
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consequence. Lord Rosebery put the case in a nutshell nearly 
(1) V 

thirty years ago when he said at Manchester, "It would place all 

natiions of the world in direct antagonism to it. It is something 

which, if possible, they would all combine to destroy 

Our Empire has peace, it makes peace, it means peace, it /aims at 

peace. The motto of our Empire is that old one of the Volunteers 

- 'Defence, not defiance'. A scattered Empire like ours, 

founded upon comme7ce and cemented by commerce, an Empire also 

well defended so as not to invite wanton aggression, can and will 

make for nothing but peace. Thp is a fact that all nations know 

in their hearts. It, is a fact that no wise statesman can hope 

to disregard. But an Empire spread all over the world, with a 

uniform barrier of a Customs Union presented everywhere in the 

face of every traveller, would be, I will not say an Empire of 

war, but a perpetual meance, a perpetual incentive and invitation 

(2) 
to war." 

Thus the question of Imperial preference has more than 

an Lnperial implication. World jealousies are not less poignant 

than before the War. It is true that under present conditions 

we can offer the Dominions less than was formerly the case.. 

The protection afforded by the British navy under the so- called 

"one -- power standard" is scarcely so sure as before and during 

the War; "with our naval supremacy has departed our industrial 

supremacy"(3) and we can afford neither to increase our navy nor 

to / 

(1) Nov . 1, 1897. 
(2) Quoted by Chisholm in "The Geographic. 

cal Teacher ", Winter 1917, pp.130 --131. (3) "The British C©m- 
:r1o;laealth in the Post -War. World" (Zimmern) pp. 20 -21. 
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to supply capital in unlimited amounts at small rates of interest 

for. Dominion development. While the Dominions, like other 

countries, borrow largely abroad but spend the loans (unless 

there are special stipulations) where they like, it is only 

natural to expect that a large part of such capital may be spent 

in the lending country. Ambassador Page foresaw the pre -eminence 

of the post-war United States when he wrote in 1913, "The future 

of the world belongs to us....These English are sending their 

capital, and it is their capital that combines to give them 

their vast power. Nov what are we going to do with the leader - 
(1) 

ship of the world presently when it clearly falls into our hands ?" 

And again summarising the United States' position when the War 

should and he wrote that the Americans would have the largest 

merchant; fleet, the largest share of money (and England, France, 

and the rest of the world owing them money), a large share of 

essential raw materials, the machinery for marine insurance and 

for foreign banking, much the largest volume of productive 

labour; and would know the world as they had never known it 

before. The effect of the War on the United States would be 

that "It will make us again a great sea-faring people. It is 

this that has given Great Britain its long lead in the wor.8." 

However Mr Page may have been led astray by his intense patriotism 

there has proved to be much intelligent anticipation in his 

forecast, and the United States, with immensely enhanced foreign 

trade, cannot lightly suffer any exclusive British Imperial policy. 

And 

l) Life and Letters of W. H. Page, Part I., p.144. 
,2) Ibid., Part II., pp.386 -7. 
(3) Ibid., Part II., p.218. 
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And the lesson of recent history is too hard to be 

readily forgotten. The mere announcement in 1906 that Tariff 

Reform was to be proposed in Britain was a severe shock to com- 

mercial Germany which foresaw a serious loss of trade with the 

Island Kingdom, while recognising that the introduction into 

Britain of a system of Protection was entirely a matter for 

that count ry . But the coupling of such a policy with Imperial 

Preference would be a still greater threat to German overseas 

trade, It has been argued with some reason that the double 

proposal drove the strength of German commercialism to co-operate 

with Prussian militarism, from which it had previously held 

strenuously aloof, and so made the Great War a possibility for 

the German war-lords. During the War when British appreciation 

of the aid of the Dominions and of India raised the question of 

(3) 
repayment by Preference, Professor Berriedale Keith wrote that 

"it is essential to remember that any effort to establish a self - 

contained Empire would expose this country to the certainty of 

new wars in Europe," and pointed out that such a delicate question 

demanded discussion not only with the Dominions-but with the 

Allies. Not alone in the Dominions (including India) which 

determine 

(1) "Imperial Preference means the establishment of recipro- 
cal fiscal relations between the various parts of the Empire where - 
by manufacturers and the producers of raw materials within it 
wil:i_ be placed in a position to undersell all competitórs from 
outside or at any rate to render outside competition of great 
difficulty and little profit." G,B.Grundy, "Imperial Preference 
- and After." Nineteenth Century, Dec. 1918. 

(2) Ibid. 

(3) Letter. to "Scotsman," Feb. 1917. 



determine their own economic policies, but in the Colonies whose 

policy is determined by Britain, has differentiation in favour of 

Britain been made. The West Indies, Cyprus, Fiji, and Mauritius 

have tariff systems under which imports from Britain benefit icy 

preferences, while the Federated Malay States and the West Afri. can 

Colonies have differential export duties on certain commodities. 

To this extent has the Open Door been partially closed, but it is 

doubtful if such a policy can persist 
(1) 

"The best way to convince 

Americans that they are mistaken in their ingrained prejudice 

against British imperialism is to sweep away every vestige of 

preference and monopoly from our administration of the dependent 

(2) 
empire." 

Despite the Imperial chatter at Conferences, despite 

Britain's anxiety to secure a fuller and fuller share of Empire 

produce, despite half -hearted schemes of Imperial preference, 

the Dominion nations cannot bind themselves to any policy that 

conflicts with the fullest development of their commercial 
(3) 

expansion; nor can Britain afford to enter into preferential 

commercial agreements with an Empire that does not yet absorb 
(4) half of her trade, and that, after all, can exist only by the 

sufferance of the great Powers of the World. 

(1) See Zirmnern's "Third Brit ish Empire," Lecture 4 

(2) Zimmern; "The British Commonwealth in the Post -War World," 
p.25. 

(3) India declared in 1922 that Imperial Preference was of little 
economic value to her. 

(4) In 1924 about 34 per cent of total trade. 



IMPERIAL MIGRATION 

Migration raises many questions for the land that is 

losing population as well as for the country that seeks to in- 

crease the number of its inhabitants. It is doubtless true that 

at all historical stages of migration there has been a selective 

winnowing of the peoples concerned, and that those who emigrated 

wyre the best types of the races affected. Of European races 

the Nordic peoples possess in the highest degree the qualities 

that mark the pioneers of emigration. Thus the Norse, hardiest 

of early Nordic migrants, exhibited qualities of curiosity that 

impelled them onward, individualism and self- assertion that 

would brook no interference with their rights and liberties, and 

acquisitiveness that led them to hold what their enterprises 
( 1) 

gained. These qualities marked also the British emigrants of 

early colonial years - those pioneer leaders who were attracted 

rather than repelled by the isolation which faced them. Inter- 

ference with their personal liberty was resented and repressive 

authority repudiated even so far as to make them prefer to seek 

new homes distant from the scenes of their original labours. 

The early colonists were pioneers of marked individuality who 

faced and surmounted cumulative dangers and difficulties - long 

ocean voyages, unfriendly aborigines, isolated settlements, 

virgin forests, lack of communications - to secure personal liberty 

in one form oft' another. 

but 

They did not set out to build an Empire, 

(1) "The Character of Races" by E. Huntington. 



but to satisfy personal ambitions, to secure for themselves 

certain desired conditions, or to escape trammelling restrictions. 

Undaunted by overwhelming problems such men persisted because of 

their faith in themselves and their determination to succeed; 

their resource, their_ presence of mind, and their indomitability 

carried them through troubles and left them successful in wratever 

enterprise they undertook. Their womenfolk, with even greater 

and finer qualities (for where men suffer women endure more), 

accompanied or followed t e.m. Their children inherited the 

qualities of their parents, and were "selected" by the nature of 

their environment. Such were the men and women who left the 

British Isles to build new homes for themselves in new and unknown 

lands, such were the families who laid the real foundations of 

the British Empire. 

The emigration of pioneer types must be a loss to the 

homeland. Scotland and England have been selectively depleted 

by the fairly constant exodus of hard -headed and strong-bodied 

Nordics, while Ireland, with probably fewer natural pioneers, has 

lost in the same manner the best of her ruling class, and been 

progressively impoverished thereby. The very qualities that 

have made iirit ish peoples willing to establish new homes in un- 

developed lands have made them successful colonists, and, in 

the earlier stages of Empire -- building at least, the colonial 

stock was of particularly high-grade Anglo-Saxon quality. 

It might be argued further, perhaps, that the descendants 

of colonial pioneers have degenerated to some extent in their 

ameliorated 

_ 



ameliorated environment and that this cannot be without effect 

on their racial inheritance, while intermarriage with less virile 

stock or with other races must modify such inheritance. Even 

then Dominion colonists, living in the open air, are physically 

fitter if less mentially specialised than the descendants of the 

parent stock from which their progenitors sprang. In Great 

Britain the revolution of modern industrialism has displaced 

muscle by artificial power, that is, in the mass of industrial 

population brawn is giving way to brain. It is scarcely too 

much to suppose that the peoples of the Dominions are developing 

into new nations more virile, more enterprising, and more indivi- 

dualistic than the insular British themselves, Thus Sir. Philip 

Gibbs -wondered at Amiens during the Great War if Australians were 

not breeding back to the old (Norse) strain; and the New Zealander 

might have suggested similar thoughts. 

If we look back in history we find Norse emigrants 

settling in Iceland or Normandy to form new peoples. In a similar 

way the new British ̀ races in the Commonwealth, having f and their 
manhood and proved their self- sufficiency, are no longer to be 

bound to the Motherland, but will live independent lives, seeking 

their fortunes by their own exertions in the courts as in the 

markets of the world at large. The very qualities of the Nordic 

race will work against Imperial Federation. 

It would be of value to analyse the stock of those 

claiming to be British in each Dominion. But this is clearly 

impossible since immigrants to Australia, for example, fro m the 

Union 



Union of South Africa may be of :British nationality but of Boer, 

French, Indian, German, or other descent. Each Dominion controls 

its immigration policy, but the policies show that each is se- 

lecting, so far as it can, men, women, and children who will 

ass imi.la:t e with its nationals - but, above all, immigrants whose 

physical, moral, and political qualities will blend with those 

that it seeks to standardise. The present white populations of 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Routh Africa are mainly British 

by origin, but increasi.n numbers of other European peoples of 

Asiatics, and even of Africans must ultimately have an effect on 

the new national stock. Racial mixture brings with it varying 

inherited qualities, and the action of environmental selection 

further complicates the product. 

There are immigration problems within the Tmpire that 

must become more acute as the years pass. Canada has a French 

problem in the east; in British Columbia oriental immigrants are 

seeking new spaces that they may occupy, while across the inter- 

national boundary a stream of migration flows and ebbs that must 

ultimately affect the well -being of Canada. It seems impossible 

that Australia can perpetuate her "White Australia" policy and 

retained unexploited an immense tropical area that is suited for 

development by coloured peoples of Asiatic or African lands. 

New Zealand has Maoris to consider. South Africa has found no 

satisfactory solution to her multiple difficulties with ?oers, 
(1) 

Indians, Chinese, and Ilapanese are demanding Bantus, and Indians. 

room 

(1) Japan is for the present to concentrate on colonising 
Hokkaido, Formosa, and her other possessions. 



room to expand because of over -crowding in their own lands. Can 

the Dominions admit these peoples and maintain their racial stan- 

dard as well as their standard of living? South Africa and 

Australia both answer with a decided negative. Indians claim 

the privilege of British citizenship within the Empire and. will 

not he segregated: the Dominions have land and opportunity for 
d 

the Indians but refuse to receive them as fellow citizens. And 

there the matter r sts meant ime 

Statistics of migration are among the least satisfactory 

on which to hase conclusions. Of the Dominions only New Zealand 

gives figures for permanent immigrants and permanent emigrants, 

though the South African f ignre8 specify "new" arrivals, In the 

other. Dominions the figures show arrivals, but these may include 

travellers, agents, and other classes that have no intention of 

settling. Correspondingly the statistics of "Departures" give 

little indication of their composition. From Canada, as has been 

previously noted, there is emigration to the United States but the 

numb of emigrants is not recorded, though figures for returning 

migrants from the States are now available. For the geographer 

any attempt to interpret these statistics and hazard a guess at the 

increase of population due thereto would he argument per ignotum 

ad ignot ius . Dominion policy is to attract permanent settlers, 

and an uncritical statement of numerous arrivals may tend that way. 

At the most it may be concluded that in each Dominion there is an 

increase of population due to immigration, but that that increase 

is variable from year to year though, as the least fit of the 

arrivais / 
ilk., Z 

Ate- 7 !-e, 
Oe6. 7). 



arrivals will probably be the first to, depart, those who settle 

permanently-may possibly be regarded as "selected" in a racial 

sense, and assimilable from the Dominion standpoint. More stable 

conditions of European finance are apparently reflected in in- 

creased emigration from that continent. Among the peoples 4ho 

are arriving in the Dominions Scandinavians and other North Sea 

peoples are undoubtedly a gain to the land of their choice, but 

the more backward peoples -- Russians, Jugo- Slays, etc. - are 

likely to remain labourers where they settle . Such peoples , and 

they include, particularly in Australia, not inconsiderable 

numbers of Chinese, tend to lower the national level of the 

dominant peoples among whom they settle both by intermarriage with 

them and by their greater fecundity, that i.e., trev increase re- 

latively in numbers more rapidly than the more hiQr1v civilised 

Norri. stocks. Such results are noticeable even in Great Britain_ 

where the settlement of many poor Irish labourers raises more 

problems than can be solved in the Police Courts, while the pre- 

sence of many aliens of lower civilisation and culture than even 

the poorly cultured British, has far reaching effects on, for 

example, the standard of living in large cities like London and 

Liverpool. 

Following the creation of the International Labour Or- 

ganization an international emigration commission has compiled 

statistics and classified migrants, but records remain incomplete 
(1) 

and are not always strictly comparable. So far as the British 

Empire 

(1) Ency. Brit. (new vols) Vol. 2, pp. 907 --912. 
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Empire is concerned these records indicate that for the period 

1920 -23 the net loss per 100,00o of the population of Great Britain 

and Korthern Ireland was 1,429, while the corresponding gain to 

New Zealand and South Africa was 3,906 and 116 respectively. 

Young males emigrate from the United Kingdom in larger numbers 

than any section, and. there appears to be a decrease in family 

emigration. In the following table, based on the work of the 

Commission r,entioned above, migration outward as well as inward is 

given when available, and the net result indicated as a gain ( +) 

a loss ( -) to the Dominion. concerned. 

2a-ex./A.° 

non Emigrants Immigrants Repatriated Gain or 
+ 

Loss 
- 

a i;ingdoçn 

alía 

ealand 

A frica 

1909-13I 1920-4 1909-13 1920-4 

a r e 
- 

88 

91 

39 

17 

1909 -13 1920-4 

-151 

? 

+29 

4-9 

5 

371 

71 

34 

- 

P i r u 
221 

62 

30 

12 

r e s 

- 

210 

126 

41 

3 

'7 h ou 
130 

s a n d 
70 

s 

-241 

? 

f55 

47 

? 

Modern migration raises new and highly complicated problems. The 

rapidity and comfort of land and ocean transport, the growth of 

Dominion settlements, the comparative absence of adventure, and 

the apparent lack of opportunity have largely changed the nature 

of emigration. It is natural to expect a wave of amig rat i.on 

during a period of poor trade and high unemployment at home, but 

that 



that is not invariably the case. 5o, too, we might look for 

steady immigration when Dominion trade returns indicate ap- 

parently prosperous times, but this does not always occur. 

By graphing the data one may see that emigration from Britain 

varies generally with the movement of imports and exports, 

and is greatest v Len the percentage of unemployment is low, 

and that in the t)ominions Canada shows immigration fluctuating 

with trade, but Australia of the post -war period does not. AL 

together the impression is that migration outward as well as 

inward is an empirical movement. British emigrants are se- 

lected not so much by nature as by inducements; under a system 

of unemployment relief many men are unwilling to seek work on 

Dominion soils. Britons who are making a comfortable living 

at home are unwilling to risk their capital by emigration, 

while the restless, discontented, and unsuccessful part of the 

population, unfitted for the economic etrucZle in Great Bfitain, 

is not likely to be a valuable addition to Dominion strength. 

Irish emigrants tend to be the survival of the most unfit. 

Thus there would appear to bea balancing of early conditions. 

Whereas before 1900 the colonies benefited at the expense of the 

United Kingdom, in the post -war period with its somewhat higher 

standard of living, Great Britain is retaining many of her best 

potential colonists while Ireland has few of that type to lose. 

Against this must be placed the emigration of many highly 

skilled artisans, disappointed by lack of employment or dis- 

r'1s09d »W1. 40 Union restrictions. These strengthen the 

industrialism/ 



industrialism of the United States since Dominion industries ait 

too young to absorb them. Great Britain "is diminishing her 

tale of the workers lvho are best able to promote the reputa- 

tion of her products, and she is discovering no cure for her 

plethora of population The loss of the skilled and the 

increase of the unskilled workman are aspects df the same 

problem." 
(1) 

It is natural to expect that one result of the War 

would be to reduce the percentage of men in the population of 

the belligerent countries. Another important effect was to ab- 

sorb increased numbers of women into industries and special 

war occupations (nursing, civil and municipal services, bankin--gá 

Land Army, etc.), with the result that, temporarily at L east, 

there was a large accession to the number of women workers to 

the exclusion of men with increased unemployment for men, a 

rise in the standard of living for females with a lowering of 

the marriage rate, and an excess of women (especially as males 

emigrate in larger numbers than females) that upsets the whole 

balance of society as regards the sexes. Ambassador Page's 

foresight is being borne out - "Women are doing and will con - 

tinue to do many kinds of work hitherto done by men Already 

the land is full of young widows And poor old Europe will 

then not be worth while for the rest of our lives - a vast grave 

and / 

(l) "Where Empire Settlement fails" by Sir. W. Beach Thomas 
( (luarterly Review, July 1925). 



(1) 
and ruin where unmated women will mourn for years to come .y 

This problem remains to be solved by the restoration of foreign 

trade with its dependent increased industrial activity, and 

improved schemes of emigration. 

Number and Percentage of Females in the Dominions. 

for the Census years 1911 and 1921. 

England 
Wales 

Fool-land 
Ireland 

United Kingdom 
Canada 

Thousand Persons Thousand Persons 

Male 
1 911 

16,421.3 
1,024.3 
2,308.8 
2,192.0 

22,162.4 
3.822.0 

Australia (1) 2,313.0 
New Zealand (2) 531.9 
U.of F.Africa (3) 685.2 

I'emal e 

1911 

17,624.0 
1,000.9 
2,452.1 
2,198.2 
23,353.9 
3,384.6 

2,142.0 
476.6 
591.1 

Male 
19 21 

16,984.1 
1,098.1 
2,348.4 

(4) 
20,499.2 
4,529.9 
2,762.9 

623.2 
782.0 

Female 
1921 

18,694.4 
1,108.6 
2,533.9 

(4) 
22,418.1 
4,258.5 
2,672.8 

595.7 
737.5 

Percentage 

of Females 

1911 1921 

51.8 52.4 
49.4 50.2 
51.5 51.9 
50.1 (4) 

51.3 52.2 
47.0 48.5 
8.1 49.2 
47.3 48.9 
46.3 48.5 

(i) Fxcluding Aborigines (2) Excluding Maoris (3) Europeans 
only 

(4) Not available 

Gia 

In the accompanying table the increase of femirity is 

obvious, not only in the British Isles, but throughout the 

Dominions. Within the United Kingdom the excess of females has 

risen from 1.2 millions in 1911 to almost 2.0 millions in 1921, 

and it is for this section of the population that something must 

be done. Tithin the great Dominions the number of women is 

steadily / 

(1) "The Life and Letters of Walter II. Page" (Hendrick) , Par t IC 

pp. 136, 325, etc. 



steadily approximating to that of men, and a corresponding 

problem must arise there also. It would almost seem as if the 

Dominions had reached the maximum of their ability to absorb 

women, especially if the natural increase of population were to 
(1) 

show signs of advancement, unless male immigration can be 

rapidly increased. For the United Kingdom it seems as if the 

problem of the millions of unmated women must persist, since 

the number of men includes a considerable proportion of war 

wrecks. This aspect of the Migration ouestion has not yet 

been fully studied. 

In the post -war periodemigration is almost wholly an 

economic cuestion - the result of the apparently hopeless 

struggle of youth in over- populated lands, where opportunities 

are relatively few, to maintain the standard of life to which 

it has been accustomed. But whereas in the nineteenth century 

the would -be emigrant acted independently, seeking his own 

salvation, he now expects to be taken in hand and placed in a 

situation where his energies will not 'oe overtaxed. 

Labour shortage is acute in the large self- governing 

Dominions of the Br itish Commonwealth of Nations, as examination 

of Table /'indicates. Irom these Dominions tropical peoples 

are / 

(1) In the post -war period it shows signs of decrease. 

Excess of 1?irths over Deaths (per 1000 of population) 
U.K. Canada Australia New Zealand U.of S.Africa 

1913 9.8 13.0 (1911) 16.0(1911) 16.7 22.0 (1911) 
1924 6.7 13.4 13.8 13.3 18.0 (1922) 
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ar, e very largely excluded by the climate, and even from clima- 

tically suitable areas by colonial legislation such as the 

"White Australia" policy. For the population to secure 

closer settlement and greater development the Dominions look 

to European countries, especially to Great Britain and Ireland. 

On the other hand they desire to select immigrants, laying down 

conditions of entry that tend to exclude the very people they 

require and demand. Lack of employment in Great Britain leads 

to an increase of minor crimes that would disappear under con- 

ditions of regular employment, but the stigma of which causes 

the refusal of permission to settle in parts of the Commonwealth. 

Several parts of the Empire require only capitalists; all ne- 

cessitate at least partial or ultimate repayement of passage and 

equipment moneys. But the very people who desire to emigrate, 

and would make good where opportunity offered, are those who 

find the struggle for existence hopeless in Great 73ritain, and 

who have not therefore the smallest possibility of raising the 

requisite money to emigrate. Such problems are not beyond the 

geographical aspect, and must be faced by both Imperial and 

Colonial Governments. From the figures given in Table/// the 

greatly reduced emigration of British subjects is alarming. 

The average emigration of the auinauennium 1909 -13 was reduced 

in 1919 -23 by one- third, and still lower in 1924; and, as the 

table shows, this has affected the numbers absorbed by parts 

of/ 

(1) Passage rates for emigrants to the Dominions have been veyy 
considerably lowered (Jan. 1926). 



' 

(1) 
of the British > npire correspondingly. It is no consolation 

to note that emigration to the United States, with its quota 

policy of artificial restriction, has correspondingly diminished 

(2) from 29.4 to 14.8 per cent. of the average total n mber of 

Emigrants from the United Kingdon 

(percentage of gross total) 

4-6-& Lxz 

1909-13 

Tm British North America 39.0 
Australia and New Zealand 16.3 
Cape of Good Hope and Natal 6.5 
Other l+mpire lands 4.7 4.7 

Total British Enpire 66.5 

To United fitates 29.3 
Other foreign countries 4.2 

Average Annual Number 415,688 

I 1919-23 1924 

36.0 37.8 
16.2 22.2 
7.6 8.5 
9.7 10.1 

69.5 78.6 

25.5 14.8 
5.0 6.6 

277,431 263,480 

British emigrants. Doubtless the reasons are partly those 

mentioned above, but the aftermath of war must also be taken 

into account. It is probable that the number of emigrants will 

again reach and exceed the pre -war averages, but meantime some 

of the methods of the organisers of emigration, must take a more 

practical / 

(1) The apparent increase (1924) in the percentage of emigrants 
to Australia and New Zealand is an absolute decrease in 
immigrants from 67,750 (pre -war) to 58,500 (1924). 

(2) FxcludesIrish Free State emigrants. 



ptactical turn. Plans of the "Ing Prother" type are only 

makeshifts; there must be an educational campaign of solid 

economic argument, along with direct government aid under 

optional repayment schemes. Emigration on a large scale 

must be subsidised, but the emigrants must be prepared in 

the Homeland for the work that awaits them. Short intensive 

courses of temperate or tropical agriculture must be provided; 

conditions of life must be explained; and methods of marketing 

produce must be detailed. On the other hand the Empire must be 

consulted as to the numbers it can absorb from time to time. 

From this point of view the Dominions can welcome larger numbers 

with eouanimity. It cannot be denied that, despite the deplor- 

able loss of man power in the War, the population of the United 

Kingdom has, owing to natural increase and greatly reduced 

emigration, grown beyond even the industrial demands of the 

country. There are about a million' unemployed persons, while '- 
c-o n 
4Sastantly advancing mechanical efficiency of industrial machin- 

ery means reduced demands on labour. There is therefore ample 

surplus population to give to the Empire, which recuires it no 

less for its safety than for its development. "Settlement, 

rightly organised, is twice blest. Emigration that sends the 

best to foreign countries is twice curet. We must see to it 
(1) 

that in the sexuel the blessing shall be the cure of the curse." 

I t must be remembered that tropical parts of the Empire 

are en r l r not suited climatically for European settlement, 
and 'hat were conditions are favourable, as in the Highlands D 

Kenya/ 

(1) Pir W. Reach Thomas, ut ante. 



Kenya the settler must of necessity have capital for he will 
(3) 

mainly be an employer of plantation labour. The rate of 

European settlement must be determined by the rate at which the 

natives are able to enter the various forms of economic activity, 

and this in turn will be largely governed by the development of 

their education and habits, that is, by methods of suggestion. 

A world -wide mobility- of labour is essential for the fall devel- 

opment of the British Empire. The Empire is shouting for 

population but at the same time closing its ears to app eals: 

the Imperial Government is advocating emigration but holding 

out its purse to keep men at home! 

Some account of immigration into the Dominions is 

given in the summary section devoted to each. In Canada the 

difficulties to be faced are connected with the increasing 

numbers of non- British Europeans and of citizens of the United 

Mates who are entering the Dominion. In 1925 the total num- 

bers cf these two groups exceeded that from the United Kingdom, 

and the ouestion_ of the assimilation of these arises. A pre- 

ponderance of backward peoples would tend to lower the standard 

of living in a new country where education does not hold the 

sanie status as in the United Kingdom; the large number of 

immigrants from the United States will doubtless tend to strengthen 

the / 

(1) On the ethics as well as economics of this cuestion see 
"Kenya" by Dr Leys, Cmd.2387, and Hooker's 

. 

"Handicap of 
British Trade." 

(2) In the middle of 1925 it was reported that 50,000 people 
were registered in this country as wishing to emigrate, 
but were delayed by Dominion restrictions. (Scotsman, 
July 29, 1925). 



the. commercial bond between these English - speaking races. If 

Canada wishes to maintain; herself as a British Dominion: she must 

endeavour even, if necessary, by restricting immigrants from 

South Europe, to secure a larger percentage of British settlers 

towards whose standard of life other immigracnts may approxi- 

mate, and then the Canadian people may be welded together. 

Australia. and New Zealand have a larger percentage of British 

stock than Canada; for them the assimilation problem is not so 

vital as yet. South Africa's difficulties are again in the 

forefront; "the racial problem illustrates the difficulty 

of maintaining a fair standard of life for the less efficient 
(1) 

members-of dominant minority;" some form of segregation of 

Kaffirs and Indiane) 

whites; and the future is not bright. 

It is to the increase áf immigration that the Dominions 

must look for greater development; it must not be forgotten that 

British emigrants in particular have made the Dominions what 

they are. Many of them are large landowners or proprietors of 

huge trading emporia; to others is due the development of 

Dominion industries. They supply, however, many of the town - 

dwellers who swell the urban population of the Dominions. 

It is inevitable that commercial towns sihould be a 

marked feature of lands where commerce is large. This is 

especially true where commerce is great in .22r caput value owing 

to / 

(1) F_.ncy. Brit. (new vols.) Vol. 1, p.683. 

(z.) A-. 33s. 



to the one -sided nature of industry. The large urban popu- 

lations of the Dominions can be supported only by a steady 

increase in rural development. The accession of town- dwelling 

immigrants is a serious problem to a Dominion that has vast 

stretches of unoccupied productive land; and/to the cities" 

of settlers for whom the land has lost: its attraction &. In 
(1) 

Australia and South Africa irrigation schemes must advance at 

a greater rate to favour close settlements; in all the Do- 

minions still greater transport facilities must prepare the way 

for more rapid immigration. 

The Dominion nations must be left to develop their 

lands along lines determined by their ideals. Towards such 

development each immigrant people will play its part, and ulti- 

mately help to determine national policy. That such develop- 

ment and policy may not follow British ideals is evident where, 

as in Canada, there is a growing influx of non- British immi- 

grants; or, asin South Africa, there are divergent racial 

ambitions; or even, as in Australasia, there is an independent 

progressive people which feels its power. 

The problem for the Dominions is to market the in- 

creased production that will normally follow greater settlement 

of rural areas. That is the third part of Australia's slogan - 

"Men, Money, and Markets "; it also lies behind the campaign 

of the Enpire marketing Committee. Thus from another point of 

view / 

(1) In South Africa capitalists with at least £2000 are alone 
in demand. 



3iß 

view the migration question is seen to be economic. No large 

Dominion population is possible unless the fruits of its labour 

cari be profitably marketed. Given that Britain can offer such 

markets the prosperity of the Dominions appears secure; but 

Britain cannot bind her markets to the Dominions and thus rob, 

say, Argentina, of a profitable outlet for similar commodities 

in return for imports of British. coal. World competition must 

be faced by the Dominions, but need not be feared. 

In the colonies and other imperial lands the important 

part played by non -British races must not be under-estimated, 

nor must the success they have attained in the tropical Empire 
(1) 

be overlooked. "The movernentf of the Europeans to fill up the 

manless lands of the New World has been largely advertised. 

But the importance of this migration of Chinese and Indian 

emigrants who have created new colonial values, made whole 

regions of the British tropics into paying assets, and created 

within the British Empire a new Indian Empire in tae British 

West Indies and a new Chinese Empire in the British Straits 
) 

Settlements, has scarcely yet been recognised." On the other 

hand, as has been mentioned, these peoples raise problems within 

the Empire that are far from being solved. 

On / 

(1) Cd 5192, p. 14. (ouoted Knowles, ".economic Development 
of the Overseas Empire ", p. 186.) 

(2) Knowles, L. cit. p. 183. 



On the whole it may be concluded that whether judged 

by its inherited Dualities, its racial composition, its 

political evolution, its agricultural or industrial achieve- 
ment, or its national spirit, the Dominion population, steadily 

developing as a body of colonial British capitalists and rulers 

controlling the production of an increasing number of workers 

of less advanced European or coloured extraction, is evolving 

new nations with independent aims and aspirations, remaining 

within the British Commonwealth from feelings of sentiment that 

do not preclude the possibility of complete economic separation 

from Great Pritain's systems and ideals. 
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IMPERIAL PRODUCTION 

Natural products, extracted from the surface of the 

earth, may be distinguished as unrenewable and renewable. The 

unrenewable products are minerals, of which the available .de- 

posits can be extracted on_1 once. Such products therefore 

become exhausted where they are cuarried or mined, and have thus, 

at best, only a temporary influence in the prosperity of the ara 

that yields them. In these cases, it must be noted, they may, 

and often do, give a considerable impetus to development, not 

merely on account of the capital they attract or provide, but 

by the population their working demands, and all the other fac- 

tors their production implies - transport, housing, food- supplie 

clothing, implements, etc. It must be borne in mind that ex- 

ploitation of the precious metals leads to exploration for fur- 

ther sources and thus to discovery. Frecuentlti other mineral 

sources are located to 4uich attention is - riven as the precious 

ores yield less abundantly. 

It may be stated that the discovery of gold has been 

the greatest factor in colonial development. Gold finds in 

Canada (B ritish Columbia) from 1858, in Australia (Victoria) 

from 1851 inwards, in New Zealand from 1857, and in South Africa 

(Transvaal) from 1885 have been most important factors in the 

development of these Dominions, and the value of such discoveries 

in opening up the Colonies generally cannot be denied. In all. 

casas / 



cases the working of alluvial gold has been followed by the 

working of ores; and the discovery of new chemical means of 

extracting the ores (especially the cyanide process) has led 

to the recovery of practically the whole of the precious metal. 

In all cases there have been periods of large output, separated 

generally by periods of smaller yields. In the accompanying 

graph which shows the output of the Dominions since 1880 the 

varying rate of decrease is illustrated and it is evident that, 

unless new fields are discovered, supplies will diminish steadily 

if not rapidly, for gold, like other minerals, will be worked 

only so long as it is profitable to extract. Other causes may 

operate to interfere with production. The South African War 

led to practically a cessation of gold -mining in the Transvaal, 

where also the affect of the boom of 1920 was to diminish out- 

put by raising too high the cost of working expenses. 

What is true of gold -mining is, mutatis mutandis, true 

of other mining, but as there is no such "rush" for the devel- 

opment of base metals or even of coal, the exhaustion of these 

proceeds more slowly, though the mining of any one in a particu- 

lar locality will cease, for economic reasons, earlier than 

in the case of gold. In diamond mining the output is strictly 

controlled, but this cannot prevent ultimate exhaustion. 

0 n the whole, concentration on purely mining activi- 

ties represente an early stage of colonial development. Under 

these inevitable conditions the future of the Empire must be 

more and more concerned with the development of its renewable 

products / 



products, the yield of its soils. Renewable in this sense 

connotes two different problems with both of which the geo- 

grapher is concerned. In the first place the crops raised 

from the soil may be sown year after year as in the cases of 

cereals or cotton, or may be gathered after an interval of 

years following planting as in the cases of tea, coffee, cocoa, 

rubber, etc. In the second place, and concerned more 

particularly with annual crops, the soils themselves may he 

renewed by fallowing, by rotation of crops, and by the scienti- 

fic application of animal or chemical fertilisers. Renewable 

products, with the practical application of scientific discovery 

and advanced husbandry, appear to be inexhaustible, though 

their culture is governed by the economic law of Diminishing 

Returns. 

Of annual crops wheat has already been studied in some 

detail. C anada and Australia alone are able to export in 

large }ivantities though in the case of Australia the surplus 

available for export varies with the annual precipitation. 

In wheat -growing, especially, science has worked hand in hand 

with the farmer, and new varieties of wheat, adapted to short 

crop periods or to dry climates, have been evolved to allow 

of the cultivation of areas pr. evio,isly regarded as incapable 

of bearing grain,. More attention, too, is paid to soil ex- 

haustion which must become a serious problem even for Canada. 

Mixed farming, under which animal manure restores fertility to 

the soil, and the rotation of crops are becoming more common 

over / 



r over the Canadian praitie where the use of artificial fertili- 

sers is as yet scarcely necessary. In India where cattle 

manure is used as fuel, the cultivators are too poor to pur- 

chase fertilisers for their old soils, and suffer from small 

yields. The extension of irrigation in Canada, Australia, 

South Africa and India, indicates that lands, otherwise suitable, 

are being watered and brought under the plough, and that in- 

tensive farming, by which alone irrigated lands may be profitably 

cultivated, is being more practically studied. Irrigation 

farming leads to closer settlement and further development. 

The practice of Dry Farming brings satisfactory results to 

farmers in areas where irrigation may not be possible. 

In Canada the August harvest allows of export to the 

United Kingdom in the northern autumn; Australia's harvest 

in January secures British supplies while the St Lawrence 

route is frozen; the Indian harvest in January and February 

provides still earlier supplies when market stocks are low. 

Such sources need not compete for markets, and supplies reach 

1,ritain at suitable times. 

Fruit growing, as has been shewn, is an important 

branch of EMpir.e development. Imports into Britain of Empire 

fruits have alreac'`been dealt with; for the extension of this 

trade the public must be educated to prefer imperial products, 

especially such fruits as currants, the principal supplies of 

which / 

(1) Fertiliser is not used at all in Alberta. (Note from 
Publicity Commissioner, April 6, 1926). 



r 

which at present are produced by sweated labour in Greece. 

One is inclined to wonder sometimes if the British official 

outlook is to thrust the bulk of the responsibility for increased 

output on to the Dominions While the marketing and retailing in 

Britain are being left too much to Chance. 

Though there have been great improvements in the 

preparation and large increases in the export of Empire Nines 

there has been litie sign of revolution in British taste and 

demand. Imperial soils and climates differ greatly from those 

of the most important European sources of supply, and the 

flavour of Dominion products does not apeal to British palates. 

French, Spanish, and Portuguese vines are centuries old, the 

workers have inherited the skill of generations of wine makers, 

and the markets for the export have long been established. 

Australian and South African vines are relatively new, the wine - 

makers have no traditions, the British market is thousands of 

miles away, and the duality of the wines is impaired, partly 

by the long voyage through the tropics, partly by the difference 

of climate in the United Kingdom. 

Australian wines cannot compete, price for price, with 

French and Portuguese wines of the same class, whether still or 

sparkling / 

(1) For example I noted recently a grocer's window crowded with 
canned fruit from California, macaroni from Italy, pre- 
served ginger from China, and other foreign wares, with 
a boldly -printed card suspended over them displaying the 
adivice "Buy Empire Products!" Such insular stupidity 
is beyond comment. 



sparkling. Australia's "Burgundies ", for example, reflect 

the iron salts in her soils by an astringency that makes them 

less palatable, while they have not the same transparent 

brilliancy in the glass. Australia can produce a Burgundy to 

rival the French product, but not at a price that will compete 

with it. Australian Port wine is crude compared with Portu- 

guese; her Champagne cannot yet compare with the output of 

Reims and Epernay. South African wines have a still smaller 

market in the United Kingdom. The total share of the Empire 

in British wine imports is shown in the table. 

Imports of Wine 
2etti.ee. /z» 

1913 1923 

Percentage of Total Cuantity 

Australia . 4.9 5.1 
Brit. South Africa 0.02 0.5 
Channel Islands 2.4 0.8 

Total Empire 7.9 7.1 

Portugal 30.0 48.1 
France 25.2 21.0 

Grand Total 

H i l l i o n g a l l o n s 

12.3 13.3 

These imperial "sunkist" wines are not in great 

demand, and are mostly used to mix with those European qualities 

which are in demand, giving them body without spoiling the 

flavour. While, owing to Australian bounties and British 
preference / 

.The bounty paid under certain conditions by the Australian government 
on exported sweet wines fortified to 34 per cent., is 4/- per gallon 



preference, these wines are cheaper, the Dominions concerned 

are not reaping a full reward, since the produce is not all 

sold as Mrpire wines. Moreover the well -known flagons of 

Australian wines, having to support an extensive scheme of 

advertising, can be sold cheaply only by being reduced in 

strength, and are therefore not a good advertisement for such 

wines generally. It may be admitted that, were the British 

people to become accustomed to the best imperial wines, the 

market for these would rapidly grow. 

Along with wine may be considered the other semi - 

luxury, tobacco. Only recently have Imperial tobaccos been 

prepared for the British pipe -smoker, and there is as yet 

little attempt to popularise them despite a preference that 

should practically oust American varieties from the market. 

Prepared as mixtures they lack the flavour of foreign tobaccos. 

In cigar types Burma has long held a place for heavy cheroots, 

and southern India for cigars and cheroots; but Jamaican cigars 

have made little progress. Colonial cigarette tobacco has not 

made headway and even Wembley did little to popularise the 

Nyasaland commodity. Supplies of tobacco are largely derived 

from Africa rah er. e Nyasaland particularly, and British Africa 

generally, grow the plant extensively and prepare it for export. 

Imports by quantity into the United Kingdom are exhibited in 

the / 

(i) Since July 1925 Imp ial sweet wines pay a British customs 
duty per gallon of 2/ -, foreign sweet wines of the 
same strength, 6/ -. 



Othe table. 

Percentage Imports of Tobacco (by quantity) 

zf 

Unmanufactured ! Cigars Cigarettes 

1913 1923 1913 1923 1913 1923 

Cyprus - 0.1 - - 2.3 1.2 
Union of S.Africa 0.03 0.03 - - - - 

Rhodesia 0.1 0.2 - - - - 

Nyasaland Prot. 1.2 3.4 - - - 

British India 2.7 6.9 6.7 
Brit. N.Borneo - 0.5 - - - - 

Brit . W.Indies - - 0.7 0.7 - - 
Canada - 0.6 - - - 52.5(1) 

Empire 1.3 7.5 8.8 8.0 6.7 57.1 

Total Import 
(million lbs.) 0162.4 173.0 1.7 0.8 0.3 0.2 

(1) An abnormal figure as later returns indicate. 

Rhodesia is endeavouring to improve the quality of 

her tobacco by the appointing of experts to the growing dis- 

tricts. Matabeleland fire -cured "wrapper" leaf is assured of 

a ready sale in the London markets. Samples from Palestine, 

Nigeria, Mauritius, Tanganyika Te) tory, and Dominica have 

reached the Imperial Institute in London, and have, on the 

whole, been favourably reported on. 

Imperial grasslands support roughly equal numbers of 

cattle and sheep, and the four hundred millions of stock supply 

Imperial markets with beef, dairy produce, mutton, wool, and 

hides / 



hides in very large quantities. Dominion markets, with the 

single exception of the British are over - supplied with one or 

more of these animal products; the British market, as has been 

shown, is satisfied only in part by Empire surpluses. With 

the policy of encouraging a self- sufficing Imperial Commonwealth 

the Dominions have been consulted with regard to increased out- 

put from their grasslands and advised as to methods of securing 

increased production, while the British government is endeav- 

ouring to foster a demand for Imperial in preference to foreign 

animal produce. 

It has been shewn that Imperial sources of beef account 

for a very small percentage of British imports, and that this 

is partly explained by the difficulty of sending chilled beef 

from Australasia. Increased supplies of live stock and beef, 

fresh or chilled, should be available from the Irish Free State 

(always a large source of supplies) , Canada, and the Union of 

South Africa Irish exports of cattle have been reduced by 

the demands of the Great War during which good prices, accompan- 

ied by shortage of feeding stuffs, led to heavy sales, by the 

internal troubles of the post -war leriod, and by the replacement 

of losses with poorer cattle. This unfortunate state of af- 

fairs should be nearing an end, and it may be expected that 

Irish farmers will strive to benefit more largely from the rich 

market at their doors. Canadian cattle are increasing in 

numbers, but more may be done in the selection and breeding of 

stock suitable for British requirements. In this respect the 

Union / 
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Union of South Africa resembles Canada. Stock has long been 

selected for transport purposes, while cattle diseases have 

taken heavy toll of the animals. Beef cattle of British 

breeds may be acclimatised to South African conditions, while 

scientific research on cattle disease is being more thoroughly 

prosecuted. This will take time, and the opportunity should 

be seized of improving railway communications and building re- 

frigerating cars, so that no advantage of developments may be 

neglected. 

New Zealand in particular, and Australia to a less 

degree, have made great advances in the dairying industries. 

Butter exports have increased, but the regularity of supplies 

more equally divided throughout the year is a problem not yet 

solved. Particulars of this trade _ ̂ave already been given, w 

while the Report recently issued by the Imperial Economic 

Committèé) gives a very full account of p, oduction and marketing. 

RMpíre wools occupy a favourable place among British 

imports. While the price of sheep and lamb wool continues to 

(2) 
rise, total imports do not indicate any great increase and the 

imperial share fell from 85.3 per cent. in 1923 to 79.1 per cent. 

in 1924. The chief increase from foreign sources was American, 

principally / 

(1) Cmd.2725 of 1926. 

( 2) Price in pence per lb. 
1922 1923 1924 1925 

Raw Woof 12.6 15.2 22-.1 23.7 
Raw Cotton 14.3 16.9 18.2 15.7 



principally Argentine. It is difficult to account for the 

Dnpire decline, for there is no advance in imports of 

lamb, and the numbers of sheep in Australasia show no reducti ;h. 
Empire cotton -growing continues to develop, favoured 

partly by good prices, pas Ly by Government encouragement. Ac- 

cording to the Report of the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation 

the imperial yield in thousands of bales (of 400 lbs.) has in- 

creased from 169 in 1922 -23 to 253 in 1923 -24, and 357 in 1924 -2 

Increase has been most marked in Uganda, Tanganyika, and the 

Union of South Africa, while Queensland supplies grow steadily. 

The Empire is still far from showing attainment of the forecast 

given by Mr Harding - indeed, the actual results are barely 

commensurate with the efforts made - but the progress indicated 

above shows steady development. So long as native cultivators 

continue to undertake production on their own fields, the crop 

will prove an admirable factor of colonial progress. 

Climatic conditions determine the month in which the 

picking of cotton commences. From the examination undertaken 

it is obvious that Enpire bales may reach the British. market 

in every month of the year. In the United States picking 

begins in the northern autumn, so that Empire supplies from 

lands having their harvest in the early months of the year can 

reach_ the United Kingdom at a suitable period to profit by 

depleted r 

(1) Comparative figures for Argentina are not available. 

(2) See note on previous page 



depleted markets at Liverpool. In this manner Uganda, Aus- 

tralia, the Union of South Africa, the Sudan, Nigeria, Madras 

Presidency, Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, in all of which 

picking begins in the months from December to June, have a 

distinct advantage for the marketing of their crops. More 

important is the fact that, when Lancashire is able to resume 

full -time manufacture of cottons, all Empire supplies that meet 

the "staple" requirements of the Bri%ish industry will be rapidr 

absorbed in addition to, if not in preference to, United States' 

exports. While it is true that large American crops reduce 

the price of raw cotton, it is certain that improved cultivation 

of American Upland varieties by Imperial growers will yield 

sufficiently large crops to bring them a good return for their 

labours. 

Two main difficulties, in addition to that hinted at 

above, are the shortage and unreliability of labour provided 

by tropical peoples within the Empire, and the inadequacy of 

transport by land and sea. It must be remembered that efforts 

to increase Imperial crops of cotton are conditioned by the at 

least relative shortage of labour. Empire supplies (excluding 

those of India) in no single case reach 200,000 bales; it is 

difficult to understand how the available labour could produce 

an output five times as great, or how sufficient labour for such 

an output could be obtained. To obviate the shortage, scientific 

research. / 

(1) As in 1926. It may be hoped that the wide dispersion of 
cotton -growing both within and without the Empire may ma12 
the average world cost of production the basis of the 
price of raw cotton. 
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research endeavours to improve conditions of life and so reduce 

an apealling death -rate in Imperial Tropical Africa, while the 

rise in the standard of native life will gradually increase the 

reliability of labour; communications are being steadily im- 

proved, though the rate of improvement could be greatly acceler- 

ated. Education, in its widest and most comprehensive sense, 

is the surest solution for problems at home and in the Empire. 

There is little doubt that a closer understanding of the various 

stages from sowing to picking and marketing, and from spinning 

to weaving, should be gained by manufacturers and grower4alike. 

Of any commodity it is true that "Knowledge is Power" and where 

the manufacturer knows the possibilities of producing areas, 

the peculiarities of the native producers, and the merits of 

defects of the lint of any given region, and the grower realises 

the quality of fibre demanded for purposes of manufacture and 

the difficulties of the mills, there may arise a mutual agreemert 

- an unwritten contract - that is bound to benefit all concerned 

Tea, coffee, cocoa, and rubber production have shown 

great advances, and it is doubtful whether coffee and cocoa are 

not being over -produced as was rubber in the earlier post -war 

period. Great Britain buys nearly 90 per cent. of her tea and 

cocoa from the Empire, but coffee is not so greatly in demand, 

and apparently the cheap Santos variety is in greater favour 

than Empire produce. At present these products are in a 

flourishing state, and little, it would appear, can be done to 

stimulate further demand. On their production some of the 

i smaller / 



smaller colonies depend absolutely. Ceylon's tea gardens, the 

cacao raised by natives in the Gold Coast, the plantation coffee 

of Fast Africa, and the plantation rubber of Malaya are the 

mainstays of those parts of the Empire; the future must be 

safeguarded by careful and scientific cultivation, and close 

study of the world's markets. Professor Demangeon has prepared 

a table to show the share supplied by the British Empire of 

certain commodities consumed in the United. Kingdom. His table 

may be summarised to indicate roughly the percentages of such 

commodities supplied by the Empire, including those produced in 

the United Kingdom:- 

100 per cent 
99 -75 " 

74-50 

Less t L 0 't 

noted that 

and these 

that fall 

wood pulp, 

Coal, jute. 
Tea, wool, cheese, oats, rub 
Meat, iron ore, tin, barley, 

butter, raw hides, coco 

ntt Çtpò cc i él; ögl, 

ber. 
rice, 

a, wheat. 

silk. 

Of the twenty -seven commodities specified it will be 

sixteen are included in the over 50 per cent. list, 

include many of our prime requirements. Of those 

into the below 50 per cent. group, cotton, coffee, 

fruits, sugar, tobacco, and maize could be vastly 

increased in quantity within the Empire. Profes sor Demangeon' s 

figures take no account of re- exports from the United Kingdom, 

so that British net requirements cf many of these commodities 

are more than supplied from Empire sources. 

The commodities named above may be divided into two 

categories / 

(1) "The British Empire ", p. 210. 



categories - those which are produced in the United Kingdom, 

and those which cannot be produced there.. By means of the 

examination already undertaken, and from official returnsÇ') 

the two groups may be arranged to exhibit the Imperial 

percentages by quantities for 1923. 

Commodities 

Ver cent 
from 
Empire 

'Per cent 
from 

Enp i r e(2) 

Commodities not pro - 
duc ed in U.K. 

Commodities produced 
in U.K. 

Coal 100 Tute 99 
Zinc Ore 100 Cocoa 93 
Cheese C3) 91 Tea 85 
Wool (sheep's & lamb's) 88 Rubber 85 
Oat s 8'8 Coffee 50 
Barley 70 Oil seeds 49 
head Ore 69 Rice 0°) 45 
Iron Ore 65 Maize °°) 20 
wheat and flour 61 Wood pulp 17 
Meat (s) 57 Cotton, raw (") 12 
Fruits (6) 56 Silk, natural raw 12 
Butter 6 3) 

C7) 

Oil ")(excl. Petroleum) 
54 
46 

'Tobacco (unmfd.) 
Wine 

7 

7 

Raw hides(0 36 
Co ppe r ore 32 
sugar (4) Cf ) 26 
Tin ore 

CQ) Wood and Timber 
19 
13 

(1) "Annual Statement of Trade Of U.K_. 1923" Cmd.2493 (1925), et0 

(2) Including U.K. production 
(3) British production aplroximate. 
(4) Briti th production not included. 
(5) Beef, veal, mutton, lamb, pigx meat. 
(6) Apples and pears only 
(7) Petroleum 1 per cent. 
(8) Refined sugar, 9 per cent; unrefined sugar, 32 per cent. 
(9) By value. 
(10) Including flour and other products. 
(ll) 1* inch staple and overt 4 per cent; under 1* inch, 15 

per cent. 

In so far as the 1923 table differs from Professor 

T)emanp,eon's / 



Demangeon's it mus e noted that he does not indicate how his 

percentages have been obtained, and that no two compilers tend 

to include or exclude exactly the same statistics. Moreover, 

the Professor's table was prepared for the period immediately 

following the War. Certain particular differences may be 

noted. The decreased percentage for raw hides in 1923 is 

accounted for by the difficulty of estimating British produc- 
(1) 

tion, that of tin by restricting the percentage to ores, and 

that of raw cotton by the exclusion of Egyptian supplies. The 

increased percentage of lead may similarly be due to limiting 

the 1923 consideration to ore,) V that of oil by the exclusion of 

petroleum ) and of the British production of paraffin; those of 

cocoa) coffee, sugar, maize, and silk to greater imperial pro- 

duction. 

Such tables do not favour the notion of a self -con- 

tained Empire, since it is evident that the United Kingdom is 

most largely dependent on foreign countries for several of her 

most vital imports. Foodstuffs such as sugar, semi -luxuries 

such as tobacco and wine, and raw materials such as cotton, wood 

and timber, wood pulp, and tin ore are most largely purchased 

in non -Empire lands. 

While imperial industries involve predominantly the 

preparation of agricultural, pastoral, and mining products for 

export / 

(1) Imperial supplies of tin blocks, ingots bars and slabs 
(1923), 76 per cant; of pig lead, 49 per cent; of all 
oil (excl. U.K.), 0.8 per cent. 



export, they tend to become more and more engaged in the output 

of finished goods (iron and steel, textiles, etc.) for the 

local markets. It is, of course, this latter type of industry 

wh.t L demands protective tariffs again st foreign manufactures. 

The effects of such undertakings are felt in British factories 

which are compelled more and more to produce goods of high 

quality with a consequently more limited demand and hence re- 

stricted output. In Dominion markets where American goods 

have been established, the United States reaps the fall advan- 

tage of large -scale production, favoured by a very extensive 

home market. An example of this is New Zealand where the 

percentage share of the United States in the import trade rose 

from 11.6 in 1914 to 16 in 1 4. (See page210) 

Statistics are lacking to show the influence of the 

War on the development of Imperial Dominions' industries. The 

Year Books of the self - governing lands of the British Comon- 

wealth indicate clearly enouh that war -conditions practically 

suspended the importation of many kinds of manufactured goods 

which were then,of necessity, produced by the Dominions them - 

selves. such goods had not to meet competition in the Dominion 

market. Unprecedented prices for all agricultural products 

exported to belligerent couttries had the double effect of 

allowing home -made manufactured wares to be sold even at high 

production costs, and of supplying new capital for all sorts of 

industries. Such beginnings of fresh industries gave the 

experience of manufacture and marketing that produced efficient 

factory / (1) The importance of the Panama Canal in the develop- 
ment of this trade must not be overlooked. 



factory methods, and many of the industries persisted after the 

conditicros which gave them rise had passed away. 

While the Dominions utilise mainly the raw materials 

of their own lands, they are also competitive buyers with the 

United Kingdom in the world markets to which they in turn must 

export. Canada imports for her factories raw cotton from the 

Gulf of Mexico, hides from Argentina, rubber from Malaya, 

sugar from the West Indies, and wool from Australàsi a. In 

Australia, as a result of the War, there has been great develop 

men-4 in various industries. Many luxury imports were cut off, 

and the Commonwealth has established confectionery works and 

tobacco factories, both requisitioning imports of raw material, 

e.g. cacao and tobacco leaf. The small population of New 

7ealand is extending its energies beyond the preparation of 

primary products (p.224). Under the 'Iron and Ste el Industry 

Tncouragement Act', (1922) , the Union of South Africa is en- 

deavouring to foster home production by the granting of bourWes, 

Timber is imported for industrial purpoWL. 

Some account of the rapid expansion of Western industry 

in India has already been given. In that part of the Empire, 

as in the Union of South Africa and in the rtropical colonies 

and dependencies, provision must be made by local or Imperial 

governments agains`, the exploitation of labour. In India much 

of/ 

1) A bounty on seed cotton and cotton yarn prepared in Australia and 
containing 50 per cent. of Australian coon is to be paid for 5 

Peurs from Aug. 16, 1926 (Board of Trade Jounnal, Oct. 21, 1926) 
,(2) Prom 1921, -5 to 1926 -7, 15/- per ton of pig-iron or steel produced 
3) Official Year. Book No. 5 page 1024. 



of the factory labour is supplied by agricultural workers who 

serve i.n ?gills only when they are not required in the fields. 

Such casual or semi.- casual labour is apt to be paid very small 
(1) 

wages as it is generally unorganised. In South Africa reference 

has been made to available supplies of cheap native and poor 

white labour. In these and other cases the proper legal or- 

ganisation of workers should be encouraged in order to secure 

fair treatment and an adequate return for services. This 

aspect of Imperial industrial development i s worthy of in- 

tensive study. 

Industrial developments within -the Empire as a whole 

need not dismay British manufacturers, though, of course, Britida 

manufactures must more and more compete with the Imperial pro- 

ducts in Bominion markets. In 1913 the Empire imported 42.2 

per cent. of all British Produce Exports of Class III. - articbs 

wholly or mainly manufactured; in 1923 this percentage rose 

to 44.9. That the volume of such exports (in contradistinction 

to their value) for 1923 shows a considerable decrease on 1913 

does not alter the fact that the Empire is buying wholly manu- 

factured wares in large quantities, and these are "of more 

importance / 

(1) The conditionsof jute workers in the (British -owned) Bengal 
mills appear to be bad, but not worse than in the (Indian- owned) 
Bombay cotton factories. Gee an (ex pares Report on "Exploita- 
tion in India" by Johnston and fiirne for Dundee Jute Trades 
Union. 
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importance to the employment of labour, skill, and capital 

than the export of partly manufactured goods." In the fol- 

lowing table, based on Mr McDougall's analyses British trade 

with the Dominions is summarised. 

Dominion -'Trade 1923 (Percentages) 
(797,44_, ?z-,b 

Classes 

Food, Drink 
and Toba cco 

Raw Materials 
Unfinished 
Manufactures 

!holly Manu - 
factured goods 

British Imports from British orts to 
Can- Austr- New n. of 'Can- jAustr- ;New , Un.of 
a ,da alía Zealand 

Jr 

.Afric . ada alía 'Zealand) S. Afr 

75.8 
12.8 

0.6 

10.8 

40.0 
52.4 

7.2 

0.4 

71.2 
28.5 

0.0 

0.3 

29.2 
68.2 

1.3 

1.3 

7.2 
5.0 

I 80.2 

7.6 

4.6 
0.9 

1.7 

92.8 

9.9 
1.0 

89.1 

4.5 
0.7 

94.8 

"otal of I & II. 
?otal of III.£c IV 

88.6 92.4 99.7 97.4 

87.8 94.5 89.1 94'8 

From the 4 tals at the bottom of the table the complementary 

nature of the Dominion trade is clearly indicated. 

In this post -war period, when Dominion industrial 

activities are progressing; rapidly, the United Kingdom must 

overhaul her methods in order to compete successfully in 

Dominion markets. The problem of power must be carefully 

studied. "The application of water power throughout the 

world, the increasing use of petrol, the higher efficiency of 

steam / 

(1) "Sheltered Markets" p.44 
(2) Ibid. pp.60 -1 . 



steam consuming engines, the increasing utility of electric 

power have/Collaborated to reduce the importance of, and demand 

for, coal as such The world wants derivates of oil, coal 

(1) 
contains them; fertilisers, coal can supply them." Elec- 

tricity and gas are wanted plentifully¡¡ for the British manu- 

factures. "Industry ", writes Mr Ouigi;r, "is at present in a 

state of crisis, it forms in itself the disease of which all 

other difficulties, unemployment, restricted trade and high 

prices are only symptom, and the reconstruction or the restora- 

tier tO health of industry bears with it the economic prosperity 

of the world." Recovery, he points out, is intimately con- 

nected with a better conception of the function of motive power, 

and that power is electricity. In the utilisation of electric- 

ity Britain lags far behind, but mainly in the hours of effec- 

tive use per kilowatt installed. This is largely due to Bri- 

tish conservatism, despite the success of electrical installa- 

tions within the Empire and in foreign countries. Hence the 

electrical scheme soon to be launched in Britain is fraught 

with great possibilities, but its success must depend on in- 

creased use of this power in industry, transport, agriculture, 

and household. Industrially it will prove of particular 

assistance in British struggles with countries which have a 

lower / 

(1) Sir Hugo Hurst to Annual Meeting of General Electric Co., 
Ltd. ( "Times ", July 1.3, 1926) . 

(2) "Electrical Power and National Progress ", p.16 
(3) Strictly P eaking electricity is rather a convenient and 

e. fi ien mans of transmitting power. 



lower standard of luring. "It will favour mass production by 

gradually standardising voltages and periodicities. This will 

cheapen production, popularise demand, and quicken export trade." 

Within the .f .pine Canada has generating plant of greater capacity 

than the United Kingdom, with an output per head of population 

(1923) six times greater than that tf Britain. Australia 

addition to the plant at Morwell (Victoria) has in Tasmaiá 

hydraulic plant of over 77,000 horse power. New Zealand's 

schemes have already been described. In South Africa the 

Witbank station will supply the Rand mines already partly 

supplied by the station at Vereeniging; and other stations are 

being built. Such installations are made because electrical 

power is efficient; its more extended and constant utilisation 

leads to economies that make electricity a cheap form of power. 

As development proceeds tides, winds, and sun may also be har- 

nessed to yield this power. In the Colonies, too, progress is 

being made. An important hydro- electrical undertaking at 

Aberdeen in Ceylon, utilising the Laxapana Falls will, it is 

expected,supply Colombo and Kandy with 30,000 h.p. in 1929. 

Newfoundland is developinrc 100,000 h.p. for the production of 

wood pulp in the Humber Valley where a township to house 5,000 

to 10,000 employees and their families is being built. "The 

well -known mill at Grand Falls, one of the largest in the world, 

is / 

(1) "Times" July 13, 1926. 
(2) At Waddamana, Lake Margaret, and Launceston. 
(3) With ari ultimate capacity of 100,000 kw., using local coal 

and water from the Oliphants River; to be opened in 
1926. 



is the source of paper used by the (British) Amalgamated Prass." 

This increasing industrial development within the 

Dominions shows from another angle the gro wing sense of 

nationality among self- governing peoples. Such a movement is 

welcomed in countries with a preponderating urban populatAl 

On the one hand its prosecution demands a larger consuring mar- 

ket than the Dominions at present afford, and it must draw 

attention to the necessity for increased occupa, ion of the 

rural lands by immigrant farming settlers. On the other hand it 

makes for a world -wide export trade in order to pay for the raw 

materials it requires, and on the whole indicates rather less 

economic dependence on, than closer economic attachment with, 

Great Britain. In theory Great Britain finds in the Empire a 

vast storehouse of foodstuffs and raw materials for which she 

can supply manufactured goods; in practice the Empire markets 

its surplus foodstuffs and raw materials where it can find pur- 

chasers, and buys the manufactured goods it is not able to pro- 

duce where its requirements are most satisfactorily met. This 

a commendable policy, but it does not suggest a self- contained 

Empire. 

(1) Purvey of Overseas Markets. 

(2) While the impulse to manufacturing is not necessarily due 
to urbanisation, the location of industrial under- 
takings tends, at least in the early stages, to be 
near markets. 



SHARES of WORLD'S TRADE 

1913 AND 1923. 
. 

L3,zsed on "Survey of Overseas Markers, 
(p. £4 7) 444 



States being 10.3 and 15.7. In both cases the share of the 

United Kingdom shows an increase in the post -war period, and 

the actual decline of British foreign trade is most evidently 

a result or the relative reduction in total world commerce. 

That the United States has greatly increased the share of the 

world's trade is obvious, but the increase is not at Britain's 

expense. Nor is it at the expense of the British Empire, ex- 

cluding the United Kingdom, for the percentage of the Empire's 

share of world trade has risen from 12.1 in 1913 to 14.9 in 1923. 

Thus the whole British Empire with 26.2 (1913) and 30.4 (1923) 

per cent. of the world's commerce, still illustrates the pre- 

eminence of the United Kingdom as a "nation of shopkeepers." 

Inflated values have swelled British post -war trade 

returns, but when cu antities are studied it is obvious that 

our leading exports have declined to an alrming extent . As 

imports must be paid for mainly by exports the seriousness of 

the declension is evident. In the following Table tie, total 

trade of the country is shown at the average values of corres- 

ponding goods in the year 1913. 

These figures, extracted from the "survey of Overseas 

Markets ", may be regarded as official. They show the decline 

of British export trade that is due to reduced purchases by 

foreign nations, for the percentage share of the British Empire 

has slightly increased. 

Table / 
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Trade£of United Kingdom (values of 1913) Table 

Imports o_r t t#s F_.xp s RERxp á 

Total from Total to 
£1 Empire £M. Empire 

Total 
£M. 

1913 659.2 20.6 525.3 37.3 109.6 
1910 -13 (aver. annual) 614.9 493.1 105.3 
1919-23 " " 570.0 1335.1 89.8 
19`4 701.1 24.4 396.5' 38.5 99.2 

Class I . 21913 
(2) 19241(3) 

Class II. 1913 
( 

)1924(3) 
Class III-. 113 

1924,3) 

278.9 25.7 33.9 38.0 16.3 
349.2 36.6 29.1 59.1 21.6 
206.2 25.2 66.2 5.1 63.7 
185.7 23.9 59.2 6.0 59.5 
171.5 6.6 413.8 42.2 29.5 
180.1 9.4 325.1 44.9 24.8 

(1) M = Millions 
(2) Class I. = Food, Drink and Tobacco. 

" II. = Raw Materials and Articles wholly or mainly 
unmanufactured. 

" III. = Articles wholly or mainly manufactured. 
(_3) 

In its post -war trade the United Kingdom has had to 

face conditions that have emerged largely as the result of the 

Great War. Even in the pre -war period the development of 

industry in foreign lands, and especially in the United States 

and Germany, had rriven rise to problems for British manufacturer~ 

and traders. But the requirements of the War period not only 

led to the disorganisation of British foreign and colonial trade, 

it forced on ether peoples, colonial as well as foreign, the 

RPURNiF tf$Nd}eiogftlia,ñgáff4Wo áé drémótéñés °pPrómgqP fritéñsive 

war / 

L._ 
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war area allowed them to accelerate production. Thus markets 

in which British wares, especially manufactured goods, were pre- 

dominant, became accustomed to United States or Japanese products. 

During the War it was impossible to maintain normal 

trade with the far -flung parts of the Empire, and the extent to 

which Britain satisfied her needs within the Empire is the more 

remarkable because of the distance of some of the most important 

members, which put an additional strain on shipping that had 

already to do double duty. The War was won by a concentration 

of resources and energies throughout the Empire, and that in- 

volved British losses in many foreign markets. "Meanwhile, 

however, England was neglecting her old customers in various 

parts of the world, bath in the British Possessions and in 
0 

foreign countries. The countries of lath America were forced 

to turn to the United States for manufactures which had formerly 

reached them from Germany or England; the countries of the 

Far East were forced to turn to Japan. One of most serious 

of the problems of the period following the War was to England 

the recovery of the markets 'rich she had had to sacrifice in 

the stress of the confliCi " 

The return to somewhat "normal" conditions has not 

brought with it a complete reversion to "normal" markets; in 

fact the United Kingdom now faces a largely decreased export 

trade / 

(1) "A History of Commerce" by Dr Clive Day (1924) p.614. 
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trade, intensified as a result of post -war unrest. 

There is, perhaps, some comfort in the thought that 

British export trade is recovering slowly. Valued on the basis 

of 1913, when British exports amounted to £525.3 millions, and 

again excluding trade with the Irish Free State, exports were 

valued at £361.8 millions in 1922, £391.4 millions in 1923, and 

£396.5 millions in 1924. To mr intai_n a population larger by 

some two millions that in 19133the exports of that year would 

not be adequate today, especially when the higher standard of 

living and the incidence of war debts are taken into account. 

As it is,tiie great reduction in export trade has imposed taxa- 

tion for a million unemployed, and capital is lacking for the 

prosecution of commercial enterprise. 

It is, of course, in the various classes of manufac- 

tured goods that reduced exports are most severely felt. In 

1913 and 1924 such goods formed about 78 per cent. by value of 

exports of British produce, but the total value in 1924 at 1913 

prices was less than 79 per cent. of that of 1913. The new 

clasificaion of 1919 does not alter this result, which however 

must be slightly affected by the exclusion of the foreign trade 

of the Irish Free State. Assuming approximate correctness for 

the figures given in the "Survey of Overseas Markets" as repre- 

senting comparative statistics for 1913 and 1924 the exports of 

British Produce have fallen in value nearly 22 per cent., a very 

severe / 

(1) p.638 
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severe decrease when it is remembered that imports were absol- 

utely greater (even at values of 1913) in 1924 than in 1913. 

Thus, thotuh the following table shows that percentages of 

division by classes remain fairly constant, the actual impor- 

tance of t,1e markets has seriously declined - the world is not 

purchasing such large quantities of British goods as it did 

before the War. 

Percentage Exports of British Produce 

;444,/.2.2 

Class I. Class II. Class III. 

y 

i 

Empire Foreign Total Empire Foreign Total Empire Foreign Total 

13 2.4 3.P. 6.2 O.? 12.6 13.3 33.1 45.2 78.3 

?4 3.9 ! 3.2 r).? 1.2 12.1 13.3 35.6 41.7 77.3 

It will be noted that Imperial pmrchases of these re- 

duced exports show an increased percentage. This is due larger 

to purchases by the Dominions (including the Irish Free State 

since 1922) Which supply a large proportion of the goods most 

nearly steady in demand in British markets, while territorial 

extension, preferential tariffs, and sentiment have helped 

Britain to market her smaller exports of manufactured goods more 

widely within the Empire. 

In its "Report on Marketing and Prpparing for Market 

of Foodstuffs produced in thebverseas Parts of the Empiré" 

the/ 

(i) Cmd.2493 (1925) 



the Imperial Economic Committee draws attention to the large 

per caput purchases by Empire countries of the produce and 

manufactures of the United Kingdom. Such a criterion of 

Empire trade must be read alongside the percentage of the 

total British Exports 'which such lands absorb, in order that a 

proper perspective of such trade may be obtained. The two 

sets of figures are given in the accompanying Table which in- 

dicates to some extent how an increase of :Empire population, 

especially in the self- governing Dominions, might benefit 

British exports, how an educational campaign in the Colonies, 

Possessions, and Protectorates might prove almost as effective 

as the "Buy Empire Goods" will be in the United Kingdom, and 

that in the latter group and in India the lack of purchasing 

power among the native peoples may be met by a reduction in 

the prices of cotton goods for these markets with benefit to 

production in the United Kingdom. 

Extorts of Unit ed Kin done Produce and Manufactures 192 

Empire 
Countries 

F'u2c 14 A ES 
Per Caput' % of 

T o,tal 
S D !Value 

PL1RCFtAses. 
Foreign Per Caput 
Countries 

S D 

j of 
Total 
Valu! 

Irish Free State 13 8 1. 5.3 Denmark 4 1 5 1.7 
Sanada 3 2 0 3.5 Sweden 2 6 1 1.7 
Australia 10 11 4 7.6 1 etherlands (1) 3 9 8 3.2 
pesa Zealand 15 15 3 2.5 Europe (total) 0 12 1 31.0 
Union of S.Africa 4 3 4 3.8 China. (1) 0 0 11 1.7 
"ewfoundlan d 7 12 9 0.2 E. Indies 0 2 10 1.1 
India 0 5 8 11.4 united States 0 9 6 6.7 
Brit 

. .Afri ca 0 9 4 1.3 Mexico (1) 0 3 5 0.3 'rit.F.Africa 
i 

0 6 8 0.8 W.Africa (1) 0 2 4 0.3 
'.Indies Fc Ceylon 1 10 9 1.7 E.Africa 0 3 2 0.3 
li, 

Indies (incl. Argftntine (1) 2 16 3 3.4 
Rrit.Guiana) 2 19 8 0.8 F. America(total) 0 18 0 7.4 

(1) excluding British Empire 



From the total percentages given in the Table (1.17) 

(1913, 37..3; 1924, 38.5) the increase does not indicate very 

marked development of such trade though the trend is upward. 

Empire's Phare in British Trade 

Per Cent of United Kingdom Totals 

U.K. Imports from 
f 

U.K. Exports to 

1911 -13 1922 -24 1911 -13 1922 -24 

Canada 3.? 5.2 4.6 3.5 
Australia 5.2 5.1 6.8 7.8 
New 7ealand 2.7 4.1 2.1 2.5 
Union of P.Africa 1.5 1.5 4.3 3.6 
India 6.7 5.7 12.3 11.8 
Rest of Empire 5.2 9.0 6.1 11.2 
Total3npire 25.0 30.6 36.2 40.4 

From the above table, prepared from the returns given 

in the "Statistical Abstract" for the United Kingdom, it is 

evident that the total share of t Empire in British trade 

shows an increase. It must be noted, however, that the post- 

war trade is swelled by the inclusion, since April 1, 1923, of 

trade with the Irish Free State. This trade helps to account 

for the enhanced percentage under "Rest cf Empire ". Post -war 

increases in imports from Canada and New Zealand indicate 

developments of primary products; increases in export per - 

centages show larger imperial purchases of British manufactures. 

The trade of the separate Dominions and of India has been anal 
ysed sufficiently in foregoing sections to indicate in some 

degree / 



3 
degree how these results have been brought about, but despite 

the apparent increases with parts of the Empire and with the 

Empire as a Whole there is much to disquieten those who talk of 

Britain's growing trade with the Empire. 

In the first place it will be well to examine the 

disadvantages of the United Kingdom as an exporting nation. 

These are of two Bategories. In the first category are the 

difficulties and hindrances within the country; the second 

are the restrictions imposed by foreign and colonial markets. 

Consideration of the second group may be deferred until the 

trade of the Empire is considered, and some examination made 

here of internal disadvantages. 
(1) 

Chisholm has summarised disadvantages under 

which British commerce suffers - dearness of land due to density 

of population and intensity of industrial development; deficien- 

cy of water *ipower; the relatively high wages paid to workers 

compared with those of rival countries, and the governmental 

restrictions on labour, both rai sing the price of commodities 

of trade; the backward state of technical and commercial 

education compared with that of her rivals; the difficulties 

of the English language; and the non -adoption of a decimal 

system of money, weights, and measures. These general state- 

( 2) 
ments, he points out, are subject to exceptions and must be 

interpreted / 

(1) "Handbook of Commercial Geography" 9th edition, p.314. 

(2) Ibid. pp.321 -2. 



interpreted in a guarded manner; they serve eat least to show 

that disadvantages exist where favourable conditions might 

appear to be the rule. But the War has added, temporarily we 

may hope, specific disadvantages. The British population, 

despite the terrible ravages of five years of War, has increased 

beyond the capacity of absorption into occupations, and the 

country is over -populated. The surplus inhabitants do not 

emigrate at the pre -war rate, and consume resources that might 

be productively employed at home or abroad. This condition 

has led to increasedtaxati on, already too heavy, by the onus of 
(1) 

War debt payments. It has been estimated that 22 per cent of 

our national income is absorbed by taxation, and consequently 

national savings are not available for investment to create 

demand in markets abroad. Nor is this all. On the trade and 

commerce of the world's nations the War laid a blight that has 

not yet been removed. Production among belligerent nations was 

largely limited to foodstuffs and war -material. Shortage of 

labour was the natural result in a nation under arms. That 

shortage in Britain was allowed to control production and nape 

its own price. Subsea uently post -war labour has been unable 1. 

to resume pre -war per caput production at pre -war rates, and 

prices increased so rapidly that many purchasers of British 
(3) 

manufactures for economic reasons lessened their demands. 
Labour / 

(1) Ouoted in "The Round Table ", Sept. 1926, p.700. 
(2) Till the early part of 1921. 

(3) "But it is only by increased production that the waste of 
war can be repaired, and you cannot increase production if 
the means for stimulating it are withheld." (Sir Hector 
Duff's Report on Cotten Growing in Nigeria, p.33) 
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Labour troubles, delaying or limiting production, have been 

intensified since the War. Manufacturing production has not 

yet learned to accommodate itself to foreign and colonial re- 

quirements. Despite animadversions on British commercial 

methods dating back many years, with annual reminders in 

Colonial and other reports, it is evident that British merchants 

are less able or less willing to satisfy the tastes of their 

customers, and less enterprising in pushing their wares in 

Dominion markets than their great rivals in the United States 

and Germany. That British goods are the best the world can 
a e c -R 

produce will not their purchase by people who do not like 

their style or think them too expensive. British manufac- 

turers must change their conservative methods) if they are to 

maintain, far less extend, their foreign trade. This point has 

been illustrated in several of the preceding sections. 

War losses were not confined to trade, but included 

also the means of trade. No country suffered so heavily as 

Britain from the unrestricted activities of submarines, and 

the British mercantile marine has not yet regained its pre -war 

proportion of the world's shipping. Contrasting sharply with 

British losses are the increases in the tonnage of the United 

States / 

(1) This was first borne in upon my mind by an official report 
on trade conditions in Siberia (Cd.2518) of 1905 

(2) Everi if the difficulty of supplying relatively small local 
demands is greater with high-priced than with low -priced 
labour. 



States, In the pre -:var period the merchant marine of the 

United States had a carrying capacity- of about 8 million 

gross tons, which transported between 8 and 9 per cent. of 

her total foreign trade. During the Velar the withdrawal 

of British and other shipping for transport of men, food 

supplies, and munitions to the war areas, and for patrol 

work, as well as losses due to enemy action, greatly re- 

stricted that trade. The Snipping Act of 1916 brought 

about rapid shipbuilding; the shipyards were increased 

in number from 61 with 234 shipways in 1917 to 223 with 

1,099 ways at the close of 1918. By 1920 the gross tonnage 

had more than doubled and controlled 42,7 of the foreign 

trade. A large portion of the newly created marine had 

been avowedly built as an emergency measure, many vessels 

were constructed from wood, and generally the steamers 

were of too small size to deal adequately with exports 

that are most cheaply transported in lee vessels. Thus 

the huge paper marine is tun at a 1dL6, and for economic 

reasons, will be reduced till it reaches a level that may 

be profitably employed. 

World's / 

(1) On January 1, 1925, 2.6 million net tons of U.S. 
shipping were laid up as against less than 0.5 
million in U,K. 
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World's Shipp in 17 . 

(percentag e of Total Tonnage) 

Countries 
War {r) 

1914 
Losses 

sited Kingdom +44.4 

rit. Dominions 3.3 

nited States ' 4.3 

trance L4.5 

aa,n 

Italy 

'orway 

4e ['many 

3.1 

6.9 

3.9 0.8 

3.4 6.2 

9.2 

12.0 9 

orid (million tons) 42.51 15.0 

Increase 
or 

4- Ships built 
in 

Decrease - 1923 1925 
in 1919 (2) (2) 

from 1914 1924 1925 

32.9 32.8 57.7 41,3 
- 11.4 

3.8 3.8 1.8 1,7 

+142.5 21.4 19.7 6.5 7.2 

- 4.3 5.6 5.6 5.2 4.5 

-4 26.1 5.9 6.4 3.6 3.8 

- 17.6 4.8 4.9 2.4 6.9 

-- 24.0 4.0 4.3 1.2 0.8 

- 36.4 4.3 5.1 8,8 15.2 

1 1.8 57.9 58.8 2.6 2.5 

(1) Dr C. Day, p.599 (Germany excluded) . 

(2) From "Glasgog Herald ", Dec. 30, 1925. 
(3) Representing over. 9 million gross tons as against 

6 millions for foreign nations (C.9221 of 1918). 

With the decrease in carrying trade since the War has 

appeared a loot demand for new shipping, accentuated by the higher 

costs of construction of vessels. The serious drop in coal 

exports since the War has raised the price of imported raw 

materials and made shipping less remunerative. Despite that, 

the share of the United Kingdom in the world's ship -building 

continues highest, and the Clyde still retains its premier pOsition. 

To 
/ 



To indicate the present output the average figures over two 

years may be given. By this means the additional launchings of 

1924 due to labour troubles in the United Kingdom in 1923 may 

be somewhat levelled, though they also reflect increased orders 

placed by shipowners who realised that prices were unlikely to 

fall for some time. Labour troubles in the United Kingdom have 

Output of Shipping 

(average of years 1923 and 1924) 

Country No. of 
vessels 

Tonnage 
(1000 tons) 

Shipbuilding 
District 

No. of 
vessels 

Tonnage 
(1000 tons) 

United Kingdom 561 1086.5 The Clyde 152 35.0 
Germany 143 294.3 The Tyne l 207 
United States 140 170.2 The Wear. 37 122.8 
Japan 55 83.8 The Laggan 12 116.6 
H 142.6 The Tees 50 116,6 
France 79 116.9 

led to reconditioning of British vessels in foreign 1_:Outch and 

French yards, and this has affected British shipbuilding as a 

whole. Old ships are not greatly in demand for transport and 

be replaced if cargoes are to be secured. On the whole, 

freight rates are not very high, and a recovery of world trade 

would doubtless lead to more orders for new ships. 

As indicating in some measure the post-war decline in 

British trade two tables are given. In the first the movements 

of 

(1) "Economist." Index of Freight Rates (1913 -100) 1923, 

109.69; 1924, 113.44. 
Chamber of Shipping of the U.K. relative figures - 

1923, 121.4; 1924, 126.6. ( "Survey of Overseas Trade ", 1)663) 
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of shipping at United Kingdom ports are summarised in averages 

and the actual figures for 1913 and 1924 are added. While the 

latter point to a larger tonnage entering British ports with 

cargoes, it should be noted that such figures include trade with 

the Irish Free State on the one hand, but on the other give no 

criterion of the weight of goods transported, for many vessels 

enter and leave with cargoes much below their carrying capacity. 

The large tonnage cleared in ballast in 1924 is illuminating. 

Shipping at United Kingdom Ports 

(Not including coasting trade) at r.,a 
Entered with cargoes Entered in Ballast 

Brit is Foreign Total British Foreign Total 

Average - 
1910 -13 30.5 
1919 -23 26.8 

Year - 

1913 32.3 
1924(1) 36.9 

Figures are millions of Net Tons 

14.2 44.7 12.3 
12.7 39.5 11,8 

16.8 49.1 ° 14.3 
18.5 55.4 15.4 

16.5 28.8 
14.1 25.9 

18.7 33.0 
16.3 31.? 

Cleared with Cargoes Cleared in Ballast 

British Foreign Total British Foreign Total 

Average - 
1910 -13 3 ?.? 
1919 -23 29.7 

Year - 

1913 40.1 
1924(1) 41.7 

Figures are millions of Net Tons 

23.9 61.E 
17.9 47.6 

27.7 67.8 
23.6 65.3 

5.4 
9.4 

6.5 
11.7 

7.0 12.4 
9.0 18.4 

8.3 14.8 
11,8 23.5' 

(1) Includes tonnage in trade with Irish Free State. 
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The second table shows the British traffic through the Suez and 

Panama canals. 

Percentage Share of British Shipping in the Traffic 

l) 
through. the.Suez and Panama Ca 4ls . 

Suez Canal 
! 
Panama Canal 

of Total Tonnage 

1910-}3 (average) 52.6 
1915 `4) 76.0 43.0 
1923 61.9 26.3 
1924 59.0 23.3 

(1) Mainly from "Survey of Overseas Markets", p.668 
(2) End of opening year of Panama Canal. 

It is evident that British shipping continues to use 

largely the two great inter- oceanic waterways, though in both 

her percentage shows signs of diminishing. 

It must of course be remembered that the Panama Canal 

is a United States undertaking, and that, judged from the stand- 

point of distance -saving alone, the United States will benefit. 

more ber the new Canal than car Europe . Thts curtailing of 

distances applied most obviously to the west coast of North and 

South America, but it has brought the chief Australasian ports 

from Melbourne eastwards (which were previously, roughly speaking, 

from 900 to 1800 miles nearer to London than to New York) nearer 

to New York by several hundred miles.() These ocean distances 

are 

(3.) "British Shipping", A.N. Kitkaldy, p.404. 



(1) 
are shown for certain ports in the Table , and help to account 

for developments of United States trade already mentioned, and 

at the same time explain any apparent discrepancy between the 

percentages of Pritisn shipping using the two great canals. 

Table of Distances 

via 
Cape of 
Good Hope 

via via via 
Cape Suez Panama 
Horn 

1 Canal Canal 

miles miles miles miles 

London to San Francisco - 13,548 
New York to San Francisco - 13,223 
London to Valparaiso 
New York to Valparaiso 
London to Phan *ai 
Yew York to Eianiai 
London to Wellington 
New York to Wellington 
London to Melbourne 
New York to Melbourne 

- 

13, 790 
3,420(1) 
3,280 (1) 

13,910 
12,220(1) 
12, 850 

8,777 
8,452 

- 

8,010 
' 5,370 

- 7,360 
- 4,720 

10,441 i15,430 
- 12,321 ?11,240 
- 12,447 ;11,370 (a) 

13,327 8,730' 
- 11,057 12,86000 
- 112,920 10,226/ 

(i) Via Ft Vincent 
(3) Via Papa 

What the Panama Canal is to American trade, tte Suez Canal is 

to Bri ti srh ; but trie Suez Canal opens up muci richer and more 

closely grouped markets tai an are immediately reacted by Panama. 

Por -Pritain the traffic by the ruez route rivals that over the 

TTorth Atlantic; for the United states the Panama Canal has for 

the most part extended a large coasting trade along the length 

of the Pacific shores. This coa sting trade is reserved ex- 

clusively / 

(1) British Shipping, p.600. 



exclusively for ship under 4-he United States' flag. 

In_. the post -war period British shipping has been handi- 

capped, much more severely than in pre -war years, in the world's 

carrying trade, in spite of the general findings of the Peace 

Treaties. Certain countries grant concessions to their shippirg 

as against other vessels; reserve coasting trade to ships under 

the national flag; favour national shipping for emigration; 

establish, under subsidy, mercantile fleets for motional trade; 

and concede discriminating customs duties or rail transport 

reductions on goods carried by their national mercantile fleets. 

Thus in addition to currency depreciations and failure to give 

adequate protection to foreign trade -marks - both temporary 

checks corunerce it may be hoped, there are definite legal 

enactments by certain countries which hinder a "free seas and 

free ports" policy. "It seems possible that the gradual realisa- 

tion by the countries concerned of the injury inflicted on their 

own commerce by the increased cost and diminished facilities 

which are t le natural results of restricting transport to a 

single flag will, in time, cause a reaction towards the prin- 

ciple cf equal treatment of all flags which prevailed before the 

War. "(l) Progress towards this and was marked in 1924, follow- 

ing the findings of the Maritime Ports Convention drawn up by 

(2) 
the League of Nations in November 1923. 

Another / 

(1) "Survey of Overseas Markets ", p.19. A full statement is 

given by countries on pp.605 -630. 

(2) "The Economist", 7eb. 21, 1925, p.338. 



Another factor that has tended to restrict British 

shipping is the establishment of Dominion lines. Difficulties 

in securing tonnage during the War for the export of Australian 

produce led Mr Hughes to found the Commonwealth Government Line 

in 1916 by purchasing fifteen vessels with an average dead- weigit 

carrying capacity of 7000 -8000 tons. This venture was followed 

by the Canadian Government Merchant Marine which has opened new 

routes of trade for that Dominion. During the War such enter- 

prises were financially successful, but the cost of constructinn 

and fall in freight rates in the post -war period, and the 

placing in 1923 of such fleets (at first immune from taxation) 

on the same footing as privately owned vessels, led to losses in 

Dominions 4,000,000 gross tons 

in 1925. But these Dominion and United Mates undertakings 

indicate that the virtual monopoly of British vessels as carriiers 

for the world at large has been broken down. 

The importance to the United Kingdom of unfettered 

world shipping facilities is obvious when the excess of British 

imports is remembered. To balance British trade the earnings 

of the Mercantile Marine are indispensable. The net National 

shipping income, including bunker coal and oil and stores sup- 

plied to foreign ships, was estimated at £94 millions in 1913, 

but, despite changes in the purchasing power of money, reached 

only £115 millions in 1925. 

One of the post -War developments of shipbuilding has 

been an increasing percentage of motor boats. In the United 

Kingdom / 
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Kingdom alone the motor tonnage was about 13-h- -per cent. of tin 

total launchings in 1923 end 16* per cent. in 1924; but the 

fall in coal prices, accompanied by a rise in tYìe price of oil 

1) 
supplies, may tend to check rapid building of motor vessels. 

Although air transport, especially for mails and pass - 

engers, has made some progress, it is not likely to oust shipping 

Further advances must depend on engineering improvements and 

capitalist support, since state subsidies are not probable. 

"British Share in Dominion Trade 

Per cent. of average annual, 1911 -13 and 1922 -24. 

07-4.1)2eirdó 

I M P O R T S 

Prom U.K. 

1911 1922 
-13 -24 

from rest 
cf Empire 

1911 1922 
-131 -24 

1 

from i to U.K. 
L?.fi.A. 

19111 1922 1911;1922 
-13 -24 -13 -24 

EXPORTS 

to rest to U.S.A. 
of Ern ire 

1911: 1922 1911 1922 
-13 -24 -13 -24 

22.0 16.9 

relia 50.4 43.5 

fcaland 60.0 54.0 

^ of 

'Africa 57.0 52.0 

4.2 4.5 

11.2. 12.1 

63.4 67.9 49.8 38.2 

13.6 20.R 42.6 41.2 

22.8'24.8 9.2 15.1.79.0 81.9 

10.5 11.5' 8.31 

6.2 6.8 37.61 40.2 

17.9 12.3 2.6 6.9 

15.3 8.0 3.0 6.7 

192.0 71.5 0.5 11.5 0.8 

33.5 57.5 6.4 7.3' 2.4 6.6 24.8 23.6 15.2 14.2 10.3 

The table given above supplies a disquieting commentary 

on 

(1) Meanwhile the tonnage of motor vessels launched continues to 
increase - World total 1923, 222,000 (U. . 40f); 1924, 
499,000 (7.''. 47n; 1925, 812,000 (U.K. 317) - 

"Economist's" Review. of 1925. 
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on the trade between Britain and the great Dominions. In 

whichever way the subject is approached the declension in 

Britain's share of Dominion trade is apparent. Thus while 

British official returns point to a pseudo -growth in the per- 

centage of British trade within the Empire, an examination of 

Dominion trade shows that Dominion traders are importing smaller 

proportions of British products, and except in the case of New 

Zealand, are finding other purchasers for their exports. 

The table indicates that inter -Imperial trade is increasing 

slowly, but that the United States is improving her position in 

British Dominions markets at a rapid rate. Nor is this to be 

greatly wondered at. In the case of Canada proximity and easy 

geographical access to the United States has naturally favoured 

trade development with that Republic, while the easy communica- 

tions between these neighbours leads to frequent visits over the 

border, temporary as well as permanent migrations among commer- 

cial, industrial, and agricultural workers between the lands. 

Americans have sought the shelter of the tariff by the setting 
(1) 

up of American factories in Canada, and the United States has 

become practically as large a creditor of Canada as is Great 

Britain. Above all, as a result of this intercourse, Canadian 

nationality tends to conform to American, and national require- 

ments are most easily satisfied by the United States. These 

points have been illustrated in preceding sections. 

73-y / 
(1) In 1925 there were over 700 American branches in Canada. 



By the opening in 1915 of the Panama Canal the United 

States has been brought into closer contact with New Zealand 

and Australian markets, and the shorter voyages for American 

vessels have initiated an increased trade across the Pacific. 

noubtless the conditions of the -tar period favoured this devel- 

opment by accustoming Australians and New Zealanders to United 

States products, but as the trade continues in spite of high 

tariffs while that of the United Kingdom shows a decline even 

under preferential treatment, it is evident that the United 

States is supplying more successfully the demands of Australasia. 

The Composition of this trade has been touched on in earlier 

sections, but generally -the United States is buying direct 

large quantities of raw materials in the form of wool; hides, 

pelts, and skins; Kauri gum; etc., while the return cargoes 

are oils; motor vehicles; machinery; and iron and steel 

goods; the United Kingdom imports largely foodstuffs and wool, 

and supplies textiles and apparel, machinery, iron and steel, arts 

manufactures thereof. 

The Empire has shown in a practical manner that it 

desires to help the "Old Country" in its spasmodic efforts to 

maintain its position in world markets; Britain has not yet 

recognised fully the value to herself of the trade within the 

Empire. Imperial markets absorb increasing percentages of the 

reduced exports of British produce, and encourage this inter - 

imperial trade by tariffj references. Already Canada, Australia, 
Neu / 

(i) Mainly goods favoured by the large scale production which 
the immense home market promotes. 



New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, Rhodesia, the British 

West Indies, British Honduras, British Guiana, Cyprus, and Fiji 

have granted special conwessions to British manufactured goods, 

and it is in such goods that foreign competition is becoming 

most severe. Thus in addition to a natural preference for 

British goods among British settlers abroad, the governments 

they elect show tangible sympathy with that preference by ad- 

mitting such goods at a lower rate than those of the foreigner. 

To aid in the prosecution of local industries the 

self -governing Dominions have revised their tariff schemes. 

Under such tariffs Empire countries, with the exceptions of 

India, Newfoundland, and certain other colonies, accord a tariff 

preference to United Kingdom goods. "It is sufficient here to 

note as facts that a large section of British trade is at pre- 

sent carried on with the countries within the Empire which to 

Rritish Effective Preference in Dominions(1) 

02-0,e,-(,/s7 

Dominion 
Extent of Preference over Foreign Goods 

1914 1924 

Canada 
Union of c!.Africa 
Australia. 
New Zealand 

ad valorem 

54qr 6 (? r cent. 9a) or 0 per cent. 

4 
per cent. 21 per cent. 

n n 11ñ n n 

It n 12 It It 

(a) Over countries enjoying Intermediate Tariff Rates 
(France, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands) . 

(b) Over countries subject to general Tariff Rates (Germany, 
U. ".A.). 

(1) Survey of Overseas Markets, p.545. 



a greater or less extent accord preferential treatment to 

British goods, tit, generally speaking, the ad valorem rates 

of the preferences have grown materially in recent years, and 

that concurrently with this growth, the proportion of our export 

trade which is destined for these countries has 'substantiálly 

i ncreasW " It is in this sense that the British Empire markets 

shelter British trade, and those Sheltered markets are entitled 

to expect that their products should obtain preference among 

British purchasers, though not necessarily a tariff preference - 

where Free Trade is the accepted policy fdr the products they 

export. It is doubtful whether the Dominions reckon as a part 

return for Imperial Preference the diminishing amounts of 

British capital available to them, at cheap rates, for develop- 

ment. They are, however, justified in asking for preferential 

treatment in the case of "articles on the border -line between 

luxuries and necessities" - sugar, wines, canned or fresh fruit $ 

tobacco, etc. - that pay customs duties on entering British 

markets. But such Empire produce with the exception of sugar 

is not yet in great demand. 

Altogether then, ~while the trade of the Dominions has 

grown since the Tar period the U.K. trade has not been able to 

benefit, while U.S. trade with the Dominions has grown absolutely 

as well as relatively. The re -entry of Germany is, it may be 

supposed, as likely to affect the United Kingdom adversely as to 

reduce / 

(1) Ibid., p.25. 
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reduce the aware of the United States. It is true that the 

American increase is the result of War conditions, but even by 

1924 there is no sign that Britain is recapturing her lost trade. 

Why is the British share in Dominions trade declining? 

What are the hindrances to such trade? It has been stated, 

that Dominion industries, fostered under a highly protective 

system, have led to the stagnation of British export trade. 

In such casey the United States ought to have suffered more 

than the United Kingdom which benefits by a high preference 

c,ver her rivals. As has been shown, this is not the case, 

and whatever be the reason for the British decline, mere can- 

not be charged against the Dominions than that they are buying 

less the Kingdom. Or, on the other hand, the 

United States are better able to market their wares over a high 

tariff wall than can Britain over a low wall. Dominion pre - 

ference to Great Britain is ineffective because Britain cannot 

successfully avail hers &lf of its benefits. In other words 

Britain is not supplying what the Dominions Nish at prices they 

are willing to pay. For this Britain is not entirely to blame. 

to far as the eanadian market is concerned it has already been 

pointed out that the inland centres of United States production 

can reach that market by rail without break of bulk more easily 

than can Britain which, in such a case, has no. advantage from 

the ocean. Moreover tîß States can supply more quickly and 

repair more rapidly the elaborate machinery that Canada cannot 

yet produce for herself. The factor of nearness to the market 

'operates / 
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operates also in trans -oceanic trade. Thus the opening of the 

Panama Canal has shortened the voyage,frorn the Atlantic seaboard 

of the United States to New Zealand and eastern Australia, with 

benefit to United States trade; the shorter voyages from Japan 

and Italy than ' _from Britain to India have undoubtedly aided 

these countries in developing trade with that Empire, and Japan 

is a competitor with Britain in Australia. 

It is frequently pointed ()lit that it will not pay 

British manufacturers to execute special orders for a limited 

market. For example "the shapes of structural steel required 

(for the building trade) in Canada are the same as those in the 

United States, but different from those in the United Kingdom. 

British mills, are, it is said, unable to cut the shapes re- 

quired in Canada, and the Canadian market is not big enough to 

make it worth while to go to the expense of cutting special 

rolls for the tra1) _ z." With the increasing industrialisation 

cf the world in general and the Dominions in particular it must 

be more deeply borne into the minds of British manufacturers 

that for them the future depends perhaps more on the execution 

of relatively small specialised orders than in the problematic 

marketing of their standardised output, however high in quality 

if. may be.2) 

D ominion / 

(1) "Geographical Relation of Market to Seats of Industry" 
(Chisholm), Scottish Geographical Magazine 1910, p.179. 

(a) A surgical friend told me that he wished some alterations m 
made in one of his instruments. No British firm succeedei 
in satisfying g his requirements which were, however, met by 
a German firm. The German representative reported to my, 
friend that he had secured a number of orders for the 
improved instrument. 



Dominion industries are as yet in the early stage$ of 

development. Their output is not yet able to supply Dominion 

demands. It is generally true that home industries lead to 

increased imports of manufactured goods, and Dominion markets 

are not buying; fewer industrial products. But perhaps their 

taste had changed. Young, progressive nations may have the 

same contempt for Great Britain's products as children exhibit 

towards their grandfather's choice of dress. It is not unnatu,L 

that the Dominions, in their present stage of development, 

should admire the progress made by the United States and seek 

to copy its example, or should develop foibles of their own that 

say, Germany will cater for more readily than the United King- 

dom. Increased natio^,al wealth and a higher level of living 

in the Dominions will satisfy itself somehow, but it must he 

sátisfied. Perhaps that is where Britain fails. In India 

the low standard of living is unable to satisfy its demands 

from high- priced British goods and seeks satisfaction from 

Japanese merchants. There is a lack cf flexibility and adapta- 

bility in British industrial methods. American manufactures, 

basing large -scale production on a very large consuming pope. - 
lation, have become intensive competitors in the world's markets; 

their exports of manufactured goods are steadily increasing; and 

their capital investments overseas cannot be without reward. In 

its/ 

(1) These have increased 48 per cent. over 1913. 
(2) "Before the War the United States invested practically 

nothing abroad and Great Britain about £200 million a year. 

Today the United States' foreign investments reach that 
figure but our o,vn have dropped to half of what they were:' 
( "The Round Table" Sep. 1926, p.702) . 



its inquiry into "Some Causes of the Present Stagnation cf 

British Trac" the Federation of British Industries has examined 

the relation between foreign investment and trade development. 

On the purely economic side this is outside the scope of Cor: - 

mefcial Geography, but it does indicate points of geographical 

interest. Two quotations from the Introduction to the 

Federation's inquiry may serve to indicate questions that sug- 

gest themselves. "If we do not supply this capital (for the 

development of new countries)on approximately our pre -war scale, 

and no one else supplies it, the expansion of the world's trade, 

however favourable all the other conditions may be, must be 

very much less rapid than it was before the war. If someone 

else supplies the capital, it seems probable that, while our 

export trade may benefit from the general world improvement, the 

principal share will go to the lending country, not to Great 

Britain" "If large scale foreign investment is impossibil 

would a concentration of such investment as is possible upon 

the Enke, linked up with, and conditional upon, an agreed 

emigration policy designed simultaneously to relieve the unem- 

ployment problem in this country, and to povide the climatically 
k 

suitable parts of the .Empire with the worling population essen- 

tial to their rapid development, be economically or politically 

possible ?" 

On / 

(1) by R. G. Glenday and A.L.Please, June 1925. 
(2) by R. T. Nugent, Director of the Federation. 



On the one hand it seems evident that Britain has not 

any large amount of capital available for foreign investment, 

but that the United States has. It seems certain, too, that 

the great Republic is gaining in the race for trade partly at 

least because of this advantage. On the other hand any Britis,h 

capital seeking investment will be placed where the best returns 

are to be secured irrespective of Imperial claims. Attempts 

to link capital investments with an emigration. policy are fore- 

doomed to failure since such a policy cannot exist when the 

Dominions and British governments do not agree either as to 

class of emigrant or as to the numbers to be moved, the former 

seeking to select a few, the latter to place an indiscriminate 

many. On the whole such a form of Imperial Preference is as 

little likely to succeed, and as undesirable, as any other. 

Capital, like emigration, will move empirically. 

It may be concluded that British exports, unable to 

compete under specially favourable conditions in Dominion mar- 

kets, must find room for expansion over the continent of Europe 

absorbs them at about the pre -war rate. In European 

markets they have been established for centuries, and European 

peoples have become accustomed to such standards, while younger 

nations seek for change. Even in Europe, when the numerous 

petty -state tariffs have given way to freer trade, Britain will. 

find German competition a severe strain. 

(1) 1913, 34 per cent; 1924, 31 per cent. 



From this brief survey of several sets of Imperial 

considerations the conclusion appears obvious. Historical 

developments, area and potulation, constitutional progress, 

fiscal policies, and trade conditions alike suggest that a 

self- contained Empire would be neither advantageous to its 

members nor desirable for them. By all means let the Empire 

do everything in its power to foster good feeling and establish 

closer trade relations among its members, but such an end cannot 

be secured by a policy of regulation. By all means let the 

British Eire unite* in preserving the family tie, but the mem- 

bers of a family frequently agree best.vhen they are furthest 

apart. By all means let the British Empire strive for common 

ideals and aims, but let it do so in its own way. None of 

these aspirations involves any real agreement - the : -- may 

equally inc]ude the united States. But these ties, light as 

air, are yet strong as steel, and the less any attempt is made 

to materialise them the tougher they will become. 



C!) 
T ETSE FLY 

4,03 

Tsetse flies are divided into eight species of the 
Glossing genus of blood- sucking 121.ptera2a division of the family 
of Muscidae. They are confined to the African continent 
;There infected belts extend intermittently over the tropical 
non -desert area. Within the British Imperial lands their 
ravages are severe even in Zululand. 

The ideal breeding places of Glossina palpalis are thickets 
with underlying humus round lake shores or along river banks 

in the hake Victoria region.. Most tsetse flies, except 

Glossina longipennis , recuire a certain degree of atmosi *eric 
humidity and shade, so that fly belts tend to expand during 

the rainy season and to contract with dry weaher. For the 

more widely distributed Glossina morsitans and swynnertoni 

lying logs and other slight shelters suffice. Cultivated 
ground and the dense forest are free from breeding Glossina. 

A detailed study of the environment conditions of each species 

is essential before control work can be undertaken, and it is 
probable that a study of local vegetation may throw light on 

the breeding habits of the different species. 

It is now common knowledge /the trypanosome, the c 

organism of the dread sleeping -sickness (trypanosomiasis) is 
directly transmitted to human beings by the "bit e" of a tsetse 
fly,(mem'oers of the Morsitans group are the carriers of 

Rhode si an / k,a. ks-- -- 



Rhodesian sleeping sickness) - and that the tsetse -fly disease - 

nagaga - is similarly communicated to domestic stock. The 

results of such diseases are enormous. Not only does the fly 

increase an abnormally high death -rate in African native tribes 

while it diminishes seriously their food supply, but it leads 

to the depopulation of vast stretches through the movement of 

natives from newly- infected areas and the conseouent extension 

of fly -infected regions. On the economic side the various 

species of Glossina render the use of transport wagons 

impopsible over a considerable part of the territories, while 

they dominate districts of generally great potential fertility, 

and native migrations leave still more productive land to the 

pest. 

On the moral side the ravages of tsetse fly are held 

responsible for the degeneracy of certain cattle -owning tribes, 

among whom losses of stock may break down the dowry system 

upon which most of their marriage customs are based. 

A few examples of these effects must sufice. In 1900 

an epidemic of sleeping- sickneLL in -,-ice S.Jse I.,la &:;, lake 

Victoria., led to the evacuation of the inhabitants and the 

,anding over of one of the most fertile districts in Uganda 

to the tsetse fly. When the natives were removed the 

Aitatunga antelope increased in such numbers that the bush was 

kept under and the breeding thickets of the fly destroyed. 

As man its reclaiming the land, the game is retreating and the 

breeding / 



0s_ 

breeding thickets are again springing up. Thus the cycle re- 

commences. In 1916 -17 a rinderpest outbr-eftk in the Ankole 

district of Uganda brought about a recessionary movement of 

population which is still proceeding, and the fly has invaded 

the district. In 1922 an outbreak of sleeping sickness in 

the Ntuesu sultanate, about fifty miles east of Mwanza caused 

683 deaths, though energetic measures prevented its spreading, 

and only a few fresh cases were discovered in 1924. The 

Report for 1924 (1) mentions other cases in Tanganyika 

Territory. 

From such recent examples it is evident nat the ravages 

of Glossina have not yet been checked. In fact it would 

appear that the fly is increasing in certain parts of the 

British territories. "The fly has encroached in no less than 

seven places in a single sub- district of Tanganyika in the 

year 1923."(2) The Abercern dattle district of North -Eastern 

Rhodesia, and Mombera, the principal cattle area of Nyasaland, 

are cut off from their markets by infested areas; (3) and in 

large districts of Uganda hand tilling of the ground has re- 

placed the cattle plough. 

The necessity 6or an intensive campaign against the 

tsetse fly is imperative. At present the little that is being 

done is handicapped by lack of proper equipment and time. 

I t is obvious that skilled entomologists must be employed to 

discover / 

( 1) Colonial No.11 pp 28-30. (2) Cmd. 2387 p.71. 
(3) Colonial Report No.1204 p.11. 
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discover means of destroying the fly and curing the diseases.(4) 

Both researches must proceed together avid at once. A 

successful issue at an early date would tend to allow a station- 

ary population to increase by preserving both its manhood and 

its int_ants by increasing their food supply and so improving 

their physique; and by removing a dread plague from them and 

their beasts of burden, set free considerable numbers to 

undertake productive work in the territories.(5) To 

develop our African empire we must find means to supply an 

anly of scientific researchers. "In our opinion there are 

few subjects of greater importance to the development of the 

East territories than scientific It is 

clear to us that far greater efforts must be made, both 

by the Imperial Government and by the local Governments, to 

organise more effective services in this respect." (6) 

African natives must be instructed in the most effective 

means of solving the problem of the tsetse fly. Mr Swynnerton 

declares that "settlement properly planned Will protect itself." 

by / 

(4) "Itis not too much to say that in Tanganyika Territory 
the problem of the tsetse fly is the outstanding problem con - 
fro,,,nting the Government, and the whole resources of the 
Administration will have to be harnessed to combat this plague" 

(Gmd. 238 7 p.119.) 

(5) At least 30 per cent of the total area of Northern Rhodesia 
is under fly. Cmd. 2387 p.97. 

(6) Cmd. 2387. p80. 
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APPENDIX II. 

A grear, deal has been, and is still being, written of 

the Education of the Empire. In its widest sense the term 

covers every phase of Imperial development, but it has a special 

significance in Great Britain where the mass of the people are 

unashamedly ignorant of even the location of parts of the Empire. 

It is only lately that Iarg >e -scale attempts to adver- 

tise the Empire have been made, but the response to such en- 

deavours must be partly dete. mined by what the average cit izen 

has absorbed from school teaching of from newspaper reading 

about the Empire. "Buy Empire Goods" may make a good slogan, 

but its success will depend more largely on the quality, attrac- 

tiveness, price, and regularity of supplies of such goods. We 

did not cease to buy German .goods even during the War: to 

establish the habit of purchasing Empire products dill require a 

strenuous campaign of advertising - by newspapers, posters, and 

cinematography. In all this every form of school must share. 

The Empire wall-map must be constantly on view and regularly 

ref errea to. Such a map with the names of household coYanodit i_es 

prominently printed would be a valuable educational instrument. 

Over Canada we should see the word "Wheat ", over the Australian 

Riverina "Wool ", over Kenya Colony "Coffee", over the Gold Coast 

"Cocoa ", and öo forth - an attempt to give "a local habitation" 

for very many of the commodities that the homes of the pupils 

must purchase. 

The 



j'_e publicity- campaign must be an educational campaign, 

and the share of the parts of the Eropirr must be whole-hearted 

and sustained. ÀRoreovE; the campaign .auT:t î)E3 co2ltin;iQiYßj the 

firm thaí`, ceases to advertise loses custom quickly. Colonial 

wares i;iu5 é become as much household terms as are "BeechaA's 

Pills" or "Brooke's Soap". 



APPENDIX I1.I. 

Many problems of Imperial importance demand the 

attention of research students. With resgect to Agriculture 

alone information of value is still unavailable regarding the 

yield of, e.g., wheat, in irrigated and dry - farming lands, 

compared ;with that on areas where precipitation is adequate, 

the return to labour in such lands, the amount of labour 

necessary, the classes of wheat seeds that will give the best 

returns, and the economic value of agricultural machinery. 

Similarly the question) of artificial fertilisers in relation 

to yield in e.g. the Canadian prairie - the balance between co 

increased output - would be a valuable contribution to 

agronomics. 

Another class of problems arises round the question 

of native labour in the tropical colonies, its .guidance between 

production for home consumption and for export, its position in 

the political field of lend tenures, its education in the de- 

mands of consuming markets, and its status under migration 

schemes within the Empire. 

A third ser1es of inquiries might be made into the 

possible introduction of new crops into Imperial fields with the 

economic probabilities of their absorption within Imperial mar- 

kets; the further extension of cotton production; the more 

rapid / 

(1) e.g., cost of supply of fertilisers adequate to raise averam 
yield to 25 bushels per acre, and consequent additional 
cost of production per bushel and per head of those engaged 
in production. 



rapid development of animal husbandry both as a question of 

mixed farming and in reference to British demands for meat; 

and the conservation of timber resources by a policy of 

scientific afforestation. 

Further problems are connected with transport by land 

and on sea - its extension and more efficient co- ordination 

together with port facilities and equipment. Such studies are 

most intimately linked with the ire in Africa and the West 

Indian colonies, but must not overlook the conditions in the 

United Kingdom. 

These problems and many others are, suggested by 

the ekamination made in previous sections. Truly the field 

is wide and the labourers are few Progress may be made in 

many ways, but best of all by numerous short papers dealing 

with a single aspect of a problem. Many suchpppers exist 

but they are scattered among the volumes of Transactions of 

Scientific Societies, and only with difficulty accessible to 

the research student, even if he knows where to look for them. 

Reprints should be available in University and Public Libraries, 

where a catalogue would indicate scope of paper, author, and 

date, under different heads. In this respect American 

libraries appear to be better served than our own. 


